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This survey summarizes almost 50 years of research and development
in the field of Augmented Reality (AR). From early research in the
1960’s until widespread availability by the 2010’s there has been steady
progress towards the goal of being able to seamlessly combine real and
virtual worlds. We provide an overview of the common definitions of
AR, and show how AR fits into taxonomies of other related technolo-
gies. A history of important milestones in Augmented Reality is fol-
lowed by sections on the key enabling technologies of tracking, display
and input devices. We also review design guidelines and provide some
examples of successful AR applications. Finally, we conclude with a
summary of directions for future work and a review of some of the
areas that are currently being researched.
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In 1977 many moviegoers were amazed as a small robot projected a
three-dimensional image of a woman in mid air. With the words "Help
me Obiwan-Kenobi, you’re my only hope", a recording of Princess Leia
delivered a message that would change Luke Skywalker’s life forever.
In this Star Wars1 scene, special e ects were used to create the magi-
cal impression that three-dimensional virtual content was appearing as
part of the real world. The movie forecast a future where people could
interact with computers as easily as interacting with the real world
around them, with digital and physical objects existing in the same
space.
Thirty years later, in the 2008 US presidential campaign, a ver-
sion of technology was shown for real. During the CNN election cov-
erage reporter Wolf Blitzer turned to an empty studio and suddenly
a life sized three-dimensional virtual image of reporter Jessica Yellin
appeared beamed in live from Chicago2. Just like Princess Leia, she
appeared to be part of the real world, but this time it was real and





as if there was there face to face, even though she was thousands of
miles away. It had taken only thirty years for the Star Wars fantasy to
become reality.
The CNN experience is an example of technology known as Aug-
mented Reality (AR), which aims to create the illusion that virtual
images are seamlessly blended with the real world. AR is one of the
most recent developments in human computer interaction technology.
Ever since the creation of the first interactive computers there has been
a drive to create intuitive interfaces. Beginning in the 1960’s, computer
input has changed from punch cards, to teletype, then mouse and key-
board, and beyond. One overarching goal is to make the computer
interface invisible and make interacting with the computer as natural
as interacting with real world objects, removing the separation between
the digital and physical. Augmented Reality is one of the first technolo-
gies that makes this possible.
Star Wars and CNN showed how the technology could enhance
communication and information presentation, but like many enabling
technologies, AR can be used in a wide variety of application domains.
Researchers have developed prototypes in medicine, entertainment, ed-
ucation and engineering, among others. For example, doctors can use
AR to show medical data inside the patient body [Navab et al., 2007,
Kutter et al., 2008], game players can fight virtual monsters in the
real world [Piekarski and Thomas, 2002a], architects can see unfin-
ished building [Thomas et al., 1999], and students can assemble virtual
molecules in the real world [Fjeld and Voegtli, 2002]. Figure 1.1 shows
a range of applications.
The potential of AR has just begun to be tapped and there is more
opportunity than ever before to create compelling AR experiences. The
software and hardware is becoming readily available as are tools that
allow even non-programmers to build AR applications. However there
are also important research goals that must be addressed before the
full potential of AR is realized.
The goal of this survey is to provide an ideal starting point for those
who want an overview of the technology and to undertake research and
development in the field. This survey compliments the earlier surveys of
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(a) ARQuake outdoor AR game
[Piekarski and Thomas, 2002a]
(b) AR architecture by Re+Public
http://www.republiclab.com
(c) AR in medicine [Kutter et al., 2008]
Figure 1.1: Typical AR applications.
Azuma [1997], Azuma et al. [2001], Van Krevelen and Poelman [2010]
and Carmigniani et al. [2011] and the research survey of Zhou et al.
[2008]. In the next section we provide a more formal definition of AR
and related taxonomies, then a history of the AR development over
the last 50 years. The rest of this survey gives an overview of key AR
technologies such as Tracking, Display and Input Devices. We continue
with sections on Development Tools, Interaction Design methods and
Evaluation Techniques. Finally, we conclude with promising directions
for AR research and future work.
2
Definition and Taxonomy
In one of the most commonly accepted definitions, researcher Ron
Azuma says that Augmented Reality is technology that has three key
requirements [Azuma, 1997]:
1) It combines real and virtual content
2) It is interactive in real time
3) It is registered in 3D
The CNN virtual presenter satisfies these requirements. The virtual
image of Jessica Yellin appears in a live camera view of the studio, she
is interactive and responds to Wolf Blitzer in real time, and finally, her
image appears to be fixed or registered in place in the real world.
These three characteristics also define the technical requirements of
an AR system, namely that it has to have a display that can combine
real and virtual images, a computer system that can generate interac-
tive graphics the responds to user input in real time, and a tracking
system that can find the position of the users viewpoint and enable the
virtual image to appear fixed in the real world. In the later sections of
this survey we explore each of these technology areas in more depth. It
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Figure 2.1: Rekimoto’s comparison of HCI styles (R = real world, C = computer).
[Rekimoto and Nagao, 1995]
should be noted that Azuma’s definition doesn’t place any limitations
on the type of technology used, nor is it specific to visual information,
and some AR systems provide an audio or haptic experience.
In the larger context, Augmented Reality is the latest e ort by
scientists and engineers to make computer interfaces invisible and en-
hance user interaction with the real world. Rekimoto distinguishes be-
tween traditional desktop computer interfaces and those that attempt
to make the computer interface invisible [Rekimoto and Nagao, 1995].
As Figure 2.1(a) shows, with a traditional desktop computer and desk-
top WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer) [Costabile and Matera,
1999] based graphical user interface (GUI) there is a distinct separa-
tion between what the on-screen digital domain and the real world.
One approach to overcome this is through the approach of Ubiquitous
Computing [Weiser, 1993] (Figure 2.1(c)) where computing and sensing
technology is seamlessly embedded in the real world.
An alternative approach is through Virtual Reality (VR) [Burdea
and Coi et, 2003] (Figure 2.1(b)) when the user wears a head mounted
display and their view of the real world is completely replaced by
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Figure 2.2: Typical Virtual Reality system with an immersive head mounted dis-
play, data glove, and tracking sensors. [Lee et al., 2002]
computer-generated graphics (Figure 2.2). In a VR system the user
is completely separated from the real world, isolated in their head
mounted display, and so the computer is again invisible to the user.
In contrast, AR interfaces are designed to enhance interactions in the
real world (Figure 2.1(d)).
As can be seen from Rekimoto’s diagram, Augmented Reality is
complimentary to immersive Virtual Reality (VR). Many of the com-
ponent technologies used are the same, such as head mounted displays,
tracking systems, and handheld input devices. However there are some
important di erences between AR and VR systems. The main goal
of a Virtual Reality system is to use technology to replace reality and
create an immersive environment. In contrast, the main goal of an Aug-
mented Reality system is to enhance reality with digital content in a
non-immersive way. This means that in a VR system the display de-
vice should be fully immersive with a wide field of view (FOV), and
the 3D graphics shown as realistic as possible. The field of view is the
amount of the users visual space filled with computer graphics and so
the greater the FOV the higher the level of immersion. Since the user
can no long see the real world, viewpoint tracking in the VR system
does not have to be very accurate relative to the real world.
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Table 2.1: Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality technology requirements.
Virtual Reality Augmented Reality
Replacing Reality Augmenting Reality
Scene Generation requires realistic images minimal rendering okay
Display Device fully immersive, wide FOV non-immersive, small FOV
Tracking and Sensing low accuracy is okay high accuracy needed
In contrast, in an AR system the display can be non-immersive
with a smaller FOV and use minimal graphics. For example, wearable
displays often have a FOV of less than 30 degrees, but some AR naviga-
tion application applications can work well on these displays by using
very simple map and arrow graphics. However, in an AR application,
the tracking must be as accurate as possible to create the illusion that
the virtual content is fixed in the real world. In a see-through AR dis-
play it it very easy for the human eye to perceive a mismatch between
real and virtual graphics of even a few millimeters. Table 2.1 shows the
complimentary di erences between AR and VR systems.
Another way of defining Augmented Reality is in the context of
other technologies. Milgram and Kishino [1994] introduced the concept
of "Mixed Reality", which is the merging together of real and virtual
worlds, and a Mixed Reality continuum which is a taxonomy of the
various ways in which the "virtual" and "real" elements can be combined
together (see Figure 2.3). On the right end is the Virtual Environment
(VE), where the user’s view of the world is completely replaced by
computer generated virtual content. On the opposite left end is the
Real Environment (RE) where none of the user’s view is replace by
virtual content. Towards the VE end is Augmented Virtuality where
most of the user’s view is replaced by computer graphics, but there
is still a view of the real world available. Finally, Augmented Reality
is closer to the RE end, where virtual cues enhances the user’s view
of the real world. As more or less virtual content is added to the AR
scene the interface moves closer or further away from the VE or RE
endpoints. The main lesson from this taxonomy is that AR interfaces
don’t exist as a discrete point between Real and Virtual experiences,
but can appear anywhere along the Mixed Reality continuum.
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Figure 2.3: Milgram’s Mixed Reality continuum. [Milgram and Kishino, 1994]
Figure 2.4: Mann’s Mediated Reality. [Mann, 1994]
Milgram’s Mixed Reality continuum is a one-dimensional array from
the Real Environment to the Virtual Environment. However this can
be extended along a second dimension. Mann [1994] defines the con-
cept of Mediated Reality as filtering or modifying the view of the real
world, rather than just adding to it as is done with Augmented Reality.
For example, warping video of the real world to compensate for visual
disability, or removing unwanted advertising billboards. Mann’s con-
cept of Mediated Reality extends the earlier definitions of AR, VR and
MR as shown in Figure 2.4. A Mediality Continuum [Mann, 2002] can
be constructed to compliment Milgram’s Mixed Reality (or Virtuality
Continuum), see Figure 2.5. In this case the vertical axis represents
the amount of mediation or filtering that is being performed in the
user view of the real or virtual environment. For example, a severely
mediated virtuality application would be a VR system in which the
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Figure 2.5: Mann’s Mediality/Virtuality Continuum. [Mann, 2002]
user’s view was filtered in some way. Like Milgram, Mann extends the
concept of Augmented Reality and places it in the context of other
interface technologies.
The Metaverse roadmap1[Smart et al., 2007] presents another way
of classifying the AR experience. Neal Stephenson’s concept of the
Metaverse [Stephenson, 1992] is the convergence of a virtually enhanced
physical reality and a physically persistent virtual space. Building on
this concept the Metaverse roadmap is based on two key continua (i) the
spectrum of technologies and applications ranging from augmentation
to simulation; and (ii) the spectrum ranging from intimate (identity-
focused) to external (world-focused). These are defined as follows:
• Augmentation: Technologies that add new capabilities to existing
real systems
• Simulation: Technologies that model reality
• Intimate: Technologies focused inwardly, on the identity and ac-
tions of the individual External: Technologies are focused out-
wardly, towards the world at large
The technologies of Augmented Reality, Virtual Worlds, Life Log-
ging, and Mirror Worlds can be arranged within these continua (see Fig-
ure 2.6). They represent another way of classifying AR, alongside other
1http://metaverseroadmap.org
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Figure 2.6: Augmented Reality in the Metaverse taxonomy.
http://www.metaverseroadmap.org/overview
technologies such as Lifelogging [Achilleos, 2003] and Mirror Worlds
[Gelernter, 1991]. Lifelogging interfaces are those used by a person
to capture their everyday experience, such as the SenseCam [Hodges
et al., 2006] camera that continuously records audio and video from the
wearer. In this way they combine intimacy and augmentation. Mirror
World technologies are those that are externally focused and try to
create a copy or simulation of the real world. For example, Google’s
Streetview2 provides a panorama view of a street or location at a par-
ticular point in time.
More recently, a number of other AR classification schemes have
been proposed. For example, Hugues et al. [2011] presents a taxon-
omy of AR environments based on functional purpose. They divide
environments into two distinct groups, the first concerned with aug-
mented perception of reality, and the second with creating an artificial
environment. Similarly, Braz and Pereira [2008] present TARCAST, a
2https://www.google.com/maps/views/streetview
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taxonomy based on the idea that any AR system can be made of six sub-
systems that can characterized using existing taxonomies. These sub-
systems include; Image Acquisition, Virtual Model Generator, a Mixing
Realities Subsystem, Display, Real Manipulator, and a Tracking Sub-
system. Finally, Normand et al. [2012] provides an AR taxonomy based
on four axes; (1) tracking required, (2) augmentation type, (3) content
displayed by the AR application, and (4) non-visual rendering modali-
ties. These taxonomies are not as well established as the earlier work of
Azuma, Milgram and Mann, but provide alternative perspectives from
which to characterize AR experiences.
In summary, Ron Azuma provides a useful definition of the charac-
teristics of Augmented Reality, which can help specify the technology
needed to provide an AR experience. However, to fully understand the
potential of AR it is important to consider it in the broader context
of other taxonomies such as Milgram’s Mixed Reality continuum, the
Metaverse Taxonomy or Mann’s Augmented Mediation. In the next
section we review the history of Augmented Reality, and show that
researchers have been exploring AR for many years.
3
History
Although Augmented Reality has recently become popular, the technol-
ogy itself is not new. For thousands of year people have been using mir-
rors, lenses and light sources to create virtual images in the real world.
For example, beginning in 17th Century, theatres and museums were
using large plates of glass to merge reflections of objects with the real
world in an illusion that became known a "Pepper’s Ghost" [Brooker,
2007]. However, the first truly computer generated AR experience can
be traced back to computer interface pioneer, Ivan Sutherland.
Ivan Sutherland is well known for developing Sketchpad, the
world’s first interactive graphics application at MIT in 1963 [Suther-
land, 1964]. Shortly after that he moved to Harvard University, and
in 1968, with Bob Sproull, he created the first prototype AR system
[Sutherland, 1968] (see Figure 3.1). This combined a CRT-based optical
see-through head mounted display, with a ceiling mounted mechanical
tracking system connected to a PDP-11 computer and custom graphics
hardware. Later the cumbersome mechanical tracker was replaced by
an ultrasonic system. Thus their system combined the necessary dis-
play, tracking and computing components to provide an AR experience.
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Figure 3.1: Sutherland’s AR system. [Sutherland, 1968]
Although primitive, the system was capable of creating three-
dimensional graphics that appearing to be overlaid on the real world.
In this paper, Sutherland says: "The user has a 40 degree field of view
of the synthetic information displayed on the miniature cathode ray
tubes. Half-silvered mirrors in the prisms through which the user looks
allow him to see both the images from the cathode ray tubes and ob-
jects in the room simultaneously. Thus displayed material can be made
either to hang disembodied in space or to coincide with maps, desk
tops, walls, or the keys of a typewriter." [Sutherland, 1968].
Sutherlands vision was of an Ultimate Display [Sutherland, 1965]
in which "..the computer can control the existence of matter. A chair
displayed in such a room would be good enough to sit in. Handcu s
displayed in such a room would be confining, and a bullet displayed
in such a room would be fatal. With appropriate programming such a
display could literally be the Wonderland into which Alice walked." His
Augmented Reality research was a first step in this direction.
Sutherland’s work went on to play a significant role in influencing
virtual reality researchers, but for the next couple of decades most AR
research continued in military and government research labs, rather
than academic or industrial settings.
While Sutherland was developing his prototype Ultimate Display,
Tom Furness at the Wright Pattern Air Force based was beginning re-
search on the Super-Cockpit program for the US Air Force [Furness III,
1969]. From the mid-sixties until the mid-eighties, Furness and others
were working on new ways to present complex flight details to pilots so
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that they wouldn’t get overloaded with information. The SuperCock-
pit was envisioned as a ".. crew station which would exploit the natu-
ral perceptual, cognitive and psychomotor capabilities of the operator"
[Furness III, 1986].
In the prototype developed the user wore a head mounted display
in the aircraft cockpit (see Figure 3.2(a)). During daylight conditions,
computer graphics appeared superimposed over part of the pilot’s real
world (Figure 3.2(b)). During night and in bad weather conditions the
display could show graphics appears as a "substitute" for the real world,
replacing the user’s view. These early experiments evolved into the
head mounted AR displays used in modern aircraft such as the hel-
met targeting system in the Apache attack helicopter. The early HMD
developments of Sutherland and Furness were continued by various gov-
ernment organizations and private companies, such as Honeywell and
Hughes to produce a wide variety of designs.
(a) User wearing the
head mounted display
(b) Artist’s drawing of the view seen
through the display
Figure 3.2: The US Air Force Super Cockpit system. [Furness III, 1986]
Inspired by Furness, in 1981 the National Aeronautics and Space
Agency (NASA) built their own HMD from LCDs taken out of cheap
Sony Watchman TV’s. This was called the Virtual Visual Environment
Display (VIVED) and was connected to a magnetic tracking system
and graphics computer to create a fully immersive virtual environment.
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This became the VIEW (Virtual Interface Environment Workstation)
project and was used to explore possible user interface for astronauts
and immersive visualizaton [Fisher et al., 1987]. A key part of this
system was a glove interface developed by VPL Research, a company
founded by Jaron Lanier and Jean-Jacques Grimaud in 1985 to provide
Virtual Reality technology [Kalawsky, 1993]. Lanier coined the term
"Virtual Reality" and in the middle and late 1980s VPL became famous
for making the DataGlove glove and the EyePhone HMD. This meant
that by the late 80’s, technologies were becoming available to enable
people to conduct AR research in academic and industrial settings.
Furness left the Air Force in 1989 to found the influential Hu-
man Interface Technology Laboratory at the University of Washing-
ton, transferring key Virtual and Augmented Reality technology into
an academic setting. Other key academic research groups studying Vir-
tual and Augmented Reality around that same time included Frederick
Brooks’ group at the University of North Carolina, Steve Feiner’s group
at Columbia University, and Paul Milgram’s group at the University
of Toronto. The UNC group conducted early research in see-through
head mounted displays [Rolland et al., 1995a, Kancherla et al., 1996],
registration and tracking techniques [Azuma, 1993, Azuma and Bishop,
1994] and medical applications [Bajura et al., 1992, Fuchs et al., 1996]
(see Figure 3.3). Feiner published one of the first academic papers on
AR, describing the KARMA, a knowledge-based AR system [Feiner
et al., 1993b]. His group also researched interaction methods [Feiner
et al., 1993a], and developed the first mobile AR systems[Feiner et al.,
1997]. Milgram was conducting research on overlaying virtual cues on
stereo video [Drascic and Milgram, 1991, Drascic et al., 1993], using AR
to enhance tele-operation [Zhai and Milgram, 1992], and AR methods
to enahance human robot interaction [Milgram et al., 1993].
At the same time, researchers Dave Mizell and Tom Caudell at
Boeing were exploring the use of Augmented Reality in an industrial
setting. They were trying to solve the problem of how to enable work-
ers to more e ciently create wire harness bundles, and developed an
AR system that showed which real wires should be bundled together
through the use of AR cues. Tom Caudell published the first academic
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(a) AR tracking and registration
[Azuma and Bishop, 1994]
(b) Medical AR system
[Fuchs et al., 1996]
Figure 3.3: AR researches at the University of North Carolina.
paper with the term "Augmented Reality" in it [Caudell and Mizell,
1992] and is often credited with coining the phrase. This research led
to a number of other projects at Boeing using AR, and a number of
other companies began researching industrial applications.
By the mid 1990’s research was well underway on some of the key
enabling technologies for AR, such as tracking, display and interaction.
Using these technologies a number of interesting application areas were
being explored. For example, Rekimoto [Rekimoto, 1996b], Billinghurst
[Billinghurst et al., 1996, 1997] and Schmalstieg [Schmalstieg et al.,
1996, Szalavári et al., 1998] were exploring how AR could be used
to enhance face-to-face collaboration, developing systems that allowed
people in the same location to see and interact with shared AR content
(see Figure 3.4). A range of di erent medical applications of AR were
being explored, such as for visualization of laparoscopic surgery [Fuchs
et al., 1998], X-ray visualization in the patient’s body [Navab et al.,
1999], and for image guided surgery [Leventon, 1997]. Azuma et al.
[2001] provides a good summary of key applications being researched
before 2000.
One related area of research emerging at the same time was wear-
able computing. After several decades of exploration by early inventors,
researchers at CMU [Smailagic and Siewiorek, 1994] and MIT [Starner,
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(a) Transvision [Rekimoto 96]
(b) Studierstube [Schmalsteig 96]
Figure 3.4: Early collaborative AR systems.
1996], began developing computer systems that could be worn all day.
With a wearable computer, a head mounted display is an obvious choice
for information presentation, and so the wearable systems are a natu-
ral platform for Augmented Reality. Starner et al. [1997] showed how
computer vision based tracking could be performed on a wearable com-
puting platform, and used as the basis for AR overlay on real world
markers. Feiner et al. [1997] combined wearable computers with GPS
tracking to produce a number of outdoor AR interfaces for showing
information in place in the real world. Thomas et al. [1998] also in-
vestigated terrestrial navigation application of outdoor wearable AR
interfaces, and later demonstrated using them for viewing and creating
CAD models on-site [Thomas et al., 1999, Piekarski and Thomas, 2003],
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(a) Feiner’s Touring Machine [Feiner et al., 1997]
(b) Thomas and Piekarski’s wearable AR systems in 1998, 2002, and 2006.
http://www.tinmith.net/backpack.htm
Figure 3.5: Early wearable AR systems.
and for game playing [Thomas et al., 2002, Piekarski and Thomas,
2002a]. These wearable systems were typically very bulky due to the
size of the custom computer hardware, batteries, tracking sensors and
display hardware although they eventually became more wearable (see
Figure 3.5).
As discussed in the next section, one of the most significant chal-
lenges of Augmented Reality is viewpoint tracking. Early AR systems
such as those of Azuma [Azuma, 1993, Azuma and Bishop, 1994] and
Rekimoto [Rekimoto and Nagao, 1995] used expensive magnetic track-
ing, or complex computer vision tracking based on InfraRed LEDs
[Bajura et al., 1992]. In 1996 Jun Rekimoto developed a simple com-
puter vision tracking system based on a printed matrix code [Rekimoto,
1996a, 1998], that evolved into CyberCode [Rekimoto and Ayatsuka,
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(a) CyberCode
[Rekimoto and Ayatsuka, 2000]
(b) ARToolKit
[Kato et al., 2000]
Figure 3.6: Computer vision-based AR marker tracking.
2000], printed tracking pattern software that provided both marker
identification and real time camera pose estimation (see Figure 3.6).
Soon after, Kato and Billinghurst developed the ARToolKit tracking
library that also provided real time computer vision tracking of a square
marker [Kato and Billinghurst, 1999]. ARToolKit1 was released as open
source software in 2000 and became one of the most widely used AR
tracking libraries, making it significantly easier for researchers and de-
velopers to build their own AR applications. ARToolKit was important
because it solved two fundamental problems; (i) tracking the user’s
viewpoint, (ii) enabling interaction with real world objects.
In addition to wearable AR, researchers were also exploring hand-
held AR systems. The first handheld AR interfaces involved LCD
screens tethered to desktop computers that provided the tracking and
graphics generation. For example, Fitzmaurice’s Chameleon system al-
lowed a person to move an LCD display over a piece of paper and see
virtual content [Fitzmaurice, 1993], and Rekimoto’s NaviCam [Reki-
moto and Nagao, 1995] superimposed virtual tags on real objects us-
ing handheld and headworn displays (see Figure 3.7(a)). By 2003 re-
searchers such as Geiger [Geiger et al., 2001] and Assad [Assad et al.,




[Rekimoto and Nagao, 1995]
(b) PDA based AR
[Wagner and Schmalstieg, 2003]
(c) Mobile phone AR [Mohring et al., 2004]
Figure 3.7: Handheld Augmented Reality.
PDAs to a remote PC for image processing and AR overlay. Hand-
held devices eventually became powerful enough to run AR computer
vision tracking algorithms, and the first self contained handheld AR
application was demonstrated by Wagner et al. in 2003 [Wagner and
Schmalstieg, 2003]. Mobile phones received the first cameras in 1997
and the first mobile phone based AR application was demonstrated by
Mohring and Bimber in 2004 [Mohring et al., 2004] (see Figure 3.7(c)).
This was followed soon after by the porting of ARToolKit over to mo-
bile phones [Henrysson and Ollila, 2004]. These developments meant
that for the first time millions of people had technology in their pocket
that would allow them to have an Augmented Reality experience.
Some of this early research was spurred on by several significant
large national research projects in AR. One of the most important was
the Mixed Reality Systems Laboratory in Japan, a research laboratory
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Figure 3.8: ARVIKA AR product maintenance. [Weidenhausen et al., 2003]
that ran from 1997 to 2001 as a joint venture between Canon and
the Japanese Government. The lab received over $50 million USD for
research into Mixed Reality technologies for four years and had a sta  of
around 30 researchers. The focus of the research was on technologies for
3-D imaging and display for Mixed Reality systems, content creation,
tools for real time seamless fusion of the physical space and cyberspace,
and other related topics. For example, the AR2Hockey AR interface
they developed [Ohshima et al., 1998] was one of first collaborative
AR systems. Since 2001 Canon took over research for Mixed Reality
technology, and continues to conduct research in this area, targeting
manufacturing applications.
In Germany, significant research on the application of AR tech-
nologies for manufacturing was conducted through the ARVIKA con-
sortium2. This was a German government supported research initiative
with 23 partners from the automotive and airplane industry, manufac-
turing, SMEs, universities and other research providers. The project
ran for four years from 1999 to 2003 with the focus on developing AR
technology that could improve manufacturing in the automobile and
aerospace industries. Figure 3.8 shows a prototype product mainte-
nance application developed in the project. Weidenhausen et al. [2003]
provides an excellent summary of the lessons learned and overview of
the key research outputs.
In 1998 the first research conference dedicated to Augmented Real-
ity began, the IEEE/ACM International Workshop on Augmented Re-
2http://www.arvika.de/www/index.htm
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ality (IWAR). This was followed by the International Symposium on
Mixed Reality (ISMR) from 1999, and the International Symposium
on Augmented Reality (ISAR) in 2000. All of these meetings combined
into the International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality
(ISMAR)3 from 2002, which remains the leading research conference
in AR, where the most prominent researchers present their latest work.
The development of PC based AR tracking also led to the creation
of the first dedicated AR companies. The first of these was Total Im-
mersion4, founded in 1998, a French company that initially focused on
providing AR for location based experiences and events and marketing
campaigns. ARToolworks5 was established in 2001 to commercialize
the ARToolKit software and became the first AR company focusing on
proving AR tools for developers. Metaio6 was created in 2003 from an
initial industrial AR project with Volkswagen in the ARVIKA project,
and has since grown to provide a AR platform for both desktop and
mobile AR applications. All three of these pioneering companies are
still in business, and have since been joined by dozens of others in the
growing commercial space.
At this time most AR experiences either existed in the research
laboratory or in museums or theme parks. The technology required
specialized display and tracking hardware and high end computing to
provide a good user experience. For example, the ARCO project [Wo-
jciechowski et al., 2004] explored how AR technology could be used to
show virtual artifacts in museums. The Virtual Showcase project [Bim-
ber et al., 2001b] demonstrated how projection tables could be used to
create high-end AR enhanced shared experiences (see Figure 3.9), and
the HIT Lab NZ’s Black Magic AR kiosk was seen by over 250,000
people at the 2005 America’s Cup [Woods et al., 2004]. A number of
theme parks opened AR enhanced rides, such as the AR Adventure
Game opened in the Guandong Science and Technology Center, China
using wide area tracking technology described in [Huang et al., 2009]







[Wojciechowski et al., 2004]
(b) Virtual Showcase
[Bimber et al., 2001b]
Figure 3.9: Museum and theme park AR.
One of the first widely available consumer AR experiences was the
Sony PlayStation 3 game The Eye of Judgement7, released in October
2007. This card-based battle game used the PS-3 camera and a deriva-
tive of Sony’s original CyberCode8 to show AR characters on physi-
cal playing cards. The game sold over 300,000 copies, making it the
most widely used AR experience at the time. Other consumers experi-
enced AR technology through virtual enhancements on live broadcast
TV, with companies such as PVI/Sportsvision9 providing AR cues on
sports broadcasts. For example, the "yellow-line" that appeared in US
football games to show the first down line, or the virtual flags that
appeared behind swimmers in the Olympics to identify their country.
In this case, the broadcast cameras were fixed and careful calibration
could be performed to create the illusion that the virtual content is
part of the real world. A similar approach was used to create virtual
billboards and advertising that could be included into live footage.
The year 2009 represented a turning point for Augmented Reality
as it moved from the research laboratory and specialist applications, to
widely available commercial technology. Figure 3.10 shows the Google






Figure 3.10: Relative Google search terms: "Virtual Reality" in blue and "Aug-
mented Reality" in red. https://www.google.com/trends
Reality" compared to "Virtual Reality". Since 2004 there was a steady
decrease in searches on Virtual Reality, while activity in Augmented
Reality remained low. Then interest in Augmented Reality quickly rose
in 2009, passing Virtual Reality searches by June and being twice as
popular by the end of the year. This was mainly due to three factors (1)
the emergence of Flash-based AR, (2) smart phone based AR, and (3)
use of AR for global marketing campaigns. These combined to mean
that from 2009 onwards billions of people have had the technology to
have an AR experience and many millions have had one. More recently,
in June of 2013 searches for VR passed AR, as the Oculus Rift and other
cheap HMDs revived interest in Virtual Reality.
Flash based AR arose at the end of 2008 when Adobe added camera
support to its popular Flash platform. A pair of Japanese developers
nick-named Sqoosha and Nyatla ported the ARToolKit library to Flash
creating FLARToolKit , and for the first time people could have an AR
experience from within their web browsers. This lead to a large number
of web-based AR experiences. For example, the GE Smart Grid website
in early 2009 allowed people to see a virtual windfarm displayed over
a printed marker with windmill blades that spun faster as people blew
on them11. Developing for Flash is significantly easier than writing
native C or C++ applications and so FLARToolKit enabled many more
developers to begin creating AR experiences.
A second important factor was the rise of smart phone. Although
early mobile phone based experiences were shown several years earlier
11https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK59Beq0Sew
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Figure 3.11: Wikitude AR browser showing AR tags over the real world.
these were run on phones that were di cult to develop for, had slow
processing and graphics power, and limited sensors. The launch of the
iPhone in 2007 provided a smart phone platform that was easy to de-
velop for, with a processor fast enough for real time computer vision
tracking and powerful 3D graphics. However it was the release of the
first Android phone in October 2008 that provided a significant boost
to mobile AR. The Android platform combined the camera and graph-
ics of the iPhone with GPS and inertial compass sensors, creating the
perfect platform for outdoor AR. Taking advantage of this platform,
Austrian company Mobilizy released the Wikitude12 AR browser for
Android devices in late 2008. Wikitude allowed users to see virtual
tags overlaid on live video of real world, providing information about
points of interest surrounding them (see Figure 3.11). Since that time
a number of other AR browsers have been released, such as Sekai Cam-
era13, Junaio14, and Layar15, and have been used by tens of millions of
people.
The third factor contributing to the rise in popularity and aware-






(a) Zoo campaign (b) Living Sasquatch
Figure 3.12: AR in advertising.
compelling, almost ’magical’ experience that grabs user’s attention in
a way that makes it easy to draw attention to the marketing message.
The HIT Lab NZ created one of the world first mobile AR campaigns
in 2007 where they worked with Saatchi and Saatchi to show virtual
animals appearing over a printed newspaper advertisement for a local
zoo (see Figure 3.12(a)). Since that time hundreds of mobile campaigns
have been created for companies such as Nike, Coke, Ford and others.
Similarly, many online advertising campaigns have been run. For exam-
ple, Bo swana produced a virtual Sasquatch that users could animate
and place in the real world16, and found that people would spend over
three times as long on the website compared to a traditional website
(see 3.12(b)). AR enhanced print media also became increasingly com-
mon. The December 2009 edition of the Esquire magazine used AR17
to provide virtual content overlaid on twelve of its pages, including a
virtual video of Robert Downey-Jr on its cover. Following that there
have been many examples of printed advertisements or article with AR
content in magazines (e.g. Red Bull Bulletin, Colors, Wired), or even
entire books.
At the time of this article writing (2015) the AR industry is growing




Figure 3.13: AR market prediction on global AR users by Tomi Ahonen (2014).
sible for users to easily access the technology, ranging from the web,
to smart phones, and head worn displays such as Google Glass18. It
is easier than ever before to develop AR applications with free avail-
able tracking libraries such as ARToolKit and Qualcomm’s Vuforia19,
and authoring tools like BuildAR20 that make is possible for even non-
programmers to create AR experiences. This ease of access has lead
to the use of AR technology in one form or another by hundreds of
companies, and a fast growing commercial market. Industry analysts
have predicted that the mobile AR market alone will grow to be a more
than $6 billion USD by 2017 with an annual growth rate of more than
30%21. Comparing growth of AR users to early cell phone adoption,
Tomi Ahonen has predicted that by 2020 there will be more than a







Figure 3.14: Gartner’s 2014 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies.
Every year the Gartner group provides a graph of its Hype Cycle23,
predicting where certain technologies are on the path to mass-market
adoption and how long it is before they are widely accepted. As Fig-
ure 3.14 shows, in July 2014 they were predicting that AR was about
to reach the lowest point on the Trough of Disillusionment, suggesting
a coming period of retrenchment in the commercial sector. However
they are also forecasting that it will only take 5 to 10 years to reach
the Plateau of Productivity where the true value of the technology is
realized.
In summary, as can be seen, the history of AR research and devel-
opment can be divided into four phases:
1) Pre-80’s: Experimentation: Early experimentation that help de-
fine the concept of Augmented Reality and show the types of
technology require
2) 1980’s ~ mid-90’s: Basic Research: Research into enabling tech-
nologies such as tracking, displays, and input devices
23http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/hype-cycles
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3) mid 1990’s ~ 2007: Tools/Applications: Using AR enabling tech-
nologies to develop early applied and explore interaction tech-
niques, usability, and design theory
4) 2007 ~ present day: Commercial Applications: Widespread AR
available in a number of application areas such as gaming,
medicine, mobile and marketing
Over the last 50 years the technology has moved from being buried
in Government and Academic research labs to the verge of widespread
commercial acceptance. It is clear that the near future will bring excit-
ing development in this fast growing field.
In the remainder of this survey we will first review basic enabling
technologies such as tracking and displays, and then discuss interaction
techniques, design guidelines for AR experiences, and evaluation meth-
ods. Finally we close with a review of important areas for research in
Augmented Reality and directions for future work.
4
AR Tracking Technology
As discussed in section 2, for a system to meet Azuma’s definition of
Augmented Reality system [Azuma, 1997], it must fulfill three main
requirements:
1) It combines real and virtual content
2) It is interactive in real time
3) It is registered in 3D
The third requirement, "Registered in 3D", relates to the ability
of a system to anchor virtual content in the real world such that it
appears to be a part of the physical environment. This section focuses
on technologies that aim to fulfill this requirement.
In order to register virtual content in the real world, the pose (posi-
tion and orientation) of the viewer with respect to some "anchor" in the
real world anchor must be determined. Depending on the application
and technologies used, the real world anchor may be a physical object
such as a magnetic tracker source or paper image marker, or may be
a defined location in space determined using GPS or dead-reckoning
from inertial tracking.
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Depending on which technology is used, the process of registering
the system in 3D may be comprised of one or two phases; (1) a reg-
istration phase, which determines the pose of the viewer with respect
to the real world anchor, and (2) a tracking phase, which updates the
pose of the viewer relative to a previously known pose. In accordance
to common terminology, in this document we use the term "Tracking"
to refer to the combined application of both phases.
The following sections explore some of the common tracking tech-
niques used for registering virtual content in the real world for the
purposes of Augmented Reality.
4.1 Magnetic Tracking
Magnetic trackers are devices that use properties of magnetic fields in
order to calculate the pose of a receiver with respect to a transmit-
ter, which is used as the real world anchor. In a magnetic tracker the
transmitter produces alternating magnetic fields, which are detected
by one or more receiving units. By measuring the polarization and ori-
entation of the magnetic field detected, the pose of each receiver can
be calculated at high speed.
When used for augmented reality, the magnetic tracker transmitter
acts as the origin of the virtual coordinate system, and by mounting a
receiver to the viewer, the position and orientation can be determined
[Caudell and Mizell, 1992].
Magnetic trackers have high update rates, are invariant to occlusion
and optical disturbances, and the receivers are small and lightweight.
However, the strength of magnetic fields fall of with the cube of dis-
tance and resolution falls o  with the fourth power of distance [Nixon
et al., 1998], and thus magnetic trackers have a limited working vol-
ume. Magnetic trackers also are prone to measurement jitter, and are
sensitive to magnetic materials and electromagnetic fields in the envi-
ronment [Bhatnagar, 1993]. Figure 4.1 shows the resolution of a Pol-
hemus magnetic tracking device as a function of the distance between
the transmitter and receiver. As can be seen, at up to 50 inches sep-
aration the resolution of the position and orientation measurement is
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Figure 4.1: Resolution of position and orientation measurements for a magnetic
tracker as a function of range between the transmitter and receiver. (Image courtesy
of Polhemus http://www.polhemus.com)
very low, but this resolution steadily degrades at an increasing rate as
the distance between transmitter and receiver increases.
Magnetic tracking technology has been used in a range of AR
systems, with applications ranging from manufacturing [Caudell and
Mizell, 1992] to maintenance [Feiner et al., 1993a] to medicine [Bajura
et al., 1992] (Figure 4.2). Further discussion of Magnetic Tracking ap-
proaches can be found in Rolland et al.’s survey [Rolland et al., 2001].
4.2 Vision Based Tracking
We define vision based tracking as registration and tracking approaches
that determine camera pose using data captured from optical sensors.
These optical sensors can be divided into three main categories: In-
frared Sensors, Visible Light Sensors, and 3D structure sensors.
Vision based tracking for augmented reality has become increas-
ingly popular in recent times due to the minimal hardware require-
ments, improved computational power of consumer devices, and the
ubiquity of mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets which
feature both a camera and screen, making them ideal platforms for
augmented reality technologies.
In the following sub sections, we discuss various vision based track-
ing techniques, categorized by the sensor hardware that is used.
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Figure 4.2: 2D slices of ultrasound data is overlaid on a patient’s abdomen. Both
the HMD and ultrasound transducer are tracked using a Polhemus magnetic tracker.
[Bajura et al., 1992]
4.2.1 Infrared Tracking
Some of the earliest vision based tracking techniques employed the use
of targets which emitted or reflected light, which made detection easy
due to their high brightness compared to the surrounding environment
[Bajura and Neumann, 1995]. The targets, which emitted their own
light, were also robust to adverse illumination e ects such as poor am-
bient lighting or harsh shadows. These targets could either be attached
to the object which was being tracked with the camera external to the
object, known as "outside-looking-in" [Ribo et al., 2001], or external
in the environment with the camera mounted to the target, known as
"inside-looking-out" [Gottschalk and Hughes, 1993].
With comparable sensors, the inside-looking-out configuration of-
fered a higher accuracy of angular orientation, as well as greater
resolution than that of the outside-looking-in system (3). A number
of systems were developed using this inside-looking-out configuration
[Azuma and Bishop, 1994, Welch et al., 1999, Ward et al., 1992, Wang
et al., 1990], typically featuring a head mounted display with external
facing camera, and infrared LEDs mounted on the ceiling (see Fig-
ure 4.3). The LEDs were strobed in a known pattern, allowing for
recognition of individual LEDs and calculation of the position and ori-
entation of the user’s head in the environment. The main disadvantages
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Figure 4.3: Conceptual drawing of inside-looking-out system (Left). Roof mounted
infrared led arrays (Middle) and the Hi-ball camera tracker (Right). [Welch et al.,
1999]
of the inside-looking-out configuration were the considerable setup re-
quired to add all the LED sources to the environment and the additional
weight added to the wearable device from the camera.
A major disadvantage of using light emitting targets is the required
power and synchronization of the light sources. Many systems swapped
light emitting targets in favour of retro-reflective markers [Dorfmüller,
1999], which reflect back infrared light provided from an external light
source, typically located by the camera.
While infrared tracking systems are scalable and o er precision and
robustness to illumination e ects, they are complex, expensive, and
invasive due to the physical infrastructure required.
4.2.2 Visible Light Tracking
Visible light sensors are the most common optical sensor type, with
suitable cameras being found in devices ranging from laptops to smart-
phones and tablet computers, and even wearable devices. For video-
see-through AR systems, these sensors are particularly useful as they
can be both used for the real world video background that is shown
to the users, as well as for registering the virtual content in the real
world.
Tracking techniques that use visible light sensors can be divided
into three categories: Fiducial tracking, Natural Feature tracking, and
Model Based tracking. We discuss these techniques in the following sub
sections.
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Figure 4.4: Colour sticker fiducial landmarks (left), Multi-Ring fiducial landmarks
(right). [Cho et al., 1997, 1998]
Fiducial Tracking
We define fiducials as artificial landmarks that are added to the environ-
ment to aid in registration and tracking. Depending on the application
and the technology used, the complexity of fiducials varies considerably.
Early systems typically used small coloured LEDs or pieces of paper
(see left of Figure 4.4), which could be added to the environment and
detected using colour matching [Neumann and Cho, 1996]. The pose of
the camera could be determined if enough fiducials of known position
were detected in the scene. This approach had an additional benefit
that the workspace could be dynamically extended by introducing ad-
ditional fiducials to the scene at runtime and then estimating their
position based on the position of other known fiducials [Cho et al.,
1997, Neumann and Park, 1998]. Later works expanded on the concept
and complexity of fiducials, adding features like multi-rings to allow for
the detection of fiducials at greater distances [Cho et al., 1998] (right
of Figure 4.4).
In order to calculate the pose of a viewer in the real world, a min-
imum of four points of known position need to be located in the envi-
ronment [Fischler and Bolles, 1981]. With these simpler fiducials, the
design of the space had to be carefully considered to ensure enough
points were visible at any point in time, which required additional ef-
fort to physically place the fiducials into the environment and record
their real-world positions. A simpler alternative which fulfilled the four
point requirement was to use a single planar fiducial featuring a quadri-
lateral shape, where the corners of the quadrilateral serve as the known
reference points [Comport et al., 2006]. Additional identification infor-
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mation can then be encoded inside the quadrilateral, allowing for mul-
tiple unique fiducials to be used in the same application [Rekimoto and
Ayatsuka, 2000].
The planar quadrilateral fiducial proved to be an extremely popular
technique for AR tracking due to its simplicity to use and high accuracy
of detection. One of the most popular planar fiducial systems was the
ARToolkit, which spawned a number of successors, and whose fiducial
design still informs most planar fiducial registration techniques used
today.
ARToolKit The ARToolkit, developed by Kato and Billinghurst in
1999, is a widely known and used fiducial marker based registration
system [Kato and Billinghurst, 1999]. The fiducial markers are char-
acterized by a thick black outlined square with a pattern inside for
identification and orientation recognition.
The ARToolkit system uses binary thresholding and partial line
fitting to determine potential edges of the marker (see Figure 4.5).
All regions which are enclosed by four line segments are considered
potential marker candidates, and are used to calculate a six degree of
freedom (6DOF) matrix transformation for the marker with respect to
the viewing camera. With this transformation known, the marker can
be rectified so that it appears parallel to the camera’s sensor plane, and
the internal pattern is matched against a database of known patterns.
This pattern matching allows to identify whether it is a valid marker,
which marker it is (in the case of multiple marker systems), and also to
determine the orientation of the marker around the marker’s vertical
axis.
Similar to simpler fiducials, multiple ARToolkit markers can be
spaced through the environment to extend the tracking range. Because
the 6DOF transformation of each marker relative to the camera can
be determined, the transformation between individual markers can be
calculated dynamically at run time [Uematsu and Saito, 2005], allowing
for dynamic extension of the tracking environment.
The ARToolkit system has been applied to a range of di er-
ent research areas such as Teleconferencing [Billinghurst and Kato,
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Figure 4.5: The ARToolkit registration process. [Billinghurst et al., 2000]
Figure 4.6: The ARToolkit falsely identifying real world features as tracking mark-
ers .[Fiala, 2004]
2000], wide area navigation [Wagner, 2002], and hand position tracking
[Piekarski and Thomas, 2002b], and ported to run on mobile devices
[Henrysson et al., 2005].
Despite the ARToolkit’s popularity, there were a number of short-
comings. The partial line fitting algorithm is highly susceptible to oc-
clusion, such that even a minor occlusion of the edge of the marker
will cause registration failure. Although it provides flexibility in the
appearance of the markers, the pattern matching on the internal image
is prone to cause false positive matches, causing the AR content to
appear on the wrong markers, or even on non-marker, square shaped
regions in the environment, as shown in Figure 4.6.
ARTag The ARTag system [Fiala, 2005a] was developed to address a
number of the limitations of ARToolkit. In particular, the system was
designed to improve occlusion invariance, reduce the occurrence of false
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Figure 4.7: Occlusion susceptibility of ARToolkit (Middle) compared to that of
ARTag (Right). [Fiala, 2004]
positive matches caused by inaccurate pattern matching, and improve
performance in challenging lighting. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the
ARToolKit falsely identifying visual features in the real environment
as correct ARToolKit markers.
In ARTag, the partial line fitting algorithm was replaced by a
quadrilateral heuristic search algorithm, which allowed for breaks in
the continuity of the lines which define the edges of the marker. Fig-
ure 4.7 shows how this makes the tracking robust to edge occlusion in
the tracking image. In addition to improving robustness to occlusion,
this algorithm also improved the detection of markers in the presence of
poor lighting, shadows and specular lighting reflections. The occurrence
of false positive matches was reduced by replacing the image-based tem-
plate matching with a binary barcode system inside the marker outline.
Although reducing the flexibility for the appearance of the markers,
the six by six binary grid allowed a greater accuracy in determining
the marker ID, and a built in checksum provided redundancy and er-
ror correction to add further invariance to the e ects of poor lighting
or occlusion of the marker. When using multiple markers, the ARTag
system defines the order which markers should be used to maximize
the di erence between the markers, further reducing the likelihood of
false positive matches. Fiala [Fiala, 2005b, 2004] provided a very good
comparison between ARTag and ARToolKit and how ARTag provides
significant improvements.
ARToolkitPlus and Studierstube ES ARToolkitPlus [Wagner and
Schmalstieg, 2007] was a ground up rebuild of the original ARToolkit,
focusing on performance optimization and various image processing
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Figure 4.8: Markers supported by Studierstube ES: Template Markers, BCH Mark-
ers, DataMatrix Markers, Frame Markers, Split Markers, and Grid Markers.
[Schmalstieg and Wagner, 2009]
improvements to provide a fiducial marker tracking system that could
run on the mobile devices of the time. The ARToolkitPlus followed the
example set by ARTag of using binary barcodes to improve marker
identification.
ARToolkitPlus was later re-implemented from scratch and inte-
grated into the existing PC-based Studierstube collaborative AR en-
vironment [Schmalstieg et al., 2002]. The implementation used in
Studierstube ES (Embedded Systems) [Schmalstieg and Wagner, 2007],
the handheld device component of the Studierstube environment,
supported several di erent marker configurations, including template
markers similar to the original ARToolkit markers, ARTag themed bi-
nary markers, as well as Frame markers, which encoded all the identify-
ing information for the marker in the frame, allowing for more visually
pleasing markers. Figure 4.8 shows the range of di erent tracking mak-
ers supported by Studierstube.
Natural Feature Tracking
The planar fiducials used in the ARToolkit, ARTag and ARToolkit-
Plus frameworks overcame di culties faced when using simpler colour
fiducials, and the frame and split fiducial markers in Studierstube ES
allowed for more visually pleasing experience. However, all these fidu-
cial types still require modification of the real environment, which may
not be desirable or even possible, particularly when the real world an-
chor is valuable, such as a painting in an art gallery.
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As the computational power of devices used for AR applications
improved, it became possible to register the pose of the camera, in real-
time, using features which already exist in the natural environment.
Complicated image processing algorithms are used to detect features
in the captured images which are unique in their surroundings, such as
points, corners, and the intersections of lines. For each of these features
a unique "descriptor" is calculated which allows for identification and
di erentiation of each feature. By matching features detected in the
scene with those detected in the object to be tracked, the pose can be
computed using similar algorithms as those used in the fiducial marker
techniques.
In the following subsections, some of the more common natural
feature detection and description algorithms are discussed, including
SIFT, SURF, BRIEF, ORB, BRISK and FREAK.
SIFT The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a natural fea-
ture detector and descriptor which was inspired by the function of
neurons in the inferior temporal cortex of primates [Lowe, 1999]. First
published in 1999, it remains as one of the most referenced natural
feature algorithms, and is still commonly used as a benchmark when
evaluating new techniques.
SIFT allows for scale invariant detection of features using the con-
cept of scale spaces (see Figure 4.9). At each scale, known in the pa-
per as an "octave", images are convolved using a Gaussian operation,
and the di erence between consecutively processed images is found,
known as the Di erence of Gaussian (DoG). The DoG emphasizes im-
portant structures in the image, and functions as an approximation of
the Laplacian of Gaussian, a common technique used to find edges and
corners in an image. With the DoG calculated, pixels which are the
maxima/minima amongst neighbouring pixels in the same scale space
are selected as good feature candidates. Each feature is recorded with
the scale that it was detected at, and one or more orientations based
on local image gradient directions [Lowe, 2004], providing scale and
rotation invariance respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Calculating the Di erence of Gaussian (DoG) images across di erent
scales (Left). Calculating the maxima and minima of a pixel and it’s neighbouring
pixels in the same scale space (Right). [Lowe, 2004]
For each feature detected, a descriptor is calculated for identifi-
cation and di erentiation. The SIFT descriptor was modelled on the
function of complex neurons in the visual cortex, which are hypothe-
sized to allow for matching and recognition of 3D objects from a range
of viewpoints. SIFT calculates the gradient magnitudes and orienta-
tions for all points in a 16x16 window around the feature point, with
the magnitudes Gaussian weighted relative to distance from the fea-
ture point so that points further away from the feature point have less
impact on the descriptor. The 16x16 points are split into 4x4 regions,
and their gradient magnitudes placed into an 8 bin histogram based on
their gradient orientation. The resulting 8 histogram values are used
to calculate one component of the descriptor, resulting in a complete
SIFT descriptor of 128 values (4x4 regions x 8 histogram values per
region), which is then normalized for illumination invariance.
Figure 4.10 illustrates how the process works. A 16x16 window,
divided into 4x4 regions, is selected (Left). For every pixel in the region,
the gradient magnitude and orientation is calculated, and these are
then put into an 8 bin histogram based on the orientation (Middle).
Finally, a 128 dimensional vector descriptor is generated, based on the
8 histogram values for each of the 4x4 regions.
Comparison of feature points is done by calculating the distance
between their descriptors, either as the sum of square di erences be-
tween each element, or using a nearest neighbour approach such as
Best-Bin-First [Beis and Lowe, 1997].
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Figure 4.10: Calculating the SIFT Descriptor.
The main strength of SIFT is its invariance to a number of com-
mon visual recognition challenges, including changes in marker scale,
rotation, perspective, as well as scene illumination. Unfortunately this
robustness comes at a cost, and the usefulness of SIFT for Augmented
Reality is limited due to the high computational requirements for fea-
ture detection, feature description, and feature matching. Additional re-
search aimed to resolve this, including Fast Approximated SIFT [Grab-
ner et al., 2006], which uses approximations of the DoG and orienta-
tion histograms algorithms to increase feature detection and feature
description speeds, and PCA-SIFT [Ke and Sukthankar, 2004], which
uses principal component analysis to reduce the descriptor length from
128 to 36 to increase feature matching speeds, however the algorithm
was still too computationally intensive to be practical for real time
natural feature tracking.
Although SIFT was unsuitable for real time natural feature track-
ing, it served as inspiration for SURF, a natural feature detector and
descriptor capable of real-time performance.
SURF SURF, or Speeded Up Robust Features [Bay et al., 2006], is
a natural feature detector and descriptor algorithm that was designed
to be faster to compute than the state of the art algorithms, while
maintaining a comparable level of accuracy. The authors chose to focus
on invariance to scale and rotation only, leaving the general robustness
of the descriptor to minimize the e ects of other image transforms and
distortions.
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Figure 4.11: Gaussian second order partial derivatives in y-direction and xy-
direction (Left) and the SURF box filter approximations (Right). [Bay et al., 2008]
To reduce the computational complexity required for feature de-
tection and description, SURF features a number of approximations of
previously used techniques. The feature detector is based on the Hes-
sian matrix, with the determinant of the Hessian used to select for both
location and scale. The Gaussian filters used by SIFT to provide scale
space invariance were replaced by box filters operating on integral im-
ages, as shown in Figure 4.11. This removes the need to create scale
spaces using image pyramids; instead box filters of di erent sizes can
be run on the original integral image.
The SURF feature descriptor was based on similar properties to
that of SIFT, but with reduced complexity. For each feature point,
x and y direction Haar-wavelet responses are calculated for a circular
neighbourhood around the point. The radius of circular neighbourhood
is relative to the scale that the feature was detected at, and the results
are Gaussian weighted by distance from the interest point. Using a
sliding orientation window, the vertical and horizontal responses are
summed, and the longest resulting vector is used as the orientation of
the keypoint.
The orientation information is then used to create an oriented
square region around each interest point, from which the descriptor
is computed. Haar wavelet responses, oriented to the orientation calcu-
lated previously, are computed over 4x4 square sub-regions, and Gaus-
sian weighted by distance from the interest point, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.12. The wavelet responses dx dy are summed over each region,
and combined with the sum of the absolute value of the responses |dx|
|dy|, resulting in a four dimensional vector v = ( dx,  dy,  |dx|,  |dy|)
for each of the 4x4 sub-regions, resulting in a descriptor vector of length
64.
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Figure 4.12: The SURF Feature descriptor operates on an oriented square re-
gion around a feature point. Haar-wavelets are computed over 4x4 sub-regions,
and each sub-region’s descriptor field is comprised of the resulting responses
 dx,  dy,  |dx|,  |dy|. [Bay et al., 2008]
In the authors evaluation, the number of features found by the
SURF detector was on average very similar to that of SIFT and other
feature detectors. The repeatability scores of SURF were comparable
or better, while being three to ten times faster than the competition
[Bay et al., 2008]. The SURF descriptor outperformed other tested
descriptors in recall, and was up to approximately 3 times faster than
SIFT [Bay et al., 2006].
BRIEF The speed and robustness of SURF allowed for real-time natu-
ral feature based registration for augmented reality. However, the com-
plexity of SURF was still too great for real time performance on mobile
devices with limited computational power.
BRIEF [Calonder et al., 2010], the Binary Robust Independent El-
ementary Features descriptor, attempted to reduce the computational
time by reducing the dimensionality of the descriptor and changing
from a rational number descriptor to a binary descriptor. These changes
significantly sped up matching, which previously had to be done itera-
tively or using techniques like approximate nearest neighbours [Indyk
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and Motwani, 1998], but could now be performed using the Hamming
distance, which can be computed very quickly on modern devices. An
additional benefit of the smaller descriptors was that they reduced the
amount of memory required by the algorithms, making it more suit-
able for mobile devices where memory capacity is often less than on a
desktop PC.
The BRIEF descriptor was inspired by feature classifiers, which
transform the challenge of feature description and matching into one of
classification. For the feature classifier, every feature in the marker
underwent a number of pairwise pixel-intensity comparisons, which
were used to train Classification trees [Lepetit and Fua, 2006] or Naive
Bayesian classifiers [Ozuysal et al., 2010] as an o ine process. These
classifiers were then able to quickly classify new features at runtime
with a minimal number of binary comparisons. BRIEF disposed of the
classifier and trees, and instead used the results of the binary tests to
create a bit vector.
To reduce the impact noise has on the descriptor, the image patches
for each feature are pre-smoothed using a Gaussian kernel. The spa-
tial arrangement of the pairwise pixel comparisons was determined by
evaluating a set of arrangements for descriptor lengths of 128, 256 and
512 bits (known in the paper by their byte amounts as BRIEF-16,
BRIEF-32 and BRIEF-64). The arrangements for the 128 bit descrip-
tor are shown in Figure 4.13, where the first four arrangements were
generated randomly, using uniform (1) and gaussian distributions (2,3)
and spatial quantization of a polar grid (4), and the fifth arrangement
taking all possible values on a polar grid. For the 128 bit descriptor,
the second arrangement had the highest recognition rate.
When compared with the SURF feature descriptor, The BRIEF-64
outperformed SURF in all sequences where there was not a significant
amount of rotation, as the BRIEF descriptor is not rotation invariant.
Shorter descriptor lengths such as BRIEF-32 performed well for easy
test cases; however BRIEF-16 was at the lower bound of recognition.
The main advantage was the increase in speed, with BRIEF descriptor
computation being on average 35 to 41 times faster than SURF, and
BRIEF feature matching being 4 to 13 times faster than SURF.
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Figure 4.13: Tested spatial arrangements for the pairwise pixel comparisons for the
128 bit descriptor. The first four were randomly generated used various distributions,
while the final one uses all possible values on a polar grid. The second arrangement
was chosen as it had the greatest recognition rate. [Calonder et al., 2010]
The main disadvantage of BRIEF is its lack of rotation invariance.
Resolving this was the main aim of ORB [Rublee et al., 2011], or Ori-
ented FAST and Rotated BRIEF. ORB combined the FAST feature
detector [Rosten and Drummond, 2006], modified to determine ori-
entation of a feature using an intensity centroid [Rosin, 1999], with
a version of BRIEF that uses lookup tables of pre-computed rotated
spatial arrangements. Including all the additional improvements, an
evaluation showed ORB is, on average, an order of magnitude faster
than SURF and two orders of magnitude faster than SIFT.
The success of BRIEF lead to a number of other feature detector
and descriptors which aimed to drastically reduce the computational
time required for feature detection, description and matching. Most
notable were BRISK (Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints)
[Leutenegger et al., 2011], which used a feature detector inspired by
AGAST [Mair et al., 2010] and a feature descriptor inspired by DAISY
[Tola et al., 2010], and FREAK [Alahi et al., 2012] (Fast Retina Key-
point), which was designed to mimic features of the human visual pro-
cessing system, and has been shown to outperform SIFT, SURF and
even BRISK.
Model Based Tracking
Although not as popular as planar fiducial or natural feature tracking,
there has been some interest in tracking real world objects using a
known 3D structure, such as a CAD model. In early works, the 3D
model of the object to be tracked was typically created by hand, and
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the structure of the object was often approximated as a combination of
primitives, such as lines, circles, cylinders and spheres [Comport et al.,
2003]. Edge filters were used to extract structure information about the
scene, and these were matched to the primitive objects to determine
pose [Wuest et al., 2005].
Combining natural feature tracking with the edge based tracking
approaches provided additional robustness [Vacchetti et al., 2003], and
also allowed for large trackable spaces and even tracking in outdoor en-
vironments [Comport et al., 2006]. Later works extended the primitive
models to include texture [Reitmayr and Drummond, 2006] and intro-
duced the concept of keyframes [Vacchetti et al., 2003], which allowed
for even greater robustness in complex and variable environments.
Most recently, there has been significant interest in techniques that
are able to simultaneously create and update a map of the real environ-
ment while localizing their position within it. The original motivation
behind SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Map Building) was for
robot navigation in unknown environments [Dissanayake et al., 2001];
however the technique was adapted for use in Augmented Reality [Davi-
son et al., 2007], where it allowed for drift free tracking of unknown
environments. Further optimizations of the process led to PTAM, or
Parallel Tracking and Mapping [Klein and Murray, 2007], where the
tracking of the camera and mapping of the environment components
were separated (see Figure 4.14). PTAM was specifically designed for
AR, and improved both the accuracy of tracking as well as overall per-
formance, although due to its diminished ability to close large loops
like SLAM it is more suited for small environments.
4.2.3 3D Structure Tracking
In recent years, commercial sensors capable of detecting 3D structure
information from the environment have become very a ordable, be-
ginning with the introduction of the Microsoft Kinect [Zhang, 2012].
These sensors commonly utilise technologies such as structured light
[Scharstein and Szeliski, 2003] or time-of-flight [Gokturk et al., 2004]
to obtain information about the three dimensional positions of points
in the scene.
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Figure 4.14: PTAM tracking from real world feature points. [Klein and Murray,
2007]
Figure 4.15: KinectFusion. From left to right: RGB image, 3D mesh created from
single depth image, Reconstructed model of environment, AR particle e ects, Multi-
touch interaction. [Izadi et al., 2011].
These new technologies have opened up new possibilities for track-
ing and mapping the real environment using depth information [Henry
et al., 2010]. The most well known approach for Augmented Reality
currently is the KinectFusion system [Newcombe et al., 2011], devel-
oped by Microsoft. KinectFusion uses data obtained from the Kinect’s
structured light depth sensor to create high quality three dimensional
models of real objects and environments, and these models are also
used for tracking the pose of the Kinect in the environment. Figure 4.15
shows some examples of KinectFusion based tracking and interaction
[Izadi et al., 2011].
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In addition to tracking for AR, KinectFusion o ers 3D reconstruc-
tion of real objects and the environment, allowing for simulated physical
interactions between real and virtual objects, as shown in Figure 4.15.
By combining tracking of the environment with tracking of the users
limbs, KinectFusion can also detect multi-touch user interactions with
the environment.
4.3 Inertial Tracking
Inertial tracking uses Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors such as
accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers to determine the rela-
tive orientation and velocity of a tracked object. Inertial tracking allows
the measurement of three rotational degrees of freedom (orientation)
relative to gravity, and the change in position of the tracker can be
determined using the inertial velocity and time period between tracker
updates.
Inertial sensors have "no range limitations, no line-of-sight require-
ments, and no risk of interference from any magnetic, acoustic, optical
or RF interference sources. They can be sampled as fast as desired, and
provide relatively high-bandwidth motion measurement with negligible
latency." [Foxlin et al., 2004].
Unfortunately, inertial sensors are very susceptible to drift over time
for both position and orientation. This is especially problematic for po-
sition measurements, as position must be derived from measurements of
velocity. The e ects of drift can be reduced with filtering, although this
can reduce the update rate and responsiveness of the trackers [Foxlin,
1996]. Due to these issues with drift, applications requiring accurate
tracking should aim to combine inertial sensors should with other sen-
sors for correction, such as optical trackers or ultrasonic range mea-
surement devices.
4.4 GPS Tracking
GPS technology allows for positional tracking in outdoor environments
over the majority of the earth’s surface. The current average accu-
racy of satellite based GPS is less than 3 metres, with the accuracy
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scheduled to improve as new advancements and satellite technology
becomes available. In addition, GPS enhancement technologies such
as RTK (Real Time Kinematic), which uses the GPS signal’s carrier
wave for measurement, have the potential to improve accuracy to the
centimetre level.
The first Augmented Reality system using GPS was Feiner et al.’s
Touring Machine [Feiner et al., 1997], which featured di erential GPS
positional tracking accurate to 1 metre and magnetometer/inclinometer
orientation tracking. The interface was designed in such a way that
the inaccuracy of the GPS data did not significantly a ect usability,
however the authors found that loss of GPS signal due to trees and
buildings blocking line of sight to satellites caused significant problems.
GPS tracking for AR has since been applied to a number of appli-
cation areas, including military [Julier et al., 2000], gaming [Piekarski
and Thomas, 2002a, Thomas et al., 2002], and visualisation of histor-
ical data [Lee et al., 2012]. However, due to its low accuracy and only
supporting positional tracking, GPS tracking has typically only been
utilised in applications where accurate pose registration is unimpor-
tant, or as an input into a hybrid tracking system.
4.5 Hybrid Tracking
Hybrid tracking systems fuse data from multiple sensors to add ad-
ditional degrees of freedom, enhance the accuracy of the individual
sensors, or overcome weaknesses of certain tracking methods.
Early applications utilising vision based tracking approaches often
included magnetic trackers [Auer and Pinz, 1999] or inertial trackers
[You and Neumann, 2001]. This allowed the system to take advantage of
the low jitter and drift of vision based tracking, while the other sensor’s
high update rates and robustness would ensure responsive graphical
updates and reduced invalid pose computation [Lang et al., 2002]. An
additional benefit was that, as magnetic and inertial trackers do not
require line of sight, they can be used to extend the range of tracking.
Figure 4.16 shows the system diagram of You’s hybrid tracking system
[You et al., 1999] and the tracking results compared to using the inertial
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Figure 4.16: Hybrid tracking system (left) and tracking error over time (right).
[You et al., 1999]
tracking by itself. As can be seen, the combined hybrid tracking has
far less error than just using inertial tracking.
Due to their low accuracy and only providing positional informa-
tion, GPS tracking systems are often combined with inertial sensors
and/or vision based tracking in order to obtain full 6DOF pose estima-
tion [Azuma et al., 1998]. Furthermore, to overcome issues with loss of
signal due to occlusions or being inside a building, vision based track-
ing is often used as for backup tracking when GPS fails [Thomas et al.,
2002].
Inertial trackers are often paired with ultrasonic rangefinders
[Foxlin et al., 1998] or optical tracking systems [Foxlin et al., 2004]
to reduce the amount of positional drift caused by the di erential mea-
surement approach. As inertial sensors use forces such gravity as a ref-
erence, hybrid tracking also becomes important when the application
involves being on a moving platform, such as in a vehicle or simulator
Foxlin [2000].
Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets present new op-
portunities for hybrid tracking. Many mobile devices include cameras,
accelerometers and gyroscopes [Lang et al., 2002], GPS [Höllerer et al.,
1999], and wireless networking Evennou and Marx [2006], which can be
combined to provide highly accurate pose estimation for both indoor
and outdoor AR tracking Newman et al. [2004].
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4.6 Summary
In summary, in this section we have shown that a wide variety of track-
ing approaches have been used create the illusion that AR virtual cues
are fixed in space. The most widely used approaches currently use com-
puter vision techniques and can provide marker based and markerless
tracking at real time frame rates. However there are limitations with
systems just relying on computer vision and it is becoming increasingly
obvious that truly robust and accurate AR tracking will require hybrid
tracking. In the next section we summarize display technology avail-
able to achieve the first of Azuma’s AR characteristics, combing real
and virtual content together. Combined with AR tracking, AR displays




Returning to Azuma’s definition, in order to combine real and virtual
images so that both are seen at the same time, some sort of display
technology is needed. In this section we review various type of display
technologies used in AR systems and applications. First we look into
di erent approaches used for combining and compositing images of
virtual scenes with the physical scene. Next we review a range of AR
displays categorized based on where they are located between the user’s
eye and the physical scene. Although AR displays could be used for
visualizing 3D graphics as is with generic 3D display technology (e.g.
such as stereoscopic displays or volumetric displays), here we focus on
combining the images of virtual and physical scenes on displays that
are specifically designed for AR visualization.
5.1 Combining Real and Virtual View Images
Combining images of the real and virtual scenes for AR visualization
requires a number of procedures including camera calibration, regis-
tration, tracking and composition. Camera calibration is a procedure
to match the camera parameters of the virtual camera to that of the
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Figure 5.1: Camera calibration: matching internal and external parameters of the
virtual camera to the physical view.
physical camera (or an optical model of the user’s view defined by eye-
display geometry), so that the computer rendered image of a virtual
scene is correctly aligned to the view of the real world (see Figure 5.1).
There are two types of camera parameters: internal and external pa-
rameters. Internal parameters are those that determine how a 3D scene
is projected into a 2D image, while the external parameters define the
pose (position and orientation) of the camera in a known coordinate
frame.
Internal parameters of a physical camera can be calculated using
a process that involves taking a set of pictures of a calibration pat-
tern that has known geometric features and calculating the parameters
based on the correspondence between the 3D structure of this geomet-
ric features and its projection on the 2D image [Tsai, 1987]. This is
usually performed o -line before the AR system is in operation, but
some AR systems do this on the fly [Simon et al., 2000]. In case of not
using a physical camera to capture the real world scene, the internal
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parameters are decided by a geometrical model of the relationship be-
tween the user’s eye and the display’s image plane (e.g. as a pinhole
camera model) [McGarrity and Tuceryan, 1999, Fuhrmann et al., 1999,
Tuceryan and Navab, 2000].
External parameters are decided by tracking the pose (position and
orientation) of the physical camera. When the physical scene is static,
only the pose of the camera relative to the world’s reference frame
needs to be tracked, while in dynamic scenes the poses of each dynamic
object of interest should be also tracked so that the change in the real
world can be reflected in the virtual scene. As described in the previous
section, there are various technologies for tracking physical objects,
ranging from using 6 DOF sensors to computer vision techniques.
Tracking technologies provide the position and orientation of target
objects (either the camera or other physical objects of interest) relative
to a coordinate frame set by the tracking system. To make the virtual
scene correctly aligned with the real world environment, the coordinate
frame used for rendering the virtual scene should be matched with the
tracking coordinate frame in the physical environment in a process
called registration.
Once the virtual camera is calibrated, and the virtual space is reg-
istered to (or correctly aligned with) the physical space, rendering the
virtual scene based on the tracking update generates images of the vir-
tual scene that corresponds to the users’ real world view. Composition
of the generated virtual view image (image of the virtual scene) into
the real world view can be achieved both digitally or physically (or
optically) depending on the display system configuration used in the
AR system.
AR displays can be categorized into mainly four types of configura-
tion depending on how they combine the virtual view image with the
real world view: (1) video based, (2) optical see-through, (3) projection
onto a physical surface, and (4) eye multiplexed.
5.1.1 Video based AR Displays
Video based AR displays use digital processes to combine virtual view
images with video of the real world view. This type of display first
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Figure 5.2: Structure of video based AR displays.
digitizes the real world scene using a video camera system, so that the
image of the real environment could be composited with the rendered
image of the virtual scene using digital image processing technique.
Figure 5.2 shows the structure of video based AR displays.
In many cases, the video camera is attached on the back of the
display, facing towards the real world scene, which the user is looking
at when watching the display. These types of displays create the digital
illusion of seeing the real world "through" the display, hence they are
called "video see-through" displays. In other cases, the camera can be
configured in di erent ways such as facing the user to create virtual
mirror type of experience, providing a top down view of a desk, or even
placed at a remote location. Figure 5.3 shows various configurations.
Video based AR displays are the most widely used systems due to
the available hardware. As digital camera become popular in various
types of computing devices, video based AR visualization can be easily
implemented on a PC or laptop using webcams and recently even on
smartphones and tablet computers.
Video based AR also has an advantage of being able to accurately
control the process of combining the real and virtual view images. Ad-
vanced computer vision based tracking algorithms provide pixel ac-
curate registration of virtual objects onto live video images (see sec-
tion 4). Beyond geometric registration of the real and virtual worlds,
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(a) Video see-through (b) Virtual Mirror
(c) Augmented Desk (d) Remote AR
Figure 5.3: Di erent configurations of placing camera in Video based AR visual-
ization.
with video based AR displays, real and virtual image composition can
be controlled with more detail (e.g. correct depth occlusion or chro-
matic consistency) using digital image processing.
One of the common problems in composition of virtual and real
world images is incorrect occlusion between real and virtual objects due
to virtual scene image being overlaid on top of the real world image.
Video based AR displays can easily solve this problem by introducing
depth information from the real world, and doing depth tests against
the virtual scene image which already has depth data. The most naive
approach is to get depth information of the real world image based
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(a) Chroma-keying (user’s hand with a virtual structure) [Lee et al., 2010a]
(b) Using mask objects (a real box with a virtual robot) [Lee et al., 2008a]
(c) Using depth camera (a real book with a virtual toy car) [Clark and Pi-
umsomboon, 2011]
Figure 5.4: Compositing AR images with correct depth occlusion.
on heuristics and use chroma-keying techniques when compositing the
two images. For instance, an AR system can identify the region in the
real world image with skin colour to prevent the user’s real hand being
occluded by virtual objects (see Figure 5.4(a)).
Advanced methods can estimate or measure the depth information
of the real world image. Breen et al. [1996] proposes two ways of ob-
taining depth image of the real world scene: (1) using mask objects
and (2) depth cameras. Mask objects (a.k.a. ghost objects) are virtual
objects that represent corresponding physical objects, and by rendering
them only into the depth-bu er of the computer graphics pipeline the
system can obtain the depth information for the real world scene (see
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Figure 5.5: Compositing AR image with correct chromatic consistency.
(left: a virtual glass and a virtual box with a dragon [Kán and Kaufmann, 2013],
right: a virtual excavator [Klein and Murray, 2010])
Figure 5.4(b)). Compared to using mask objects that needs manual
modelling of the real world scene, depth cameras are becoming widely
available (e.g. Microsoft Kinect) and they can capture the depth image
of the real world scene together with the RGB image (see Figure 5.4(c)).
Di erences in lighting [Agusanto et al., 2003, Kán and Kaufmann,
2013] and colour space [Klein and Murray, 2010] between the real and
virtual scenes can be also reduced relatively easily in video based AR
systems during image composition process, as shown in Figure 5.5.
Other benefits of video based AR displays include having no tem-
poral gap between the real world image and the rendered virtual scene,
and being more flexible with controlling the field of view of the AR
scene using wide FOV lenses on the camera.
The most prominent problem of video based AR displays is having
an indirect view of the real world. Since the real world view is pro-
vided by video image captured through a camera, it has limitations
in terms of resolution, distortion, delay, and eye displacement. These
problems can be critical in safety demanding applications where direct
view of the real world is necessary. There are e orts to reduce these
problems, such as using a camera with higher resolution and faster up-
date rate, undistorting the image while rendering, and using a specially
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designed optical system to match the eye displacement [Takagi et al.,
2000]. However, there will be certain amount of limitations remaining
compared to other types of AR displays.
A final limitation of video based AR displays is requiring more com-
putational power. While recent advance in computing hardware made
even mobile phones able to run AR applications in real time, compared
to other types of displays that use optical systems for image compo-
sition, video based AR demand more computing power for combining
real and virtual view images.
5.1.2 Optical See-through AR Displays
Optical see-through AR displays use optical systems to combine vir-
tual view images with the real world view. The optical system in this
type of AR display usually includes beam splitters (e.g. half mirrors
or combined prisms) that combine the real world view seen through
the splitter with the reflection of image from a video display (see Fig-
ure 5.6). Head up displays (HUD) on airplane cockpits or modern cars
are typical examples of optical see-through AR displays using beam
splitters in this way. Virtual mirrors based on optical systems combine
the real and virtual view images in the other way around. In this case,
it is the real world scene that is reflected on the half mirror while the
user can see the video display through the mirror.
Transparent projection films are another type of optical component
used for optical see-through AR displays. This type of projection film
not only di uses the light to show the projected image, but is also semi-
transparent so that the viewer can also see what is behind the screen
through it. See Figure 5.7 for examples of optical see-through displays.
Most optical see-through AR displays use optical combiners, sepa-
rate from the displays, for combining the real and virtual view images,
however recently there have been technical advances in making the
display itself transparent. With the development of transparent flat
panel displays (e.g. LCD), their use in AR visualization is being ac-
tively investigated. Using transparent flat panel displays is expected to
contribute to simplifying and miniaturizing the structure and size of
optical see-through AR displays.
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Figure 5.6: Structure of optical see-through displays.
Compared to video based AR displays, the most prominent advan-
tage of optical see-through AR displays is providing a direct view of
the real world. With a direct view of the real world, optical see-through
displays do not su er from limitations in resolution, lens distortion, eye
displacement, or time delay. This could be a very important feature for
safety demanding applications that require a direct view of the real ob-
ject, such as medical or military applications. Optical see-through AR
displays also needs simpler electronic components and demands less
processing power since the composition of real and virtual view image
is achieved physically.
The main problems in optical see-through AR displays are less ac-
curate registration between the real and virtual view images. In many
cases, optical see-through displays require manual calibration process
which ends up with relatively poor quality of registration compared to
automated computer vision based approach in video based AR displays.
Since the calibration parameters are dependent on the spatial relation-
ship between the user’s eyes and the display’s image plane, there is a
higher chance of parameters changing over time (e.g. wearable displays
sliding o  from the original position) and eventually causing misalign-
ment between the real and virtual view images. Hence, accurate 3D eye
tracking (relative to the display) becomes more important to visualize
a correctly aligned AR scene with optical see-through displays.
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Figure 5.7: Optical see-through displays using half-mirror [Hilliges et al.,
2012] (top), transparent projection film (lower left, http://www.laser-magic.com/
transscreen.html), and transparent LCD (lower right).
Temporal delay between the real world and the virtual views is an-
other challenging problem in optical see-through displays. Even with a
spatially accurate tracking system, there always would be temporal de-
lay for tracking physical objects. As the virtual view is updated based
on the tracking results, unless the physical scene and the user’s view-
point is static, the virtual view will have temporal delay compared to
the direct view of the real world in optical see-through displays.
In many cases, visualizing correct depth occlusion between the real
and virtual view images is more challenging with optical see-through
displays. Due to the physical nature of optical combiners, users see
semi-transparently blended virtual and real view images with most of
the optical see-through displays, neither of the images fully occluding
the other. To address this problem Kiyokawa et al. [2001] developed
an electronically controlled image mask that masks the real world view
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where the virtual objects are to be overlaid. By closing the pixels of
the LCD panel on the region where the virtual objects are visualized,
the real world view was optically occluded and the virtual view image
from the display became more vivid.
Lighting conditions in the real world environment can also a ect
perceived brightness of optical see-through displays. In many cases,
optical combiners have a fixed physical attribute of amount of trans-
parency that can lead to unbalanced brightness between the real world
view and virtual view image depending on the lighting conditions in the
real world. In outdoor environments, the virtual view image will appear
relatively dim compared to the bright real world view. To overcome this
problem, some types of head mounted display provide a replaceable
cover with various level of transparency, while some researchers also
experimented using grayscale LCD shutters to control the brightness
of the real world view.
5.1.3 Projection based AR Displays
While other types of displays combine the real and virtual world view at
the display’s image plane, projection based AR displays overlay virtual
view images directly on the surface of the physical object of interest
(see Figure 5.8), such as real models [Raskar et al., 1999, 2001] or
walls [Raskar et al., 2003]. In combination with tracking the user’s
viewpoint and the physical object, projection based AR displays can
provide interactive augmentation of virtual image on physical surface
of objects [Raskar et al., 2001].
In many cases, projection based AR displays use a projector
mounted on a ceiling or a wall. While this could have an advantage
of not requiring the user to wear anything, this could limit the display
to be tied with certain locations where the projector can project im-
ages. To make the projection based AR displays more mobile, there
have been e orts to use projectors that are small enough to be carried
by the user [Raskar et al., 2003]. Recent advance in electronics minia-
turised the size of the projectors so that they could be held in hand
[Schöning et al., 2009] or even worn on the head [Krum et al., 2012] or
chest [Mistry and Maes, 2009].
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Figure 5.8: A physical model of Taj Mahal augmented with projected texture.
[Raskar et al., 2001]
As projection based AR displays display virtual images directly on
real object surface, it requires a physical surface where the image can
be projected onto. This could limit its application to augmenting only
objects near to the user, as it might not be appropriate to projecting
images on far away objects as in outdoor AR applications. Other limita-
tions of projection based AR displays include being more vulnerable to
lighting conditions, and su ering from shadows created by other phys-
ical objects (such as user’s body). While stereoscopic projectors can be
used for presenting virtual objects that pop out from the projection
surface, providing correct occlusion between another physical object
(such as user’s hand) and the virtual object could be more challenging
compared to video or optical see-through displays.
5.1.4 Eye Multiplexed AR Displays
While the three methods above provide the final combined AR image
to the user, another approach for visualization in AR applications is to
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Figure 5.9: Structure of Eye Multiplexed AR Displays.
let users combine the views of the two worlds mentally in their minds.
We refer to such a way of using displays as "eye multiplexed" AR visual-
ization. As illustrated in Figure 5.9, with eye multiplexed AR displays,
the virtual scene is registered to the physical environment, hence the
rendered image shows the same view of the physical scene that the user
is looking at. However, the rendered image is not composited with the
real world view, leaving it up to the user to mentally combine the two
images in their minds. To ease the mental e ort of the user in this case,
the displays are needed to be placed near to the user’s eye and should
follow the user’s view, so that the virtual scene shown on the display
could appear as an inset into the real world view (see Figure 5.10).
As in the case of optical see-through and projection based AR dis-
plays, eye multiplexed AR displays do not require digital composition
of the real world view and the virtual view image hence demands less
computing power compared to video based AR displays. Furthermore,
eye multiplexed AR displays are more forgiving of inaccurate registra-
tion between the real and virtual scene. As the virtual view is shown
next to the real world view, pixel accurate registration is not necessary
but showing the virtual scene from the perspective of the real world
view is similar enough for the user to perceive it as the same view.
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Figure 5.10: Eye multiplexed AR visualization of virtual buildings on Google Glass
as an inset in the top right corner. http://arforglass.org
On the other hand, as the matching between the real world view
and the virtual view is up to the users’ mental e orts, the visualization
is less intuitive compared to other types of AR displays that show the
real and virtual scene in one single view.
5.2 Eye-to-World spectrum
While AR displays use di erent approaches to combine the real and
virtual views, they can also be categorized based on where the display
is placed between the user’s eye and the real world scene. Bimber and
Raskar [2006] summarises this in a diagram shown in Figure 5.11.
5.2.1 Head-attached Displays
Head-attached displays present virtual images right in front of the
users’ eyes. No other physical objects come between the eyes and the
virtual image from the display, which guarantees the virtual image not
getting occluded by other physical objects. Head-attached displays vary
in size from a helmet or a goggle to the size of lightweight glasses (see
Figure 5.12). As the technology advances, the displays are becoming
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Figure 5.11: AR displays on eye-to-world spectrum. [Bimber and Raskar, 2006]
lighter to wear while providing a wider and brighter image on the dis-
play.
Head Mounted Displays (HMD) are the most common type of dis-
play that are used in AR research. HMDs mostly are in a form similar
to a goggle which users can wear on their head and the display is placed
in front of the user’s eyes. In some cases they are also referred to as
Near Eye Displays or Face Mounted Displays. While video and optical
see-through configurations are most commonly used when using HMDs
for AR display, head mounted projector displays are also actively re-
searched as the size of the projectors became small enough to wear on
user’s head.
Recently, with technical developments in wearable devices, smart
glass type devices, such as Google Glass or Recon Jet, are also ac-
tively investigated for their use in AR applications. While many of the
smart glass devices are capable of working as both video or optical see-
through AR displays, due to the narrow field of view of the display, eye
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Figure 5.12: Various types of head-attached displays. From left to right: video
and optical see-through HMD from Trivisio (www.trivisio.com), and Google Glass
(http://www.google.com/glass)
multiplexed AR visualization is also considered as an alternative way
of visualizing AR scene on smart glasses.
While most of the head-attached displays use lenses on an eyepiece
similar to telescopes or microscopes that does not directly contact with
the user’s eyeball, more direct methods are under development. For
example, in the Virtual Retinal Display [Tidwell et al., 1995] project
virtual images are beamed directly onto the retina of the user’s eye.
5.2.2 Handheld and Body-attached Displays
Head-attached displays provide a high mobility and visually immersive
experience, but in many cases they have certain limitations in terms
of wearability (feeling comfortable while wearing), safety issue with
indirect real world view, and social acceptance. Handheld or body-
attached displays are considered to be mobile and personal, yet sharable
with others as needed. They are also more socially acceptable compared
to head-attached displays.
Early researchers [Rekimoto and Nagao, 1995, Mogilev et al., 2002]
used small LCD monitors tethered to a computer for experimenting
with handheld AR experiences. With advances in mobile device tech-
nology, handheld computing devices became powerful enough to pro-
cess AR visualization, and various devices have been used as AR dis-
plays, including UMPC (Ultra Mobile PC) [Reitmayr and Drummond,
2006], PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) [Wagner and Schmalstieg,
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Figure 5.13: A smartphone with depth imaging camera from Google Tango project.
2003], Tablet computers [Klein and Drummond, 2004], and cell-phones
[Mohring et al., 2004].
Today, smartphones and tablet computers are widely adopted and
have powerful graphics processors, cameras, and various sensors that
can run AR applications. Most recently, even depth imaging sensors are
experimented on smartphones and tablets (e.g. Google Project Tango1)
for advanced tracking and visualization (see Figure 5.13).
While video-based AR display configurations have been widely in-
vestigated on handheld devices, handheld optical see-through AR dis-
plays are still experimental design concepts, as the electronic compo-
nents are still under development. Some electronics companies have
been producing transparent LCD and OLED panels, and it is expected
to be able to use these for building handheld optical see-through AR
displays in the near future.
Micro projectors are also another type of devices used as mobile
AR displays. While most of the use cases involve holding the projector
as a handheld device similar to a flashlight [Beardsley et al., 2005,
Schöning et al., 2009], there is also various research on wearing the
device on di erent parts of the body such as on the chest [Mistry and
Maes, 2009], shoulder [Harrison et al., 2011], or on a wrist [Blasko et al.,
2005].
1https://www.google.com/atap/projecttango/
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5.2.3 Spatial Displays
Compared to head mounted and handheld displays, spatial displays
are limited in mobility and are usually installed at a fixed location. As
spatial displays tend to provide a larger image in many cases, they are
more applicable as public displays which multiple users share.
Typical examples of spatial displays are those using a beam splitter
(e.g. half mirror) to create optical see-through configuration for AR
visualization. A half mirror workbench [Poston and Serra, 1994, Bimber
et al., 2001a, Gunn et al., 2003, Hilliges et al., 2012] are one of the
examples of an AR display using this configuration, which allows for
close interaction with virtual objects and hence are widely used in
combination with haptic interfaces (see Figure 5.14). Other work using
a similar configuration of optical see-through AR displays include a
virtual showcase which can overlay virtual images on a physical object
inside a pyramid or cone shaped half mirror case [Bimber et al., 2001b],
and using multiple autostereosopic displays above and below a slanted
half mirror [Kim et al., 2012].
Figure 5.14: AR Haptic workbench. [Gunn et al., 2003]
Recently, with advances in transparent active display components,
such as transparent LCDs and OLEDs, it is expect to see more wide
adoption and application of AR displays used in show cases or even
show windows (see Figure 5.7). Another common optical element used
for creating optical see-through spatial AR displays is transparent pro-
jection film as described in §5.1.2. These types of screens are also known
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as ’holographic projection film’ that are transparent yet di uses the
projected image onto the surface of the screen so that the user can
see both the projected virtual image and the physical scene behind the
screen.
Instead of using a transparent projection screen, projecting the vir-
tual image directly onto the surface of physical objects is another com-
mon approach used for implementing spatial AR display. As described
in §5.1.3, projection based AR displays overlay virtual images directly
on the surface of the physical object of interest (see Figure 5.8), which
can be physical models [Raskar et al., 2001, 1999] or walls [Raskar
et al., 2003].
Spatial displays can also use video-based AR visualization. A desk-
top monitor paired with a video camera pointing on the desk in front
of the monitor is one of the widely used setup, a.k.a. Desktop AR or
Video-Monitor AR, for demonstrating AR applications. Another exam-
ple of using video-based AR visualization on a spatial display would
be virtual mirror like setup where a large screen (either a monitor or a
projection screen) with a camera is pointing towards the user standing
in front, showing the real world around the user and overlaying virtual
objects into the scene.
Using other types of 3D display technology such as volumetric 3D
displays [Favalora, 2005] and autostereoscopic displays [Dodgson, 2005]
for AR visualization is expected to be an interesting topic to investigate
in the future, together with using a combination of di erent AR display
technologies together [Lee et al., 2006] to provide richer AR experience.
5.3 Other Sensory Displays
While most of the research in AR focuses on visual augmentation of
the real world, there is also work on AR displays for the other senses,
such as audio or haptic. These types of non-visual displays are mostly
adopted from the field of Virtual Reality (VR) where the main focus
is to replace all human sensory input with computer generated virtual
signals. A lot of this work in VR can be applicable in AR research
as well, while there are also certain specific topics that arise in AR
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applications. In this section we briefly introduce the non-visual sensory
displays that are used in AR research and some of the work that focuses
on their use in AR applications.
Compared to visual augmentation, computer generated sounds are
mixed with real world sound by nature and the main challenge of pro-
viding augmented sound to the user is spatializing the sound in the
3D space. This has been widely investigated using various technolo-
gies including stereo headphones with HRTF (Head-Related Transfer
Function) [Zotkin et al., 2003] or multi-channel speaker systems. While
traditional multi-channel 3D surround speaker systems use dedicated
speakers for each direction of the sound that has to be placed in space
around the user, digital sound projectors [Takumai, 2011] use an array
of speakers to generate 3D sound utilizing interference and reverbera-
tion of sound in a room.
Traditional spatialized 3D sound technology can be easily applied
in AR systems, and there are attempts to investigate AR specific issues
in audio displays. For instance, Lindeman et al. [Lindeman et al., 2007]
proposed a concept of "hear-through" and "mic-through" Augmented
Reality analogous to optical and video see-through AR visualization,
and demonstrated its feasibility through a user study with bone con-
duction headset.
Haptic displays have been also well investigated in the VR research
field. Among various haptic devices, robotic arm based mechanical de-
vices (as shown in Figure 5.14) and vibro-tactile feedback available on
various modern mobile devices (e.g. smartphones) are the most widely
investigated in haptics research, and are also applied in various AR
research. Extending Milgram’s Reality-Virtuality continuum [Milgram
and Kishino, 1994], Jeon and Choi [2009] proposes a taxonomy for hap-
tic AR based on a composite visuo-haptic reality-virtuality continuum
and summarize various approaches for AR systems using haptic inter-
faces to let the user feel a real environment augmented with synthetic
haptic stimuli.
Augmenting olfactory and gustatory senses is rarely explored com-
pared to other sense, yet considered as promising research area to com-
plement the other sensory experience. Narumi et al. [2011] investigated
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Figure 5.15: Meta cookie - augmenting olfactory and gustatory experience.
[Narumi et al., 2011]
augmenting olfactory and gustatory sense through visual and olfactory
augmentation of cookie eating experience. The system built by the re-
search team, named Meta Cookie (see Figure 5.15), uses a plain cookie
with AR marker printed on it (with edible colour) to visually augment
di erent toppings to the cookie and as the user eats the cookie, a spe-
cially designed scent distribution device provides olfactory stimuli to
reproduce the di erent flavours of the cookie.
5.4 Summary
In this section we have provided an overview of a variety of di erent
types of displays that can be used to combine real and virtual images.
Although most early AR systems used head mounted displays, the most
common display type currently used is a handheld device such as a
mobile phone or tablet. However this may change with the emergence
of lower cost head worn wearable computers and displays, and also
with new research in di erent display systems. In the next section we




In the previous sections we have reviewed important tracking and dis-
play technologies that can be used to create Augmented Reality experi-
ences. However these are hardware devices and require AR application
software to provide that experience. In this section we discuss software
libraries and tools for developing AR applications. As Table 6.1 shows,
there are numerous tools for implementing AR systems that can be ar-
ranged in a hierarchy of decreasing programming skill required to use
them; from low level software libraries that require consider skill on the
part of the developer, to simple authoring tools for novice users that
assume no programming ability. In this section we will review each of
these types of tools in term, covering both research and commercially
available products.
AR development tools also have di erent target application plat-
forms. Some tools are for developing desktop AR applications while
others target mobile AR application. Some support computer vision
based tracking for developing AR application, mainly for indoor use,
while others use sensors on a mobile device for developing outdoor AR
application. So each of the types of tools will also be discussed in terms
of the platforms that they are designed for.
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Table 6.1: Hierarchy of AR development tools from most complex to least complex.
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In the rest of this section we provide an overview of tools available
for developing AR applications. We first look into low-level software
development tools for those who need full control of the technology with
programming skills. Then we present plug-ins that work with existing
applications, followed by stand-alone AR authoring tools for users with
a non-programming background. We next present rapid prototyping
tools that can be used to quickly develop AR concepts, and finally
research into the next generation of AR authoring tools. The tools
presented will be both novel tools published in many research papers,
and those available in public domain that readers can access.
6.1 Low Level software libraries and frameworks
Low level software libraries and frameworks for AR typically provide
access to the core tracking and display functionality need to build an
AR application. For example, in the previous section we introduced
ARToolkit1 one of the most widely adopted software library for devel-
oping AR applications. ARToolKit provides marker based tracking in
the open source version, while the commercial version from ARTool-
1http://artoolkit.sourceforge.net
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Works2 also supports tracking natural features on an arbitrary image.
In this way it provides a solution for the key problem of being able to
know where the user view is currently. ARToolkit is written in the C
language and it supports various platforms including Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS X desktop operating systems. However, the main func-
tion of ARToolKit is to provide tracking and so there is only low-level
OpenGL based rendering, and no built-in support for interaction tech-
niques or complex graphics. With ARToolKit alone it is di cult and
time consuming to develop a complete AR application.
This limitation is can be overcome by using the osgART3 library,
which provides a link between ARToolkit tracking and the OpenScene-
Graph4 library for scene graph based real-time rendering. Scene graphs
represent computer graphics scenes as a node based graph, and provide
one way to manage the functionality of complex graphics applications,
such as being able to sort objects according to their visibility, remove
objects that are out of the camera field of view, and provide state
management. They enable the developer to worry about interactions
between virtual objects rather than low-level object rendering. Open-
SceneGraph is open source and is one of the most widely used scene
graph libraries. It is written in C++ and uses OpenGL for it’s graphics
rendering, and has support for a large number of plug-ins that provide
support for additional functionality such as model loading, shadow ren-
dering, and physics.
By combing ARToolKit and OpenSceneGraph together, osgART
makes it very easy for developers to create interactive AR applica-
tions with advanced rendering techniques. The osgART library includes
nodes for video capture, video viewing and for camera tracking. Fig-
ure 6.1 shows a simple osgART scene graph, showing nodes for video
input and tracking, combined with nodes for graphics rendering. The
end result is a simple AR scene with a 3D model of a cow overlaid on
an ARToolKit tracking marker. The osgART library is designed using a
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Figure 6.1: Simple osgART scene graph for AR scene representation.
http://www.osgart.org
other in the application. So, if developers don’t want to use ARToolKit
as the base tracking library, they can replace it with another tracking
solution, such as the BazAR5 image tracking library, or PTAM6.
Oda and Feiner’s Goblin XNA platform7 uses a similar approach,
combining the artTag tracking library with the Microsoft XNA game
platform8 to create an infrastructure for developing AR games, on top
of an existing non-AR game development environment. GoblinXNA
includes modules for AR tracking, 3D user interface elements, video
capture, physics based interaction, and displaying output into AR head
mounted displays. Using Goblin XNA it was relatively easy to modify
an existing XNA car racing game, and make an AR version of it [Oda
et al., 2008].
Another AR framework developed for building complete systems
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erogeneous distributed architecture that allowed the user easily incor-
porate multiple di erent display types (AR HMDs, projected displays,
desktops, etc) with a variety of input devices and reconfigurable track-
ing hardware. Studierstube was designed from the ground up to sup-
port collaborative applications using a distributed shared scene graph
and so many of the early application were for shared AR experiences.
Another of its advantages was that it was very easy to rapidly incorpo-
rate di erent interaction techniques such as Personal Interaction Panels
[Szalavári and Gervautz, 1997], 3d viewports, or mobile interfaces.
While Studierstube, osgART and GoblinXNA are freely available as
academic research projects, there are also commercial solutions avail-
able. For example, the Metaio SDK10, provides a comprehensive set of
AR tracking technologies, including marker tracking, image tracking,
3D object tracking, face tracking, and even an external Infrared tracker
sold by Metaio. In terms of visualization, it provides a simple VRML
renderer and an option to use OpenSceneGraph together.
For mobile applications, the Studierstube platform originally de-
veloped for desktop applications was ported over to the Windows CE
and a PDA platform [Wagner et al., 2005], and then Android, with the
Studierstube Light library. However there were many components of
Studierstube that did not have equivalent libraries on the PDA plat-
form and so had to be written from scratch. This included a mobile
rendering library (KLIMT), tracking (OpenTracker) and libraries for
hardware abstraction (PocketKnife), as well as existing libraries for mo-
bile SceneGraphs (Coin) and communication (ACE). This framework
was then used to build many mobile AR applications, including The
Invisible Train [Wagner et al., 2004], the first self-contained handheld
collaborative AR experience. Figure 6.2 shows the typical components
used to build a mobile AR application using Studierstube Light and
the Invisible Train application.
ARToolkit for Mobile11 is a version of the ARToolkit library avail-
able for mobile platforms including iOS and Android. It is also inte-
grated with the OpenSceneGraph library for rich real-time computer
10http://www.metaio.com/products/sdk/
11https://www.artoolworks.com/products/mobile/artoolkit-for-mobile
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Figure 6.2: Studierstube mobile AR framework (left) and the Invisible Train app
developed with it (right). [Wagner et al., 2005, 2004]
graphics rendering. Since it is a porting of C language based desktop
version of ARToolkit, ARToolkit for Mobile needs a native development
kit to use it on Android platform. Alternatively, the AndAR library12
fills this gap by providing Java based wrapping classes of ARToolkit
library, making the development environment friendlier to Android and
Java developers.
For Android, DroidAR13 also provides vision-based marker track-
ing, which is based on the OpenCV computer vision library and uses
square markers similar to that of ARToolkit. One of the most popular
low level libraries for mobile AR applications is the Vuforia library from
Qualcomm that specializes in tracking natural features of arbitrary im-
ages, and also supports tracking 3D objects with multiple planar image.
Vuforia supports both iOS and Android platforms.
Finally, the Metaio SDK supports both fiducial markers and natural
feature based image tracking, and recently added a feature for tracking
an arbitrary 3D structure in the real world scene. This allows users
to track camera position from 3D models that provides more robust
tracking (see Figure 6.3). It also o ers its own 3D rendering engine
that allows developers to work in high-level in terms of 3D visualization.
Mobile SDK is also available both for free and under commercial license.
The low level libraries mentioned so far use computer vision tech-
niques for AR tracking. However there are also libraries that use sen-
12http://code.google.com/p/andar
13https://github.com/bitstars/droidar
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Image courtesy of Metaio.
Figure 6.3: Metaio model based tracking. http://www.metaio.com
sors for outdoor location based AR. In addition to computer vision
based tracking, DroidAR also supports developing location-based mo-
bile AR applications using sensors (e.g., GPS, intertial) on the mobile
device. The Metaio Mobile SDK also provides a solution for develop-
ing location-based mobile AR applications. In addition to sensor based
outdoor location tracking, it provides a partial solution for indoor en-
vironment by coding location information in a square fiducial marker.
While these frameworks focus on providing low-level functional-
ities, the HIT Lab NZ OutdoorAR14 library [Lee and Billinghurst,
2013] provides high-level abstraction of geo-located scenes. Designed
in a component based structure, the library allows developers to focus
on high-level design of AR applications such as domain content and
logic and user interface design, while it also provides direct access to
low-level functionalities.
In addition to the low level libraries mentioned there are many other
SDKs that can be used for low-level AR application development. The
Technical University of Graz has a list of all available libraries15.
6.2 Rapid Prototyping/Development Tools
Using a low level software library and framework like Studierstube or
OsgART provides the maximum flexibility in development of the AR
14http://www.hitlabnz.org/mobileAR
15http://www.icg.tugraz.at/Members/gerhard/augmented-reality-sdks
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application, but can also be time consuming and requires considerable
programming skill. In some cases it can be helpful to rapidly prototype
an idea to show to end users or clients before undertaking a major devel-
opment exercise. In this section we briefly overview a range of di erent
tools that could be used for rapid prototyping of AR experiences.
Adobe Flash16 is one of the most popular authoring tools for cre-
ating multimedia content for the web and desktop platform, and can
also be used to prototype a variety of desktop and mobile experiences.
Flash developers can easily create AR experience by using one of the
AR plug-ins available, such as FLARToolKit17 or FLARManager18.
FLARToolKit is a version of ARToolKit ported over to Flash that al-
lows people to have AR experiences from within their web browser.
Just by writing a few lines of code users can activate their camera,
look for AR markers in the camera view, and load and overlay virtual
content onto the tracked image. FLARToolKit makes it possible for
anyone with a Flash-enabled web browser and camera connected to
their computer to have an AR experience, and also makes it easier to
develop those experiences. These attributes make it a perfect platform
for prototyping AR applications.
The development of FLARToolKit has lead to an explosion of web-
based AR applications, especially for marketing. For example, when
GE were seeking a way to explain about Smart Grid power technology
they created a website with a simple AR marketing experience that
would allow people to see a variety of di erent clean energy power
generation operations superimposed over a printed marker on paper.
Users would hold up the paper and see a virtual windfarm appear, and
when they blew, the blades of the windmills would turn around faster.
Users found this very engaging and uploaded videos to YouTube
of themselves playing with the virtual objects, which attracted
millions of views. Since this early campaign there have been hundreds
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FLARManager is the equivalent of osgART for Flash. Just like
ARToolKit or ARTag, FLARToolKit just provides AR tracking ser-
vices with little support for 3d graphics or interaction. FLARManager
provides an easy way to add more interactivity to Flash based AR
applications and also combine a variety of di erent AR tracking and
graphics libraries together. Table 6.2 shows the di erent Flash based
AR tracking and 3D graphics libraries supported by FLARManager.
Using the FLARManager library it is very easy for users to build Flash
based AR applications with support for complex 3D model and anima-
tion loading, setting di erent camera parameters, loading of tracking
images and many other features.
Table 6.2: FLARManager support for di erent 3d graphics and AR tracking li-
braries.






There are also similar Flash based commercial solutions available
from companies such as Metaio and Total Immersion. As an alternative
to Flash, there are also AR plug-ins for other authoring tools, such
as SLARToolKit19 for Microsoft Silverlight. Recently researchers have
also begun exploring how to using HTML5 to create web-based AR
experiences that don’t require any third-party browser plug-in. For
example, Oberhofer et al. [2012] has shown how Javascript, WebGL and
HTML5 can be used to implement AR natural feature tracking viewable
on desktop or mobile web browsers. Similarly Ahn et al. [2013] have
developed a complete mobile AR framework using just normal HTML
and other web component technologies.
In addition to web-based AR prototyping tools, there are a number
of desktop and mobile tools for rapidly creating AR applications. One
of the most popular tools to use is OpenFrameworks20, an opensource
19http://slartoolkit.codeplex.com
20http://openframeworks.cc
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C++ middleware library that makes It very easy to build interactive
experiences. It provides a framework for combining a wide range of
di erent interactive technologies, and is designed to work as a general
purpose glue that wraps together several commonly used libraries21.
For example, an AR application with gesture-based input could be
developed by combining a tracking library such as ARToolKit, with
hand tracking libraries, 3D scene graph libraries and perhaps audio
playback libraries. Previously this would have required using very dif-
ferent programming APIs for each library and sometime incompatible
event mechanisms. Openframeworks provides a common API for all
these di erent libraries and centrally manages application messaging
and events.
For mobile applications, one of the most useful prototyping tools
are AR browser applications such as Junaio, Layar or Wikitude. These
are free applications that run on the mobile device, but connect back to
servers for providing content and specifying the user interface elements
on the mobile. Using these tools developers rapidly prototype appli-
cation ideas by providing their own content information. For example,
Junaio server architecture allows content developers to provide content
on their own server which could be accessed by the mobile AR browser
through the Junaio server. Junaio provides support for either image
based tracking or location based tracking using GPS and compass sen-
sor input. So with a small amount of code on the server developers can
rapidly test out their mobile AR application ideas.
6.3 Plug-ins to Existing Developer Tools
The software libraries mentioned in the previous section require consid-
erable programming ability to use them for creating AR applications.
However there are other tools that are plug-ins to existing software
packages that add AR functionality to existing interactive 2D and 3D
content authoring tools. AR plug-ins for non-AR authoring tools are
useful when one already knows how to use the authoring tool that
the plug-in supports. These types of tools simply add AR visualization
21http://ofxaddons.com
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Figure 6.4: DART plug-in interface inside Macromedia Director. [MacIntyre et al.,
2004]
and tracking function to existing authoring tool, and rely on content
authoring functions provided by the main authoring tool.
One of the good examples of plug-in based AR authoring tool is
the Designers AR Toolkit (DART)22 [MacIntyre et al., 2004]. This was
designed as a plug-in to the popular Macromedia Director software for
multimedia development. DART was created specifically for designers
to enable them to rapidly develop AR applications with a tool that they
were already familiar with. Using a the Director graphical interface (see
Figure 6.4) the user was able to mix drag and drop visual input with
lingo scripting to create interactive AR experiences. Using the plug-in
architecture of Director, DART provided AR specific extensions such
as support for ARToolKit marker based tracking, physics, 3D camera
viewing, and live video display. The authors report that designers found
DART very easy to use and were able to successfully create a wide range
of di erent AR applications, such as AR tours of historic sites, and AR
theatrical experiences.
There are also various AR plug-ins available for 3D content au-
thoring tools, as well. For example, AR-Media23 provides a range of
22http://ael.gatech.edu/dart/
23http://www.inglobetechnologies.com/en/products.php
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plug-ins for the Trimble SketchUp 3D modelling software and other
tools such as 3ds Max, Maya and Cinema 4D. Using AR-Media plug-
ins, content creators can model in SketchUp, then immediately see their
model in an AR scene. There is also a free AR-Media player that can be
distributed to allow other people to see the AR experience. However,
while 3D modeling and animation software can be useful for creating
3D scenes, they have limitations in providing interactive features.
To create highly interactive 3D applications, there are also vari-
ous interactive 3D graphic authoring tools such as Unity24, Vizard25,
and Quest3D26. While most of these tools have their own plug-ins for
AR visualization, Unity has widest range of solutions available for AR
visualization. For example, ARToolkit for Unity from ARToolworks27,
provides both marker and image based tracking and AR visualization.
Similarly, the Vuforia tracking library has an AR plug-in that works
with Unity3D to create mobile AR applications for the iOS and An-
droid platform. In this case developers can use the normal Unity3D
visual programming and scripting interface to create rich interactive
experiences that can then be
While AR plug-ins provide a easy and quick method for develop-
ing AR applications, they have certain limitations. User interface and
interaction design could be limited to those provided by the author-
ing tool, and the software and hardware configuration also depends on
what is provided by the tool. In addition, the content produced with
an authoring tool usually becomes dependent on the proprietary player
software. In order to create an AR application with highly customized
interface and interaction, it is unavoidable to use low-level software
development tools such as software libraries.
6.4 Stand Alone AR Authoring Tools
A third type of AR authoring tool is a stand alone application that
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Figure 6.5: AR furniture assembly application created with the AMIRE framework.
[Zauner et al., 2003]
experience. Unlike the plug-ins mentioned in the previous section, these
tools don’t require any additional software to work. A wide range of
stand alone authoring tools provides di erent set of functions. Scene
construction, animation, and adding interactive behaviours are the
common function sets that many AR authoring tools provide. Some
tools only provide scene construction functions, while others have full
capability of building complex interactive behaviours. Most of the AR
authoring tools provide graphical user interfaces so that a user who has
basic personal computer skills could easily learn and use them, and they
are useful for non-programmers who want to build AR application.
Early examples of AR authoring tools include AMIRE [Dörner
et al., 2003] and CATOMIR [Zauner and Haller, 2004]. AMIRE was
designed as an object oriented application framework that could be
used to build an AR application out of various available components.
AMIRE had a number of features including (1) a generic configura-
tion mechanism of components by so-called properties, (2) slot based
communication between components, (3) components for 2D and 3D
interaction, and (4) support for prototyping new components. Zauner
[Zauner et al., 2003] shows how AMIRE was used to create author
an AR application for step by step furniture assembly (Figure 6.5).
Träskbäack and Haller [2004] used AMIRE to develop a tablet based
Mixed Reality training application for an oil refinery.
However, AMIRE was a component framework that required some
programming to use. Zauner and Haller [Zauner and Haller, 2004,
Haller et al., 2005] extended this by creating CATOMIR (Component
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Figure 6.6: Catomir visual interface showing visual links between components.
[Haller et al., 2005]
oriented Authoring Tool for Mixed Reality) a visual programming in-
terface based on top of AMIRE. Using CATOMIR a user could drag-
and-drop components from a pool and connect them with visual links
to define logical behaviours in the AR application. The visual inter-
face was shown overtop of the live camera view and AR scene, allow-
ing the user to switch rapid between authoring and viewing the AR
experiences. CATOMIR supported a three-step authoring approach,
(1) finding the right components for the application, (2) tweaking the
components parameters, and (3) connecting components to define the
logical behaviour of the AR application (see Figure 6.6). In their paper
they describe how CATOMIR was used to develop a furniture assem-
bly application. However one of the disadvantages of this approach is
that AR applications can only have the functionality supported by the
components, and it is di cult to add new components.
BuildAR28 is a standalone AR authoring tool for quickly building
AR scenes. It provides computer vision based tracking of both square
markers and arbitrary images, and users can add 3D models, images,
text, video and sound to the AR scene (see Figure 6.7). While it can
play animations built into the 3D model, BuildAR lacks tools for creat-
ing animations, and also does not support adding interactive behaviours
to the AR scene. The content built by the user is saved into a propri-
etary file format, and can be viewed using the BuildAR viewer software
that is freely available for download. More recently Choi et al. [2010]
developed a similar desktop authoring tool that added interactive be-
haviours to overcome the limitations of BuildAR.
28http://www.buildar.co.nz
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Figure 6.7: The BuildAR authoring tool. http://www.buildar.co.nz
In addition to basic AR scene construction functions mentioned
in BuildAR, D’Fusion Studio29 from Total Immersion provides a GUI
based scene authoring environment using Lua scripting language for
describing scenario and behavior of the AR scene. The content is ex-
ported into proprietary file format, and it can be shown through its
player software.
Some of the AR authoring tools for desktop applications are also
capable of publishing content onto mobile platforms. For instance,
D’Fusion Studio provides a solution for viewing the content on a mo-
bile platform using its own viewer software. With these AR plug-ins
and standalone AR authoring tools, users can use the same authoring
environment to create the content and export it to run on di erent
platforms including mobile environment.
On the other hand, there is also AR authoring tools that specifically
targets for developing mobile AR applications. Metaio Creator30 is a
simple tool to create AR scenes targeted for the Junaio mobile AR
browser. Users can easily include their own tracking images and add
content (e.g., pictures, 3D models, video and audio clips) onto it. It
also provides simple behaviours that triggers actions (e.g., showing or
playing the content, simple animation) based on simple events (e.g.,
user tapping on the content).
29http://www.t-immersion.com/products/dfusion-suite/dfusion-studio
30http://www.metaio.com/products/creator
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Figure 6.8: Layar Creator, a web-based AR authoring tool. http://www.layar.
com/creator
Figure 6.9: Wikitude Studio, a web-based AR authoring tool. http://studio.
wikitude.com
Recently, web-based authoring tools that can deploy AR content di-
rectly onto mobile AR browsers became popular. The Layar Creator31
is a web based authoring tool that specializes for creating AR links on
printed materials (see 6.8). At the Layar Creator website, users upload
images of the printed pages to track, and then they can add virtual
buttons that have links to various services available on the mobile de-
vice, such as opening a webpage or a youtube video, calling to a specific
number, or sharing the information on social network service. The cre-
ated content is published as a layer in the Layar mobile AR browser.
31http://www.layar.com/creator
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Figure 6.10: Hoppala web-based geo-tagging service. http://www.
hoppala-agency.com
Another web-based authoring tool Wikitude Studio32 allows users
to create rich mobile AR content and deploy either onto the Wikitude
AR browser app or even create a custom mobile app (see Figure 6.9). It
supports various types of media including 3D models and animations
which can be registered to the real world with computer vision-based
tracking technology.
There are also web-based authoring tools focusing on location based
mobile AR applications. For example, Hoppala Augmentaion33 is a
web-based geo-tagging tool for mobile AR browsers (see Figure 6.10).
Instead of asking developers for a list of geo-coordinates of custom
points of interest, it provides an interactive web-based map interface
for adding custom geo-tags. The geo-tags created by the user can be
browsed on a number of AR browsers including Wikitude, Layar, and
Junaio.
6.5 Summary
In this section we reviewed various types of AR development and au-
thoring tools. Low level software libraries and frameworks provide high-
32http://studio.wikitude.com
33http://www.hoppala-agency.com
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est level of flexibility while they require programming skills. On the
other hand, standalone authoring tools enable end users to create their
own AR content easily with minimal computer skills, although the con-
tent created are mostly simple. While commercial authoring tools and
AR plug-ins for game engines are widely adopted, the main interface
of these authoring tools still remain to be based on 2D GUI which has
certain limitations for manipulating 3D content. As the technology ad-
vances, it is expected that the authoring and development tools will
adopt 3D and AR interfaces more actively as shown in early experi-
ments [Lee et al., 2004b, 2005, Ha et al., 2010, 2012]. In the next section
we review interaction technologies for AR systems.
7
AR Input and Interaction Technologies
In this section we review common input methods and interaction tech-
nologies for Augmented Reality. AR systems can incorporate various
types of input methods, ranging from traditional 2D user interfaces
(UI), such as keyboard, mouse and touch screen input, to 3D and mul-
timodal interfaces such as handheld wands, speech, gesture, etc. Di er-
ent input methods have been used for di erent types of AR application
depending on the user interaction tasks required in the application, and
so the type of interface used has evolved over time. There have been a
number of AR interface types developed since the 1960’s, including:
1) Information Browsers: Interfaces for showing AR information on
the real world
2) 3D User Interfaces: Using 3D interaction techniques to manipu-
late content in space
3) Tangible User Interfaces: Using real objects to interact with AR
virtual content
4) Natural User Interfaces: Using natural body input such as free
hand gestures
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Figure 7.1: NaviCam AR browser. [Rekimoto and Nagao, 1995]
5) Multimodal Interfaces: Using combined speech and gesture input
We will review each of these interface types in turn and describe
some interaction technologies used to implement them.
7.1 AR Information Browsers
AR information browsers are one of the representative types of AR
applications where AR displays are considered as a window into an
information space, and the main task of the user is to manipulate this
window to browse the information. One of the earliest AR systems,
NaviCam [Rekimoto and Nagao, 1995] is a typical example of AR in-
formation browser (see Figure 7.1), as well as many of the AR browser
apps on smartphones such as Wikitude, Junaio, and Layar. This type
of AR application requires the most basic interaction tasks: viewing
the visualized AR scene and browsing the information provided.
Compared to VR systems where a navigational interface is usually
needed to manoeuvre in the 3D virtual space, AR systems visualize
virtual objects registered to the real world space. So users do not need
additional interface object for navigation, but they can simply use their
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natural skills to move through the physical environment. For instance,
when using head mounted AR displays users simply have to turn their
head to change their view, while with handheld AR displays holding
and moving the device and pointing at the direction to view is su cient.
Other types of interactivity common to AR information browsers
includes choosing di erent information (e.g. channels) to view, filtering
information shown, navigating into details of the information provided,
and changing visualization style, etc. Most of these interactions can be
accomplished using traditional 2D graphical user interfaces (GUI) and
screen input. Users can use traditional input devices, such as keyboard,
mouse, joystick, touch pad or touch screen, to interact with the GUI
provided with the AR content.
AR information browsers are one of the important classes of AR
interface that is widely used in AR navigation with wearable computers,
AR simulation and training. The interaction method provided is simple
and easy to learn as the users can use their knowledge of traditional
mobile user interfaces. On the other hand, these types of applications
have limitations in providing direct interaction with virtual objects.
7.2 3D User Interfaces in AR: Interacting with Virtual Ob-
jects through Controllers
One of the straightforward approaches for supporting direct interaction
with virtual objects is to adopt traditional 3D user interfaces tech-
niques. Various 3D UI technologies and interaction methods have been
investigated to provide direct interaction with 3D objects in virtual
environments [Bowman et al., 2004], and many of these techniques can
be applied to AR as well.
Bowman [Bowman et al., 2004] summarizes various types of 3D in-
teractions into three categories: (1) navigation, (2) selection, and (3)
manipulation. While the 3D navigation techniques might not be di-
rectly applicable to AR applications, as navigation in AR environments
is naturally achieved by the users’ moving their body, selection and
manipulation interaction techniques can be easily adopted in AR ap-
plications [Schmalstieg et al., 2000]. For example in Kiyokawa’s VLego
application users have their hands tracked in 3d space and can reach
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Figure 7.2: Using 3D user interface in a collaborative AR system. [Kiyokawa et al.,
2000]
out and directly pick up virtual blocks in the collaborative AR inter-
face, in much the same way that they could interact in an immersive
VR application (see Figure 7.2) [Kiyokawa et al., 1999].
In many cases, 3D UIs use input devices that can be used for 6
degree of freedom (DOF) manipulation (translation and rotation in
3D) of virtual objects. There are various types of devices invented and
used in VR and 3D UI field, including 3D mouse or wand type pointing
devices, 6 DOF joysticks, spaceballs, etc. Among them, 3D motion
tracking sensors are one of the most widely used technologies. These
allow tracking of various physical objects including the user’s body
motion, and let users to point at or manipulate virtual objects. VLego
used 3D motion tracking magnetic sensors for manipulating virtual
objects registered in the physical environment.
Haptic devices (e.g. the Phantom1) are another type of traditional
3D UI that researchers investigated using in AR environments [Vallino
and Brown, 1999, Adcock et al., 2003] (see Figure 7.3). Haptic interfaces
not only work as a 3D pointing device but also provide force and tactile
1http://geomagic.com/en/products-landing-pages/haptic
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Figure 7.3: Using haptic interface in AR. [Adcock et al., 2003]
feedback which complements the visual experience by creating illusion
of physical existence of a virtual object.
Traditional 3D UI can provide good interactivity in AR applications
for entertainment, design, and training. With 3D UI, users can interact
with 3D virtual objects everywhere in space in a natural and familiar
way. While using traditional 3D UI for AR interactions benefit from
previous work in VR and 3DUI fields, there are certain limitations
with this approach as well. One of the most prominent problems is
that the methods used for interacting with virtual objects are di erent
from interacting with physical objects. With most of the traditional
3D UI, users will have to hold a control device and use it to point and
manipulate virtual objects, while with physical objects, they mainly
use their hands for direct manipulation.
7.3 Tangible User Interface in AR
Using physical objects as a medium for interacting with computers
[Ishii and Ullmer, 1997] has been one of the main themes in modern
human-computer interface technology research. The concept is referred
to as Tangible User Interfaces (TUI). Tangible UI use physical objects
for representing virtual entities and information, and to bridge between
the physical and digital worlds.
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Figure 7.4: Tangible AR interface with a physical book with virtual object overlaid
on it.
While Tangible UI provide natural and intuitive interaction with
digital information through manipulating physical objects, they can
have limitations with display capabilities, either showing very limited
information with di erent status of physical objects. Even when using
a visual display in combination with Tangible UI, it still has problem of
separation between the physical interaction space and the display where
the virtual information is shown. For example, in a TUI digital content
may be projected on a physical surface or shown on a screen while the
user manipulates physical controllers some distance away creating a
gap between the interaction space and presentation space.
To reduce the gap between the interaction methods for virtual and
physical objects, Kato et al. [2000] proposed the concept of Tangible
AR (TAR). TAR uses Tangible UI as input interaction metaphor while
using AR for visualizing virtual information overlaid on the physical
object used for interaction. Figure 7.4 shows a typical example of Tan-
gible AR interface that uses a physical book as a Tangible UI while
visualizing virtual objects overlaid on its pages. As can be seen in this
case the interaction space and display space are seamlessly merged to-
gether.
Billinghurst et al. [2005] defines the characteristics of Tangible AR
interfaces as 1) each virtual object being registered to a physical object,
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and 2) the user interacting with virtual objects by manipulating phys-
ical objects. To use physical objects as input devices for interaction
requires accurate tracking of the objects, and for this purpose many
Tangible AR applications use computer vision based tracking software,
such as ARToolkit2. With accurate tracking, the computer system not
only can recognize and identify di erent physical objects, but also can
estimate the 3D motion of the objects so that the pose of the object or
the motion gesture can be used for various interactions.
The basic goal of designing a Tangible AR interface is to map phys-
ical objects (input) with virtual objects (output) using an appropriate
interaction metaphor. Lee et al. [2007] summarizes common interaction
metaphors and methods used in various Tangible AR applications, and
provides guidelines for designing and implementing interaction meth-
ods for Tangible AR applications. Providing a static mapping between
the two is a very basic yet useful way for Tangible AR applications
where the main purpose is to view 3D objects. However, in order to
provide more interactivity, many Tangible AR applications also dy-
namically map them using a metaphor of tools for performing certain
tasks.
Similar to how physical tools are designed, Tangible AR interfaces
use two di erent design approaches, or a combination or both methods.
One approach is space multiplexed interfaces where each physical tool is
dedicated for one function, and the other is time multiplexed interfaces
where a tool is used for many functions and purposes depending on the
status and context. Space multiplexed interfaces are considered to be
more intuitive to learn as each function is mapped to a single tool, while
time multiplexed interfaces could have di erent function depending on
the status and context hence requiring further steps of understanding
and learning the functions. Figure 7.5 shows examples of Tangible AR
applications that use time multiplexed and space multiplexed interfaces
for interaction.
While Tangible AR interfaces provide an intuitive, natural and
seamless way to interact with both physical and virtual objects in AR
applications there is also a drawback of requiring physical objects for
2http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit
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Figure 7.5: Examples of time multiplexed (left: VOMAR [Kato et al., 2000]) and
space multiplexed (right: Tiles [Poupyrev et al., 2002]) Tangible AR interfaces.
interaction which might be inappropriate for mobile or wearable AR
applications.
7.4 Natural User Interfaces in AR: Body Motion and Gesture
With traditional 3D user interfaces, body motion can be tracked and
recognized using various types of motion tracking sensors that user’s
wear. Various motion sensors of di erent size and shape can also be
applied in AR applications, ranging from a glove type device [Lee et al.,
2010b] used for tracking hand gestures to full body motion tracking
systems. An overview of various types of tracking technologies can be
found in section 4.
With advance in computer vision technology, AR systems became
capable of recognizing user’s body motion and gesture in real time
without requiring the user to wear any sensors. For example, Lee and
Hollerer [2007] developed the HandyAR system capable of bare hand
interaction using a standard web camera, although the supported ges-
tures were limited (see Figure 7.6). Another work [Lee et al., 2008b]
used a stereo camera to detect natural hand interaction. Most of this
research focused on recognizing the human body through detecting
features or skin colour Lee and Hollerer [2007], McDonald and Roth
[2003] from video image that had limitations of accuracy of recognized
hand postures yet requiring high speed processing power for running
computer vision algorithms. Some research [Lee et al., 2004a] tried to
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Figure 7.6: HandyAR free hand interaction with AR content. [Lee and Hollerer,
2007]
overcome this through reversing the focus from human body to ob-
jects of interest and used occlusions by the user’s body as an input for
interaction.
With recent technical advances and commercialization of depth
cameras (e.g. Microsoft Kinect3), more accurate motion and gesture-
based interaction became widely available for VR and AR applica-
tions (see Figure 7.7). Use of depth camera in AR applications en-
abled tracking dexterous hand motions for physical interaction with
virtual objects using bare hands. Microsoft HoloDesk [Hilliges et al.,
2012] demonstrated use of the Kinect camera to recognize the user’s
hands and other physical objects and allow them to interact with vir-
tual objects shown on an optical see-through AR workbench. ARET
[Corbett-Davies et al., 2013] shows a similar technique applied in AR
based exposure treatment application. With growing interest in using
hand gestures for interaction in AR applications, Piumsomboon et al.
[2013] categorized a user-defined gesture set that can be applied to
di erent tasks in AR applications.
Integrating hand motion and gesture based interaction with mobile
or wearable AR systems is one of the topics actively investigated. Mis-
try and Maes [2009] demonstrated a wearable camera and projector
system that recognizes user’s hand gestures for interaction by detect-
ing fingertips with color markers (see Figure 7.8). Using the camera
on Google Glass, On the Go Platforms4 developed hand gesture recog-
nition software though supported gestures are limited to simple ones.
Along the e orts for improvement, mobile version of depth sensing
3http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows
4http://www.otgplatforms.com
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Figure 7.7: Hand gesture based physical interaction with virtual objects (left:
HoloDesk [Hilliges et al., 2012], right: ARET [Corbett-Davies et al., 2013]).
Figure 7.8: Tracking fingers positions in the Sixth Sense projection based AR
interface. [Mistry and Maes, 2009]
cameras are also under development, such as SoftKinetic5, that would
benefit from implementing more accurate hand gesture interaction in
mobile and wearable AR systems. There are also other approaches to
use biometric sensors for gesture interaction in mobile and wearable
environment, such as the Myo6 gesture armband controller.
7.5 Multimodal Interaction in AR
To provide richer interactivity in AR applications, there have been ef-
forts to combine di erent modalities of input. Among di erent combi-
nation of input modalities, speech and gesture recognition combined is
5http://www.softkinetic.com
6https://www.thalmic.com/myo
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one of the most widely and actively researched combinations. Previous
research has shown that multimodal interfaces (MMI) that combine
speech and gesture input can be an intuitive way to interact with 2D
interfaces and 3D graphics on the desktop [Bolt, 1980, Hauptmann,
1989, Cohen et al., 1997]. This is because the input modalities are
complimentary, with speech being good for quantitative input, while
gesture is ideal for qualitative input [Cohen et al., 1989].
A number of researchers have used speech and gesture input in Vir-
tual Reality interfaces. For example, the Naval Research Laboratory’s
Dragon 3D VR system [Cohen et al., 1999] used a multimodal system
to create digital content in a 3D topographical scene, allowing users to
create and position objects by speaking while gesturing in 3D space.
Ciger et al. [2003] presented a multimodal user interface that combined
a magic wand with spell casting. The user could navigate in the vir-
tual environment, grab and manipulate objects using a combination of
speech and pointing with a physical wand. Similarly, LaViola Jr. [1999]
developed an immersive VR interface that used whole-hand input cap-
tured with a data glove and speech input for interior design. The user
could create virtual objects with speech and then perform object ma-
nipulation using hand gestures. These examples are just a few of many
and show that MMI are also a natural way to interact in immersive
virtual environments.
However, despite this earlier research there has relatively little re-
search on the use of multimodal interaction for AR. One of the first
systems was the SenseShapes work of Olwal et al. [2003] which used
volumetric regions of interest that can be attached to the user, allowing
the user to point at virtual objects in the real world and manipulate
them with speech commands. Kaiser et al. [2003] extended Olwal’s
SenseShapes work by focusing on mutual disambiguation between in-
put channels (speech and gesture) to improve interpretation robustness.
Heidemann et al. [2004] presented an AR system designed for online ac-
quisition of visual knowledge and retrieval of memorized objects. More
recently, Irawati et al. [2006] added speech input to the earlier VOMAR
[Kato et al., 2000] interface allowing people to create AR scenes using
a combination of speech and tangible paddle gestures. In a user study
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Figure 7.9: Natural hand gesture based multimodal AR system. [Lee et al., 2013b]
with her system, she found that people were able to complete a scene
creation task over 35% faster with the interface using combined speech
and paddle gesture input, than using gesture input on its own. The
multimodal interface was also more accurate and was preferred by the
users.
These multimodal systems all required the users to either wear
gloves or hold a special input tool in their hands. More recently systems
have been developed that support natural bare hand input. For exam-
ple, Kolsch et al. [2006] create a multimodal interface for outdoor AR
that used a wearable computer to perform hand tracking and recognize
command gestures, enabling users to interact in a very intuitive man-
ner with AR cues superimposed the real world. Piumsomboon et al.
[2014] used a Wizard of Oz technique to classify the types of gesture
that users would like to use in an AR multimodal interface, helping to
inform the design of such systems. Finally, Lee et al. [2013b] developed
a multimodal system that used a stereo camera to tracking users hand
gestures and allow them to issue speech and gesture commands to ma-
nipulate virtual content in a desktop AR interface (see Figure 7.9. A
user study with the system found that the MMI was 25% faster that
using gesture only interaction and that users felt that the MMI was
the most e cient, fastest, and accurate interface.
7.6 Other Interaction Methods
While speech recognition is the most actively investigate as audio input,
there are also attempts to detect other types of sound for interaction
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Figure 7.10: Whistle recognition in GeoBoids mobile AR game. [Lindeman et al.,
2012]
in AR applications. For instance, Lindeman et al. [2012] used whis-
tle recognition in a mobile AR game where users have to whistle for
the right pitch and length to scare virtual creatures in the game (see
Figure 7.10).
Another type of input modality gaining interest of AR researchers is
Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI). While BCI is at the very early stage
of investigation, studies show BCI and AR can be a good combination
where AR can be e cient and powerful tool for enhancing and study-
ing BCI technology [Kansaku et al., 2010, Lenhardt and Ritter, 2010,
Scherer et al., 2010]. While traditional electroencephalogram (EEG)
sensing equipments required cumbersome setup of wearing the sensors,
recent development of the technology made a headset style sensor (e.g.
NeuroSky7) that can be easily integrated with AR applications (See
Figure 7.11).
7.7 Summary
In this section we have reviewed some of the common input techniques
and interaction methods used in AR systems. As we have seen they have
evolved from simple information browsing which support very little
interaction with the virtual content, to complex interfaces that can
7http://neurosky.com
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Figure 7.11: A mobile BCI headset from NeuroSky. http://neurosky.com
recognise and respond to natural gesture input and speech. However,
even though there are now a wide range of di erent input methods
available for AR interfaces, they still need to be carefully designed. In
the next section we review research into design guideline and interface
patterns for e ective AR experiences.
8
Design Guidelines and Interface Patterns
As reviewed in the previous section there have been a wide range of
di erent, but there needs to be more research on how to design AR ex-
periences. In this section we review the design guidelines and interface
patterns that have been developed.
When a new interface medium, like Augmented Reality, is developed
it typically progresses through the following stages:
1) Prototype Demonstration
2) Adoption of Interaction techniques from other interface
metaphors
3) Development of new interface metaphors appropriate to the
medium
4) Development of formal theoretical models for modelling user in-
teractions
For example the well-known desktop metaphor of Windows, Icons,
Menus and Pointers (WIMP) has been through all of these stages.
Formal theoretical models have been developed that can predict exactly
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Figure 8.1: The three elements to be designed in an AR interface.
how long it will take a mouse with certain characteristics to select an
icon of a given size. Models such as Fitts law [Fitts, 1954] can be used
to calculate expected pointing time in user interfaces. Virtual Reality
interfaces are at the third stage with a number of interface techniques
such as the Go-Go Interaction method [Poupyrev et al., 1996] that is
designed specifically for object selection and manipulation in immersive
Virtual Worlds.
As can be seen from the previous section, in many ways AR inter-
faces have barely moved beyond the first two stages. There are many
di erent AR interaction methods and input devices used, but these are
largely versions of existing 2D and 3D techniques from other desktop,
mobile or VR interfaces. For example, most handheld AR applications
use familiar touch screen input and gesture applications from other mo-
bile phone experiences. There is a need to develop interface metaphors
and interaction techniques specific to AR [Billinghurst et al., 2005].
Developing an appropriate interface metaphor can be achieved by
having a deeper understanding of AR interfaces. Unlike most other in-
terfaces, Augmented Reality experiences have a close relationship be-
tween real and virtual objects. MacIntyre points out that AR design is
driven by the need to define and fuse the relationship between entities
in the physical world and virtual world [MacIntyre, 2002]. The basic
goal is the map user input with physical objects onto computer gener-
ated virtual output using an appropriate interaction metaphor. Thus
there are three components that must be designed in an AR application
(see Figure 8.1): (1) the real physical objects, (2) the virtual elements
to be displayed, and (3) the interaction metaphor that links the real
and virtual elements together.
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Design of the physical and virtual elements can be guided by the
concept of a ordances developed by Gibson [1979] and first applied to
interface design by Norman [1988]. Norman defines a ordance as " ..
the perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily those fun-
damental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly
be used" [Norman, 1988]. For example a chair a ords sitting on, and a
hammer a ords holding by the handle. Even though they are not real
objects, computer graphics contact can also have visual a ordances
showing how they should be manipulated. So a virtual box could have
a handle on the top showing that it could be picked up.
In the context of an AR interface, the designer should make sure
that the shape of the physical input objects and the virtual content
shown on the both provide good a ordances showing how they should
be used. A good example of this is the Augmented Chemistry appli-
cation developed by Fjeld and Voegtli [2002]. In this application they
wanted to give the user the experience of being able to assemble their
own chemical molecules, using an AR display and a number of physi-
cal input devices. The application was developed using ARToolKit for
tracking, but the researchers very carefully designed the shapes of the
physical props that the tracking symbols were attached to, shown in
Figure 8.2(a). There was a book that had one atomic element per page,
and users could brown through the virtual atoms simply by turning the
page. When the user found an element they wanted the could point a
shovel shaped selection tool at it, ’scoop’ it up and place is into the
assembly area (see Figure 8.2(b)). Once the virtual molecule starts to
come into shape the user can use a cube shaped rotation device in their
other hand that causes the virtual model to rotate. As can be seen the
physical shape of the input devices provide a strong clue as to how they
are supposed to be used.
In addition to the design of the physical and virtual elements of the
AR application, the interaction metaphor connecting the two must also
be developed. In the case of the Augmented Chemistry the metaphor
was that the user was physically scooping atoms to create molecules.
As described in §7.3 this metaphor is an example of a Tangible AR
approach that combines Tangible User Interface (TUI) methods for in-
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(a) Input elements (b) Using the scoop to place an atom
Figure 8.2: The Augmented Chemistry interface. [Fjeld and Voegtli, 2002]
put and AR techniques for display. This means that the interaction
metaphor can be created following design principles learned from tan-
gible user interfaces. The basic principles of TUI include:
• The use of physical controllers for manipulating virtual content
• Support for spatial 3D interaction techniques
• Support for both time-multiplexed and space-multiplexed inter-
action
• Support for multi-handed interaction
• Matching the interface object a ordances to the task require-
ments
• Supporting parallel activity where multiple objects are being ma-
nipulated
• Collaboration between multiple participants
Papers from Antle and Wise [2013] and Waldner et al. [2006] among
others provide additional design guidelines for TUI applications. Fol-
lowing these guidelines will ensure that the AR application will be very
intuitive to use because of seamless interaction between the physical
and virtual elements.
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8.1 Case Study: levelHead
The award winning AR art application levelHead1 provides a good
example of how to follow this design approach. It is a compelling ap-
plication that involves real cubes with AR tracking symbols on their
sides. The cubes are places on a table in front of a camera and a pro-
jected image on a screen from the camera view shows that the cubes
contain virtual rooms (see Figure 8.3). A human figure appears in one
of the rooms, and when the cube is titled the figure will walk to the
opposite corner of the room (see Figure 8.4). Rotating the cube to show
a di erent face to the camera will cause a di erent room to be loaded.
The aim of the installation is to tilt, turn and rotate the cubes until
the figure can escape from the connected rooms.
Figure 8.3: The levelHead installation. http://julianoliver.com/levelhead
As described above, creating an AR application involves designing
three components; (1) the real physical objects, (2) the virtual elements
to be displayed, and (3) the interaction metaphor. Thus, Level Head
has the following:
1) Real Object: physical cube that the user can easily manipulate in
their hands
1http://julianoliver.com/levelhead
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Figure 8.4: Cube manipulation in levelHead, moving the virtual figure.
http://julianoliver.com/levelhead
2) Virtual Content: Virtual rooms inside the cubes, human figure
3) Metaphor : The user is physically tilting the virtual human’s
world,
The combination of easily understood metaphor, intuitive tangible
user interface and e ective AR content, makes this a very well designed
AR experience that is extremely enjoyable to use.
8.2 Using Design Patterns
Another approach that can be used to help with AR interface design
is to use Design Patterns. Introducing the concept of Design Patterns,
Alexander et al. say that "Each pattern describes a problem which oc-
curs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the
core of the solution to that problem in such a way that you can use
this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way
twice." [Alexander et al., 1977] Design Patterns are commonly used in
computer science and interface design. For example, Borchers has writ-
ten the book "A Pattern Approach to Interaction Design" [Borchers,
2001] that provides an introduction to the use of Design Patterns in
user interface design, and Yahoo provides an online Design Patterns
library for web developers2.
2https://developer.yahoo.com/ypatterns
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Reicher et al. [2003] explore how Augmented Reality development
can be improved by following a Pattern Language approach. This is
built on earlier work by MacWilliams et al. [2004]. Their approach is
mostly focused on the underlying software engineering and showing
how complex AR systems can be build by combining modules based on
Design Patterns. In this case each Pattern is described by name, goal,
motivation, a description, usability, consequences, and known project
usage. The DWARF framework [Bauer et al., 2001] is an example of
a component based AR framework based on this Design Pattern ap-
proach.
In contrast to Reicher’s approach, Xu et al. [2011] describe Design
Patterns that can be used for the user experience design of Handheld
AR interfaces. Their focus is on pre-patterns that bridge the gap be-
tween Interaction Design and Game Design. In their paper they list
a number of Design Patterns that can be used, described in terms of
a title, definition, description, examples, and description of using the
pre-patterns. Table 8.1 shows a list of some of the Design Patterns de-
veloped, expressed as a Title, Interaction Metaphor and the Embodied
Skills that are used. The Embodied Skills are those skills that users
have by virtue of having a body. For example. Body Awareness and
Skills from the Device Metaphors row, refers to the user’s ability to be
aware of their body and how it is able to move real objects.
As an example of how a Design Pattern can be used we consider
the case of Seamful Design. As Table 8.1 shows, the Seamful Design
pattern is that designers need to integrate technology seams into the
Handheld AR game design. The term "technology seam" refers to the
limitations of the technology used in the application. For example, most
handheld AR systems use computer vision based tracking, so one of
the technology seams are the conditions under which the tracking fails
(such as bad lighting or fast camera movement etc).
The handheld AR game Paparazzi3 shows how the Design Pattern
can be followed and the technology seam integrated into the applica-
tion. In this game the user plays the role of a Paparazzi photographer
and gets points for taking pictures of a character. The character ap-
3http://pixel-punch.com/project.php?project=Paparazzi
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Table 8.1: Design Patterns for Handheld AR games. [Xu et al., 2011]
Title Meaning Embodied Skills
Device
Metaphors












Making sense of and integrating the tech-




Whether the laws and rules in the physical
world hold in digital world.
Naive physics
Environmental A&S
Landmarks Reinforcing the connection between




The way that a player is represented in
the game decides how much they feel like





Game characters that are responsive to
physical, social events that mimic be-





Movement of one’s body position, con-
strains another player’s action.
Body A&S
Social A&S
ú A&S: short for ’Awareness and Skills’
pears as a virtual model superimposed on a real piece of paper. Once
the user takes a few pictures of the character it will get angry and
appear to jump on the camera screen (see Figure 8.5). The user will
then need to shake their phone as hard as possible to dislodge the char-
acter and continue the photo taking. Thus in this game there are two
distinct types of tracking with a technology seam between them; (1)
computer vision based tracking when the user is pointing the phone at
the AR tracking image, (2) inertial compass tracking when the virtual
character is attached to the phone and the user needs to shake it loose.
Quick shaking of the phone will cause the computer vision tracking
to fail, but in this case the game has designed for that as part of the
game story, transitioning to the compass based tracking. Due to this
design the technology seam becomes transparent and the game play is
not disrupted.
Xu et al. [2011] have many other examples of how handheld AR
games use the Design Patterns listed in Table 8.1 to improve their
game design and so make the game more enjoyable and intuitive.
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Figure 8.5: Two di erent game states in Paparazzi tracking with computer vision
(left) and inertial sensor (right). http://pixel-punch.com
8.3 Designing for Special Needs
So far we have described several techniques that can be used to design
e ective AR experiences. However there are some categories of users
that may need extra attention when designing for them. In particular
Radu and MacIntyre [2012] point out that designing AR systems for
children aged 6 to 9 years old should take into account their devel-
opmental stages. Previous research has shown that Augmented Reality
can be used to create powerful educational experiences [Kerawalla et al.,
2006, Billinghurst, 2002]. At the same time, research outside the AR
field has shown that when designing technology for children it is very
important to take into account the children’s developmental abilities
[Bruckman and Bandlow, 2003, Wyeth and Purchase, 2003]. However,
there has been little research presenting guidelines for developing AR
experiences for children.
In Radu’s paper they provide a list of elements that must consid-
ered from a developmental perspective, in four broad areas: (1) Motor
Abilities, (2) Spatial Abilities, (3) Attention Abilities, and (4) Logic
and Memory Abilities. For example, many AR interfaces support tan-
gible interaction with two-handed input, but studies have shown that
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bi-manual input abilities doesn’t reach adult levels until around 9 years
old [Hourcade, 2008, Fagard, 1990], and before age children may have
trouble using both hands for input.
Radu makes the comment in their paper that young children tend to
hold handheld AR input devices with both hands and it is not until they
are older than 7 that they can hold the device with one hand, freeing
up the other hand to interact with the AR content. They suggest that
AR games could be created for training motor coordination skills in
children, particularly for two-handed input. In their paper they also
explore other aspects of motor ability such as hand-eye coordination,
fine motor skills, and gross motor skills.
8.4 Summary
In summary, in this section we have provided an overview of design
principles for AR experiences. In general designers should begin by
considering the three core elements of physical objects, virtual content
and the interaction metaphor than connects them. They can also use
well-known Design Patterns to assist with the interaction techniques,
and in some cases they may need to consider special needs of people
using the system. In the next section we review methods than can be
used to evaluate the AR experiences once they have been developed.
9
Evaluation of AR Systems
In the previous sections we have reviewed AR technology and tools
for building AR applications. However, a key activity in developing
AR experiences is evaluating the usability of the AR application. Gab-
bard and Swan [2008] argue that user-based experiments are critical for
driving design activities, usability, and discovery early in an emerging
technology’s development, such as in the case of Augmented Reality.
They point out that lessons learned from user studies provide value to
the field as a whole in terms of insight into the user interface design
space. In this section we describe factors that should be taken into
account when developing AR usability studies, and review the major
types of user studies that are typically conducted with AR systems.
Although Augmented Reality has been researched for nearly fifty
years, it is only recently that significant numbers of AR user studies
have begun to appear in the research literature. In 2005, Swan and
Gabbard [2005] presented a survey of all of the user-based experimen-
tation in AR they could find in the research literature. They reviewed
papers from the IWAR, ISAR and ISMAR conferences, the Interna-
tional Symposium on Wearable Computers, the IEEE Virtual Reality
conference and the journal Presence: Teleoperators and Virtual Envi-
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Table 9.1: The results of Swan and Gabbard’s survey of AR publications. [Swan
and Gabbard, 2005]
ronments, from 1992 until 2004. From these four sources they identified
266 AR-related papers, of which only 38 addressed some aspect of Hu-
man Computer Interaction, and only 21 described a formal user study.
This meant that less than 8% of all the AR related papers published
in these conferences and journal had any user-based experimentation.
Table 9.1 shows the summary of this breakdown.
More recently Dünser et al. [2008] conducted a broader survey of
AR research published between 1993 and 2007, looking at 28 outlets
such as the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore Journals, Springer-
Link, and others. They were able to identify a total of 557 AR related
publications, and of these a total of 161 publications that included a
user evaluation of one type or another. Figure 9.1 shows the number of
AR papers collected and the papers in this collection that had a user
evaluation. As can be seen the proportion of AR papers with a user
evaluation is increasing over time. They reported that overall their sur-
vey showed that an estimated 10% of the AR papers published in ACM
and IEEE included some user evaluation, agreeing closely with the fig-
ures that Swan and Gabbard [2005] found from their smaller survey.
These results show that there is still room for significant improvement
in the number of formal user evaluations conducted in AR research.
One reason for the lack of user evaluations in AR could be a lack of
education on how to evaluate AR experiences, how to properly design
experiments, choose the appropriate methods, apply empirical meth-
ods, and analyse the results. There also seems to be a lack of un-
derstanding of the need of doing studies or sometimes the incorrect
motivation for doing them. If user evaluations are conducted out of
incorrect motivation or if empirical methods are not properly applied,
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Figure 9.1: Total number of AR papers published and papers containing a user
evaluation. [Dünser et al., 2008]
the reported results and findings are of limited value or can even be
misleading.
9.1 Types of User Studies
Swan and Gabbard [2005] report that the first user-based experimen-
tation in AR was published in 1995, and since then usability studies
have been reported in three related areas:
• Perception: How do users perceive virtual information overlaid on
the real world? What perceptual cues can be used to distinguish
between real and virtual content?
• Performance/Interaction: How do users interact with virtual in-
formation overlaid on the real world? How can real world objects
be used to interact with augmented content?
• Collaboration: How can MR / AR interfaces be used to enhance
face-to-face and remote collaboration?
Dünser et al. [2008] provided a breakdown of the papers they re-
viewed into these three categories and found that the majority of the
evaluations conducted were Performance Studies with 75 examples, fol-
lowed by Perception and Cognition based user studies with 35 papers,
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and finally Collaboration user studies with 10 examples. This shows
that user evaluation of collaborative AR systems is an area that needs
to be studied more.
In the remainder of this section we describe typical user evaluations
conducted in the areas of Perceptual Studies, Performance/Interface
Studies and Collaborative Studies. This should provide readers with a
good representative set of AR user studies that they base their own
user evaluations on. For a more exhaustive survey readers should refer
back to the work of Swan and Gabbard [2005] and Dünser et al. [2008].
9.1.1 Perceptual Studies
In an Augmented Reality interface the blending of Reality and Virtual-
ity is a perceptual task in which the interface designer tries to convince
the human perceptual system that virtual information is as real as the
surrounding physical environment. It is di cult, if not impossible to
control all the possible perceptual cues, so perceptual biases can occur
that a ect task performance. Drascic and Milgram [1996] provide an
overview of eighteen perceptual issues that relate to Augmented Real-
ity, including miss-matches in clarity and luminance between real and
virtual imagery, accommodation and vergence conflict, and occluding
virtual imagery by real objects. As they point out, in a task in which
di erent depth cues conflict, results may be wildly inaccurate or in-
consistent. Thus experiment/interface designers should be aware of the
cues they are introducing that may a ect user perception.
Many researchers have conducted studies to quantify some of the
perceptual issues associated with AR interfaces. These studies often
relate to the use of optical or video see-through head mounted displays
to merge real and virtual images (see [Rolland and Fuchs, 2000] for a
description of head-mounted display issues).
Since the 1960’s studies have been conducted on size and distance
judgments of virtual imagery presented in AR displays. Rolland and
Gibson summarize these results in [Rolland et al., 1995b] as well as
reporting new results for the perceived size and depth of virtual objects
when presented in a see-through display. Their experimental design
is typical of perception studies. A bench-mounted optical see-through
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display was built and a careful calibration technique used to adjust
the display elements for each individual subject. The subjects were
then shown a pair of objects (a cube and a cylinder) side by side and
asked to judge which was closet. Three object conditions were used;
both objects were real, one object is real and the other is virtual, both
objects are virtual. Objects were shown at a variety of depths and they
report finding that that the virtual objects are perceived systematically
farther away than real objects.
A similar design is used by Ellis et al. in their distance judgment
studies [Ellis and Menges, 1997]. Their work explored how accurately
subjects could place a physical cursor under a virtual object in 3 di er-
ent conditions; monocular display, binocular display and stereoscopic
display. In each case a subject looked through a bench-mounted see-
through display and moved a real pointer until it appeared until a vir-
tual tetrahedron displayed at di erent depths. The main experimental
measure was the actual distance between the real and virtual objects.
Depth judgment in a stereoscopic display was found to be almost per-
fect, while the monocular display produced large overestimates in depth
position. Ellis and Menges report on a suite of related experiments in
[Ellis and Menges, 2001].
9.1.2 Interaction
Section 7 described a range of di erent interaction methods and inter-
face metaphors for Augmented Reality. However, before new interac-
tion metaphors can be , experiments must be conducted to understand
how e ective the techniques are. In general, AR interaction studies can
use established techniques from immersive VR experiments although a
particularly important area of study is the e ect of physical objects on
virtual object manipulation. For example, Lindeman finds that physical
constraints provided by a real object can significantly improve perfor-
mance in an immersive virtual manipulation task [Lindeman et al.,
1999]. Similarly Ho man finds adding real objects that can be touched
to immersive Virtual Environments enhances the feeling of Presence
in those environments [Ho mann, 1998]. While in Poupyrev’s virtual
tablet work, the presence of a real tablet and pen enable users to easily
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enter virtual handwritten commands and annotations [Poupyrev et al.,
1998].
Mason et al. [2001] provide a good example of an interaction ex-
periment designed for an AR interface. Their work explored the role
of visual and haptic feedback in reaching and grasping for objects in
a table-top AR environment. They were particularly interested to find
out if Fitt’s law held in an AR setting. Fitt’s law is a basic interaction
law that relates movement time to index of di culty [Fitts and Peter-
son, 1964]. In the experiment subjects reached for and grasped a cube
in the presence or absence of visual feedback of seeing their own limb.
In half the conditions the cube was purely virtual, while in the other
half the virtual cube was superimposed over a real cube. Finally, four
di erent sizes of cubes were used.
An optical tracking system was used to measure hand motion and
a set of kinematic measures used, including Movement Time, Peak
Velocity of the Wrist, Time to Peak Velocity of the Wrist, and Percent
Time from Peak Velocity of the Wrist. Using these measures Mason et
al. found that Fitt’s Law was followed when a real cube was present,
but not when the target was entirely virtual. This result implies that
some form of haptic feedback is essential for e ective task performance
in augmented and virtual environments. This work also illustrates that
kinematic variables can be a powerful tool for interaction experiments.
Similar AR interaction and object positioning experiments have been
reported by Wang and MacKenzie [2000] and Drascic and Milgram
[1991].
An important di erence between AR and VR interfaces is that in
an AR interface physical object manipulations can be mapped one-
to-one to virtual object operations, and so follow a space-multiplexed
input design [Fitzmaurice and Buxton, 1997]. In general input devices
can be classified as either space- or time-multiplexed. With a space-
multiplexed interface each function has a single physical device occu-
pying its own space. Conversely, in a time-multiplexed design a single
device controls di erent functions as di erent points in time. The mouse
in a WIMP interface is a good example of a time-multiplexed device.
Space-multiplexed devices are faster to use than time-multiplexed de-
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vices because users do not have to make the extra step of mapping the
physical device input to one of several logical functions [Fitzmaurice
and Buxton, 1997]. In most manual tasks space-multiplexed devices
are used to interact with the surrounding physical environment. In
contrast, the limited number of tracking devices in an immersive VR
system makes it di cult to use a space-multiplexed interface.
The use of a space-multiplexed interface makes it possible to explore
interaction metaphors that are di cult in immersive Virtual Environ-
ments. One promising area for new metaphors is Tangible Augmented
Reality. Tangible AR interfaces are AR interfaces based on Tangible
User Interface design principles. The Shared Space [Billinghurst et al.,
2000, Kato et al., 2000] interface (see Figure 9.2) is an early example
of a Tangible AR interface. In this case the goal of the interface was
to create a compelling AR experience that could be used by complete
novices. In this interface several people stand around a table wearing
HMDs. On the table are cards and when these are turned over, in their
HMDs the users see di erent 3D virtual objects appearing on top of
them. The users are free to pick up the cards and look at the models
from any viewpoint. The goal of the game was to collaboratively match
objects that logically belonged together. When cards containing correct
matches are placed side by side an animation is triggered. Tangible User
Interface design principles are followed in the use of physically based
interaction and a form-factor that matches the task requirements.
The SharedSpace interface was shown at the Siggraph 1999 con-
ference where there was little time for formal evaluation. However an
informal user study was conducted by observing user interactions, ask-
ing people to fill out a short post-experience survey, and conducting
a limited number of interviews. From these observations it was found
that users did not need to learn any complicated computer interface
or command set and they found it natural to pick up and manipulate
the physical cards to view the virtual objects from every angle. Play-
ers would often spontaneously collaborate with strangers who had the
matching card they needed. They would pass cards between each other,
and collaboratively view objects and completed animations. By com-
bining a tangible object with virtual image we found that even young
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Figure 9.2: The Shared Space interface. [Billinghurst et al., 2000]
children could play and enjoy the game. When users were asked to
comment on what they liked most about the exhibit, interactivity, how
fun it was, and ease of user were the most common responses. Users
felt that they could very easily play with the other people and interact
with the virtual objects. Perhaps more interestingly, when asked what
could be improved, people thought that reducing the tracking latency,
improving image quality and improving HMD quality were most im-
portant. This feedback shows the usefulness of informal experimental
observation, particularly for new exploratory interfaces.
9.1.3 Collaboration
A particularly promising area for AR user studies is in the development
and evaluation of collaborative AR interfaces. The value of immersive
VR interfaces for supporting remote collaboration has been shown by
the DIVE [Carlsson and Hagsand, 1993] and GreenSpace [Mandev-
ille et al., 1996] projects among others. However, most current multi-
user VR systems are fully immersive, separating the user from the real
world and their traditional tools. While this may be appropriate for
some applications, there are many situations where a user requires col-
laboration on a real world task. Other researchers have explored the
use of augmented reality to support face-to-face collaboration and re-
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mote collaboration. Projects such as Studierstube [Schmalstieg et al.,
1996, Szalavári et al., 1998], Transvision [Rekimoto, 1996b], and AR2
Hockey [Ohshima et al., 1998] allow users to see each other as well
as 3D virtual objects in the space between them. Users can interact
with the real world at the same time as the virtual images, support-
ing spatial cues and facilitating very natural collaboration. Although
these projects have successfully demonstrated collaborative AR inter-
faces there have been few formal user studies conducted. In contrast
there have been many decades of studies into various aspects of au-
dio and video conferencing. We can draw on the lessons from these
experiments when evaluating collaborative AR interfaces.
In the telecommunications literature, there have been many exper-
iments conducted comparing face-to-face, audio and video, and audio
only communication. Sellen [1995] provides a good summary. While
people generally do not prefer audio only, they are often able to per-
form tasks as e ectively as in the video conditions. Both the audio and
video, and audio only cases typically produce poorer communication
than face-to-face collaboration, so Sellen reports that the main e ect
on collaborative performance is due to whether the collaboration was
technologically mediated or not, not on the type of technology medi-
ation used. Naturally this varies somewhat according to task. While
face-to-face interaction is no better than speech only communication
for cognitive problem solving tasks [Williams, 1977], visual cues can be
important in tasks requiring negotiation [Chapanis, 1975].
Although the outcome may be the same, the process of communica-
tion can be a ected by the presence or absence of visual cues [O’Malley
et al., 1996] because video can transmits social cues and a ective in-
formation, although not as e ectively as face-to-face interaction [Heath
and Lu , 1991]. However, the usefulness of video for transmitting non-
verbal cues may be overestimated and video may be better used to show
the communication availability of others or views of shared workspaces
[Whittaker and O’Conaill, 1997]. So even when users attempt non-
verbal communication in a video conferencing environment, their ges-
tures must be wildly exaggerated to be recognized as the equivalent
face-to-face gestures [Heath and Lu , 1991].
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These results imply that in collaborative AR experiments process
measures and subjective measures may be more important than quan-
titative outcome measures. Process measures are typically gathered by
transcribing the speech and gesture interaction between the subjects
and performing a conversational analysis. Measures that are often col-
lected include the number of words spoken, average number of works
per phrase, number and type of gestures, number of interruptions, num-
ber of questions and the total speaking time. Although time consuming,
this type of fine-grained analysis often reveals di erences in communi-
cation patterns between experimental conditions.
One of the di culties with collecting process measures is that of
deciding which metrics to use in developing a data coding technique.
Transcribing audio and video tapes is a very time-consuming process
and can be unfruitful if the wrong metrics are used. Nyerges et al. [1998]
provide a good introduction to the art of coding groupware interactions
and give guidance on good metrics. Measures that have been found to
be significantly di erent include:
• Frequency of conversational turns [Daly-Jones et al., 1998,
O’Conaill and Whittaker, 1997]
• Conversational Handovers [O’Conaill and Whittaker, 1997]
• Incidence/duration of overlapping speech [Daly-Jones et al., 1998,
Sellen, 1995]
• Use of pronouns [McCarthy and Monk, 1994]
• Number of interruptions [Boyle et al., 1994, O’Conaill and Whit-
taker, 1997]
• Turn Completions [Tang and Isaacs, 1993]
• Dialogue length [Boyle et al., 1994, O’Conaill and Whittaker,
1997, O’Malley et al., 1996, Anderson et al., 1996]
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• Dialogue structure [Boyle et al., 1994, O’Malley et al., 1996, An-
derson et al., 1996]
• Backchannels [O’Conaill and Whittaker, 1997]
Gesture and non-verbal behaviors can also be analyzed for charac-
teristic features. Generally these behaviors are first classified according
to type and the occurrences of each type and then counted. Bekker
et al. [1995] describe an observational study they performed on groups
of subjects engaged in a face-to-face design task. From video of the
subject groups four categories of gesture, kinetic, spatial, pointing and
other, were identified. They were then able to calculate the average
numbers of gestures per minute for each of the di erent stages in the
design task. These four categories were based on the more complex cod-
ing categories used by McNeill [1992] and Ekman and Friesen [1981].
In contrast to this work, there have been very few user studies
with collaborative AR environments and almost none that examined
communication process measures. Kiyokawa et al. [2000] conducted an
experiment to compare gaze and gesture awareness when the same task
was performed in an AR interface and an immersive virtual environ-
ment. In his SeamlessDesign interface, users were seated across a table
from one another and use a collaborative AR design application (see
Figure 7.2). A simple shared pointing task was used to compare gaze
and gesture awareness and the influence of a virtual body and gaze
directed viewing lines. The experimental measures were the time to
perform the task and a subjective survey on the ease of use. Subjects
performed significantly faster in the AR interface than in the immersive
condition and felt that this was the easiest condition to work together.
There have been several studies performed using wearable comput-
ers and displays for supporting remote collaboration. In this case the
remote users can typically manipulate a virtual pointer in the users
wearable display or share their view of the real world. An early exam-
ple was the SharedView system of Kuzuoka [1992]. This was a video
see-through head mounted display with a camera attached. A machine
operator would wear the HMD enabling a remote expert to see what
he was seeing and make gestures in the display to show him how to
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operate the machinery. In a simple evaluation study, SharedView was
found to have better performance than collaboration with a remote
fixed camera, but worse than the face-to-face collaboration.
Kraut et al. [1996] provides another example of collaboration us-
ing a wearable interface. They were interested in how the presence or
absence of a remote expert might help a subject repair a bicycle and
what di erences in communication patterns may result with and with-
out shared video. Subjects wore a head mounted display that allowed
them to see video of the remote expert, or images of a repair manual.
Subjects could complete the repairs in half the time with a remote ex-
pert and produced significantly higher-quality work. When video was
used they found that the experts were more proactive with help and
that subjects did not need to be as explicit in describing their tasks. In
a follow-up experiment, Fussell et al. [2000] add a condition where the
expert is in the same room as the subject. The same metrics are used
(performance time and quality and conversational analysis of speech),
and they find that the task is completed significantly faster in the face-
to-face condition. This time they find that speech patterns were signif-
icantly di erent between face-to-face and mediated conditions; experts
in the face-to-face condition used significantly more deictic references,
used shorter phrases, and were more e cient in their utterances.
Several collaborative experiments and the measures used are sum-
marized in Table 9.2.
The MR conferencing experiment [Billinghurst and Kato, 2000],
provides an example of how to conduct a collaborative AR experiment
with conversational analysis. The MR conferencing interface supports
conferencing between a desktop user and a person wearing a lightweight
head mounted display. The person in the HMD sees their remote col-
laborator as a live video texture superimposed over a real world object
(a name card) (see Figure 9.3). This configuration has a number of
possible advantages over normal video conferencing, so the goal of this
experiment was to compare MR conferencing to normal video and audio
conferencing.
Each pair of subjects talked with each other for 10 minutes in each
of audio only, video and MR conferencing conditions. Each of these
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Table 9.2: Collaborative AR experiments.
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Figure 9.3: The MR conferencing collaborative AR interface. [Billinghurst and
Kato, 2000]
sessions were video taped and after each condition subjects filled in a
survey about how present they felt the remote person was and how
easily they could communicate with them. After the experiment was
over the video taped were transcribed and a simple speech analysis
performed, including counting the number of works/minute each of the
users uttered, the number of interruptions and the back-channels spo-
ken. This analysis revealed that not only did the user feel that the
remote collaborators were more present in the MR conferencing condi-
tion, but that they used less words and interruptions per minute than
in the two other conditions. These results imply that MR conferencing
is indeed more similar to face to face conversation than Audio or Video
conferencing.
An alternative to running a full collaborative experiment is to sim-
ulate the experience. This may be particularly for early pilot studies for
multi-user experiments where it may be di cult to gather the number
of subjects. The WearCom project [Billinghurst et al., 1998] is an exam-
ple of a pilot study that uses simulation to evaluate the interface. The
WearCom interface is a wearable communication space that uses spatial
audio and visual cues to help disambiguate between multiple speakers.
To evaluate the interface a simulated conferencing space was created
where 1,3 or 5 recorded voices could be played back and spatialized in
real time. The voices were played at the same time and said almost
the same thing, expect for a key phrase in the middle. This simulates
the most di cult case for understanding in a multi-party conferencing
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experience. The goal of the subject was to listen for a specific speaker
and key phrase and record the phrase. This was repeated for 1,3 and
5 speakers with both spatial and non-spatial audio, so each user gen-
erated a score out of 6 possible correct phrases. In addition, subjects
were asked to rank each of the conditions on how understandable they
were.
When the results were analyzed from this experiment, users scored
significantly better results on the spatial audio conditions than with
the non-spatial audio. They also subjectively felt that the spatial audio
conditions were far more understandable. Although these results were
found using a simulated conferencing space, they were so significant
that it is expected that the same results would occur in a conferencing
space with real collaborators.
9.2 Evaluation Methods
In their survey Dünser et al. [2008] also categorizes AR papers contain-
ing a user evaluation according to the type of user study method and
approaches. They identified the following five main types of evaluation
techniques used:
1) Objective measurements: measures such as task completion times
and accuracy / error rates, scores, positions, movements, number
of actions, etc.
2) Subjective measurements: measures such as user questionnaires,
subjective user ratings, or judgements.
3) Qualitative analysis: measures such as formal user observations,
formal interviews, or classification or coding of user behaviour
(e.g. speech or gesture coding).
4) Usability evaluation techniques: evaluation techniques that are of-
ten used in interface usability evaluations such as heuristic evalua-
tion, expert based evaluation, task analysis, think aloud methods,
or Wizard of OZ methods.
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Figure 9.4: Classification of AR publications by evaluation method. [Dünser et al.,
2008]
5) Informal evaluations: evaluations such as informal user observa-
tions or informal collection of user feedback.
Figure 9.4 shows a breakdown of the AR papers reviewed by Dünser
et al. [2008] according to the main type of usability method used in
the paper. As can be seen the majority of the papers reviewed used
objective and subjective measures and very few of them used usability
evaluation techniques.
In their work they classify AR papers according to the main type
of user evaluation performed. However is it common for researchers
to combine several evaluation methods together to explore di erent
aspects of the user experience. Gabbard et al. [1999] provides a de-
sign methodology for combining together several di erent evaluation
techniques in Virtual Environment system design. Their model itera-
tively moves through the stages of (1) User Task Analysis, (2) Expert
Guidelines-Based Evaluation, (3) Formative User-Centered Evaluation,
and (4) Summative Comparative Evaluation (see Figure 9.5). Outputs
at each of these stages help progress the system design to a usable
prototype.
Hix et al. [2004] demonstrate how this same methodology can be
applied to the design of AR systems. In this case they use the exam-
ple of designing the Battlefield Augmented Reality System (BARS), an
outdoor AR interface for information presentation and navigation for
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Figure 9.5: Virtual Environment system design methodology. [Gabbard et al., 1999]
soldiers. In this case the design of the system was begun with a user
needs and domain analysis to understand the requirements of soldiers in
the field. This was followed by an expert evaluation, and user-centered
formative and summative evaluations. In all there were six evaluation
cycles conducted over a two month period with nearly 100 mockup pro-
totypes created. Figure 9.6 shows one of these prototypes and the AR
view provided by the system to assist the user in outdoor navigation.
Hix et al. [2004] reported that applying Gabbard’s methodology and
progressing from expert evaluation to user-based summative evaluation
was an e cient and cost-e ective strategy for assessing and improving
a user interface design. In particular the expert evaluations of BARS
before conducting any user evaluations enabled the identification of any
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Figure 9.6: The BARS outdoor AR system. [Hix et al., 2004]
obvious usability problems or missing functionality early in the BARS
development life cycle. This allowed improvements to be made to the
user interface prior to performing user-based statistical and formative
evaluations.
9.3 Summary
In this section we have provided an overview of techniques for AR
evaluation, and a review of typical methods that have been used in
the past. We began by summarizing the meta-reviews conducted by
Swan and Gabbard [2005] and Dünser et al. [2008], showing that in the
AR papers that they collected only a small percentage (around 8-10%)
contained any formal evaluation. This demonstrated the need for more
user studies and evaluations in AR research and development going
forward. The report identified three main areas for types of user studies;
(1) Perception, (2) Performance/Interaction and (3) Collaboration. We
then reviewed example AR systems and user evaluations in each of
these areas. Finally we discussed an AR system design methodology
that combines di erent types of evaluation techniques, and show how
this was applied in the design of the BARS system. In the next section
we will review areas for ongoing research in Augmented Reality.
10
AR Applications Today
In section 3 we presented a short history of Augmented Reality and
discussed how the rise of mobile devices and advances in web technolo-
gies means that AR experiences are available to more people than ever
before. In this section we give some examples of typical modern day
AR applications and identify some of the features of successful prod-
ucts. AR technology can be used in many di erent domains, but we
focus on the areas of Marketing, Medicine, Education, Entertainment,
and Architecture, discussing applications in each of these areas in turn.
10.1 Education
When new technologies are developed, attempts are often made to try
and use them in an educational setting. Augmented Reality is no ex-
ception and for over ten years AR technology has been tested in a
number of di erent educational applications. These trials have shown
that in some situations AR can help students learn more e ectively and
have increased knowledge retention relative to traditional 2D desktop
interfaces.
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Figure 10.1: Children playing with an AR enhanced book together. [Dünser and
Hornecker, 2007]
This is particularly the case for reading and book centric learning,
where AR can be used to overlay interactive 3D digital content on
the real book pages. In §11.2 we describe the MagicBook application
[Billinghurst et al., 2001] and how AR can be used to transition from
reading a real book to exploring an immersive virtual reality space.
Since the development of the first MagicBook prototype a wide range
of other AR enhanced books have been developed by academics and
companies, some of which have been commercially available since 2008.
The use of AR enhanced books in an educational setting has been
found to improve story recall and increase reading comprehension. One
study paired children together and observed them while the interacted
with an AR book using physical paddles to manipulate the virtual con-
tent (see Figure 10.1) [Dünser and Hornecker, 2007]. They found that
children were able to easily interact with the books and AR content.
The use of physical objects to interact with the AR objects and char-
acters was very natural. However some children were confused by the
mirrored video view shown on the screen, and also had a tendency
to interact with the virtual content in the same way as they would
with real objects, which didn’t always work. Nevertheless, this research
shows that AR books could be introduced into an educational setting
relatively easily.
A second study explored how AR enhanced books could help en-
hance story recall [Dünser, 2008]. In this case two groups of children
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read either traditional books, or books with animated AR scenes as
well as the printed text. The children were divided into those that had
a high reading ability and those with low reading ability (as determined
by their teacher). From the text-based story conditions, those in the
high-ability group could retell significantly more key story points than
the low-ability group. However, the two groups showed no significant
di erence in recalling key story points from the interactive AR condi-
tion. The researcher concludes that AR books could benefit students
who are less able to comprehend text-based learning materials, and so
could be very helpful in learning environments.
Another example of the power of Augmented Reality for education
is the colAR mix application1 developed by the company, Puteko. This
is an AR colouring experience available on iOS and Android mobile
devices. Using the application, users can point their mobile device to
a colouring book page and see an animated 3D virtual scene come to
life. However unlike other AR applications, with colAR mix users can
colour the pages and see the virtual objects textured with their own
colours (see Figure 10.2). Any colour that they add to the colouring
page will be textured mapped onto the 3D model and seen in the AR
scene. Some of the models also have simple interactivity. For example,
when the user views the animated dragon model, they can touch a
virtual button on the screen to cause it to breath fire. Similarly, in the
scene with a dancing girl they can turn on the virtual radio to see her
dancing to the music.
The application works by using the Vuforia library to track the
black lines on the book page and calculate the phone or tablet camera
position from markerless image tracking. Once the camera position has
been determined then the pixels from the live video that are inside
the di erent parts of the coloured page can be found. The colours of
these pixels are then used to create a texture map that is applied to
the animated AR 3D model. The end result is that the AR model
appears coloured with the same colours that the user has applied to
the colouring book page. A more detailed technical explanation of how
the system works can be found in [Clark and Dünser, 2012].
1http://colarapp.com
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(a) Uncoloured page (b) Coloured AR model
Figure 10.2: ColAR Mix AR colouring book application. http://colarapp.com
From a technical perspective the colAR mix application is very
simple, however the ability for users to see their own colouring appear
in the AR scene creates a very compelling experience. Since it’s release
in the middle of 2013 the application has become very popular with
more than a million downloads across the Android Play store and iOS
App store.
Teachers have been using the application in a number of interesting
ways in the classroom. For example, one teacher has been using the
technology to inspire creative writing2. He showed the children the
uncoloured page and then asked them to write a short story about it.
Then he had them colour the page and used colAR mix to bring it to
life. Once students have had a chance to use the AR application and
view the content, he asked them to write a story describing what they
could see. He found that after trying the AR application, the quality of
the writing improved, and children used more precise language in their
descriptions. For some of the more reluctant writers, it was especially




(a) Coloured page (b) Before trying AR (c) After trying AR
Figure 10.3: Using ColAR mix to teach creative writing. http://mrparkinsonict.
blogspot.com.au/2014/04/can-augmented-reality-improve-writing.html
example of a page coloured in by one of the children in his class, and
the writing sample before and after using colAR mix. As can be seen,
the student writes over twice as much after using the AR application.
As can be seen, these examples show the potential educational ben-
efit of AR technology. Even simple AR scenes can be used to motivate
children in a classroom. Results show that AR’s high level of interac-
tivity enhances learning, particularly for students who learn through
kinesthetic, visual, and other non-text-based methods. After trying the
technology one teacher said that there is "no question that AR will
prove to be a highly e ective medium both for entertainment and ed-
ucation." [Billinghurst and Dünser, 2012].
10.2 Architecture
Augmented Reality is an ideal technology for showing virtual informa-
tion superimposed over the real world, and as such it can be used to
solve one of the most important problems in architecture; how can you
see a building that hasn’t been built yet? Traditionally architects used
a range of di erent tools to show their clients what their buildings will
be like, including 2D plans, physical models, 3D renderings, interactive
walkthroughs and animated fly throughs. However there are a num-
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ber of shortcomings with these methods. For example, 2D plans can
show in great detail the layout of a building, but sometimes the client
has trouble imagining what the building would look like from the 2D
drawing. Physical models, 3D renderings and interactive fly-throughs
help the client understand what the building looks like, but they are a
reduced scale version of the final space. These may not convey a clear
understanding of what the building will look like full-size on the final
location.
Mobile AR can be used to view full-sized 3D virtual models of
future buildings on the local where they will be built. This allows those
interested in the building to clearly understand what it will look like.
The application could also be used as a planning tool, placing several
versions of the same building on site and allowing the client to provide
feedback about the di erent design options.
There are many examples of AR applications that can provide this
functionality, but in this section we describe two in more detail. These
applications were developed by the HIT lab NZ in response to a ter-
rible natural disaster. In September 2010 and again in February 2011,
the city of Christchurch, New Zealand was hit by several very strong
earthquakes, magnitude 7.1 and 6.9. The earthquakes caused large scale
damage with the result that over 70% of the buildings in the inner city
needed to be demolished in the rebuild process. The city council had a
problem how to communicate to the residents what the city would look
like once the rebuild was finished. There was also considerable interest
in communicating to visitors what the city used to look like before the
earthquakes destroyed most of the historical buildings.
In response to this, the HIT Lab NZ developed two mobile AR
applications CCDU AR and CityViewAR [Lee et al., 2012], both of
which were made available on the Android Play store and iOS app
store. CCDU AR was an application designed to show architectural
information superimposed over the printed pages of a book the city
council had produced explaining the city rebuild and showing concept
images of what the future landmark buildings would look like. The
application was developed for the iOS and Android mobile devices and
used the Vuforia library for image based tracking of the real book pages.
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The Unity game engine was used to show the 3D virtual building models
and add simple interactivity to the application.
Figure 10.4 shows the application being used. The user can take
their tablet or smart phone and when they run the application and
point the camera at the printed map of the city they will see 3D virtual
labels appearing showing them the key building redevelopments in the
city (Figure 10.4(b)). The labels appear fixed in space and turn to face
the user as they move around the map, so that they are always readable.
The user can then tap one of the labels to see a larger 3D model of the
building appearing fixed to the printed map (Figure 10.4(c)). Some of
the buildings also had simple interactivity added to them. For example
if the user moved their device closer to the virtual stadium model they
would hear the sound of the crowd growing louder, or they can tap on
the police station model to see virtual police cars exit the building and
hear siren sounds.
(a) Using the application
(b) Label view (c) Building view
Figure 10.4: CCDU AR mobile AR application.
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The application was used by the Christchurch City Council at a
number of public events, and was also made freely available so that
any interested people could try it out. Overall the feedback was very
positive and users felt that they could more clearly understand the key
redevelopments that were going to take place, and also how the final
buildings could look.
The CCDU AR application enabled people to better understand
what key buildings in the rebuilt city would look like, but it had the
limitation that users weren’t able to see the buildings on-site. The
CityViewAR application addressed this limitation and allowed users
to see full-sized virtual buildings on the real site. This was achieved
using the HIT Lab NZ’s Outdoor AR framework [Lee and Billinghurst,
2013], a software library developed specifically for creating outdoor AR
applications for mobile devices. Unlike the CCDU AR application, it
was designed to using GPS and compass sensor input and so enabled
outdoor tracking.
The Outdoor AR framework consists of two layers of components
(see Figure 10.5). The lower layer provides abstraction of functional
modules that are essential for building outdoor AR applications. These
components include basic data structures, tracking sensors, network
communication, 3D graphics and sound rendering, and tools for man-
aging UI elements, file parsing and data loading. The framework in-
cludes a custom 3D graphics engine based on a scenegraph data struc-
ture designed and optimized for mobile rendering of geo-located 3D
scenes. The Scene and Tracking data manager components play the role
of models, and the Map, AR, and List View components are higher-
level abstractions of the AR scene visualization function. These model
and view components are ready-to-use components and developers can
simply choose which components they want to use. Though develop-
ers are free to modify these components, the controller components
are where most customization typically happens, mixing and matching
which model and view components that the application is going to use.
Using the Outdoor AR framework, the CityViewAR application was
developed to help people explore destroyed historical sites and build-
ings after the major earthquakes in Christchurch. Using the applica-
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Figure 10.5: Outdoor AR Library architecture. [Lee and Billinghurst, 2013]
tions people can walk on site and see information about the buildings
that used to be around them. The geo-located content is provided in
a number of formats including 2D map views, AR visualization of 3D
models of buildings on-site, immersive panorama photographs, and list
views of all the content available. Figure 10.6(a) shows the map view
with points of interest icons shown on it. Users can select icons they
are interested in and switch to a panorama view (Figure 10.6(b)) or
AR view (Figure 10.6(c)). The panorama view allows users to view im-
mersive 360 photospheres take at their location several weeks after the
earthquake, showing the destruction at the time. The users can rotate
their mobile device around to see di erent portions of the panorama,
using the compass in the device to set the viewing orientation. The AR
view shows virtual images superimposed over a live video background,
transforming the empty lots of Christchurch into the buildings that
existed before the earthquake.
A user study was conducted to see if the AR component enhanced
the user experience (AR condition), compared to using the application
without AR viewing (non AR condition) [Lee et al., 2012]. When the
AR feature was available users used it over half of the time that they
were using the application, far more than the map or panorama views,
and they judged their overall experience to be better than in the non-
AR condition. Participants were also asked which features they liked
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(a) Map view (b) Panorama view
(c) AR view
Figure 10.6: Using the CityViewAR application to see a historical building on-site.
[Lee et al., 2012]
the most, and in the AR condition 42% of the users picked the AR
view, while in the non AR condition 62% of people picked the panorama
view. People with the AR condition also moved around the street more,
trying to explore the di erent elements of the 3D buildings they were
able to view. Overall users enjoyed having a rich interface that used
several di erent ways to show the building information, but they felt
that the AR element definitely enhanced the user experience.
These applications show that even with current technology, AR ex-
periences can be developed that help solve the key problem of client
communication for architects. Wearable devices will even accelerate the
use of AR experiences in architectural applications in outdoor environ-
ment (see Figure 5.10 showing CityViewAR running on Google Glass).
CityViewAR and CCDU AR are just two of dozens of mobile AR appli-
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cations available that enable users to view architectural content ways
that are not possible with more traditional tools.
10.3 Marketing
One of the greatest opportunities for AR is in the use of the technol-
ogy for product marketing. Marketing material is typically designed to
capture the attention of a person and provide them with motivation
to learn more about the product. AR technology can be used to cre-
ate experiences that are more memorable than other more traditional
forms of marketing.
AR can be also be used to develop experiences that are impossible
with other technology. For example, in section 3, we already mentioned
the Living Sasquatch marketing campaign developed created by Bo -
swana to market Jack Links beef jerky. This used a simple web interface
(see Figure 10.7(a)) to allow users to create their own animated AR
scene with a Sasquatch monster. This was developed through using
a FLARToolKit based Flash application installed in a web page that
didn’t require any complex software installation by the end user. The
application allowed people to arrange sasquatch animations simply by
dragging and dropping icons on the screen. Once the animation was
completed they could view the output in the AR window in the centre
of the screen.
The public response was very strong with hundreds of people creat-
ing images and short videos of their interaction with the sasquatch and
posting them online. People discovered that the size of the sasquatch
depended on the size of the AR tracking marker, and so were able to
create a number of humorous situations3 (see Figure 10.7(b)). In this
way the technology enables users to have a new experience, but also
for the end users to provide a word of mouth campaign for the brand
being promoted.
A second way that AR can be used in marketing is to enhance
traditional printed media advertising. Many companies have developed
AR experiences that allow people to point their phones at magazine
3See for example, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eA1X0vfJGs0
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(a) Web interface (b) User created image
Figure 10.7: Living Sasquatch interface and user experience.
advertisements or posters and see virtual 3D content or 2D movies
appear. For example, in 2012 company Explore Engage developed an
AR marketing experience for the Transformers 3 movie that allowed
people to point their phone at the movie poster and see 3D content from
the movie pop out4. This turned the static poster into an interactive
experience that showed a wide range of di erent clips and content from
the movie. It also allowed users to unlock an immersive first-person
AR game, playing as Optimus Prime defending Earth against the evil
forces of the Decepticons. The marketing campaign was a big success
with over 400,000 app downloads in the first few weeks of the movie
opening.
From these examples we can see that Augmented Reality is a tech-
nology that has proven itself in several di erent application areas. How-
ever the technology is just being applied in commercial settings and it
is obvious that even more real world applications will emerge in the
coming years. In the next section we discuss research areas that are be-
ing explored that will increase the number of application areas where




Augmented Reality have been researched for nearly 50 years and is
beginning to become more mainstream through the commercialization
e orts of many companies. Despite this there are still a number of
research areas that need to be explored further before the technology
reaches its full potential. In Azuma et al. [2001] review paper they iden-
tify the major obstacles limiting the wider use of AR as falling into three
themes: (1) technological limitations, (2) user interface limitations, and
(3) social acceptance issues. Martínez et al. [2014] used the Technology
Acceptance Model [Davis et al., 1989] and Roger’s innovation di u-
sion theory [Rogers, 2010] to identify the following bottlenecks to its
widespread adoption; (1) No AR standards, (2) Limited computational
power in AR devices, (3) Tracking Inaccuracy, (4) Social acceptance,
(5) Information overload.
In 2008, Zhou et al. [2008] reviewed ten years of ISMAR papers
and identified the main research trends over that time as being in the
areas of Tracking, User Interaction and Display Technology. So it is
evident that research has been conducted in most of the areas identified
by Azuma and Martinez, although not in Social Acceptance. In this
section we review ongoing research and future opportunities in the
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four areas of (1) Tracking, (2) Interaction, (3) Displays, and (4) Social
Acceptance. In addition to these topics, Zhou et al. [2008] identified
other AR research as being conducted on topics such as rendering and
visualization methods, evaluation techniques, authoring and content
creation tools, applications, and other areas. However space limitations
prevent a deeper review of these areas.
11.1 Tracking
Tracking is one of the most popular areas for AR research because
it is one of the most important of the AR enabling technologies. As
we have seen from section 4, AR tracking systems have evolved from
simple fiducial marker based systems, to natural feature tracking, and
hybrid sensor based methods. However there is still significant work
that needs to be done before the vision of "anywhere augmentation"
[Höllerer et al., 2007] is achieved, where users will be able to have a
compelling AR experience in any environment.
In section 4 we showed how that there are a number of reliable sys-
tems for images based tracking from printed images, or outdoor track-
ing using GPS and other sensors. However there are still a number of
important research problems that need to be solved, including (1) Wide
area tracking, (2) Reliable indoor tracking, and (3) Indoor/Outdoor
ubiquitous tracking, among others.
For reliable outdoor Augmented Reality, tracking methods are
needed that can provide accurate location over a wide area. GPS hard-
ware can be used for position sensing, but consumer grade GPS in
mobile devices typically provides an average accuracy of 5 – 10 me-
ters depending on satellite signal strength. One alternative method is
to use computer vision techniques to estimate the camera pose rela-
tive to known visual features, often in conjunction with other GPS
and inertial sensors [Reitmayr and Drummond, 2006]. However this
approach can be di cult to scale to wide area tracking because of the
di culty of creating a large scale feature set [Castle et al., 2008] or
capturing thousands of pictures for image matching [Arth et al., 2009].
In contrast Ventura and Hollerer [2012] have developed a system that
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Figure 11.1: Wide area AR tracking using panorama imagery (top) processed into
a point cloud dataset (middle) and used for AR localisation (bottom). [Ventura and
Hollerer, 2012].
combines panoramas captured from several positions to create a point
cloud model which can then be used for feature based localization us-
ing a remote server, and real time tracking on a mobile device. In this
way they were able to track over of 1000 m2 with a positional accuracy
of less than 25cm error, and rotational accuracy of under 0.5 degrees.
Figure 11.1 shows the data captured by the system and the final track-
ing results. This approach looks promising for wide area tracking in an
unprepared outdoor environment, although more work will need to be
done to verify this.
In favourable conditions, GPS technology can be used to provide
accurate outdoor tracking however lack of satellite coverage means
that GPS systems fail indoors and other methods must be used. A
range of di erent methods have been explored for providing robust
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indoor tracking. For example, Dissanayake et al. [2001] showed how
ultra-sound could be used for position localisation inside buildings, and
demonstrated several applications that this could enable, such as nav-
igation, asset localisation, and creating virtual interactive buttons in
space. However this system required the installation of a set of ceil-
ing mounted ultra-sonic receivers and so become more expensive the
larger the space tracked over, the tracking accuracy is also limited
and not precise enough for exact overlay of virtual content on real ob-
jects. Other methods for precise indoor tracking use a camera combined
with a 2D laser tracker for range finding [Scheer and Müller, 2012],
computer vision tracking from markers pasted over the walls [Wagner,
2002, Schmalstieg and Wagner, 2007], and hybrid systems with com-
puter vision, inertial sensors and ultra-wide-band tracking [Newman
et al., 2006], among others.
One particularly promising direction for research is the use of hand-
held depth sensors for indoor tracking. The Google Tango project1 is a
handheld device that uses customized depth sensors with motion track-
ing cameras and inertial sensors to update the position and orientation
of the device in real time, while at the same time creating a map of the
users environment. This has the advantage that it is completely self
contained and doesn’t require any image markers or electronic sensors
to be placed in the tracked environment. Figure 5.13 shows a typical
depth image of the real world captured by Tango. Due to its precise
indoor positioning, Tango provides an ideal platform for indoor AR.
Other technologies, such as Intel’s RealSense2, will also provide depth
sensing on handheld tablets, and so there are opportunities for further
research in this area.
One of the existing challenges is seamless switching from outdoor to
indoor tracking environments. This is necessary for the development of
ubiquitous tracking systems that work continuously as the user walks in
and out of buildings, or other locations. Piekarski et al. [2003] developed





50cm) with indoor marker based tracking (accurate to 20 cm), and au-
tomatically switching between the two based on GPS reception. More
recently, Behzadan et al. [2008] developed a system that combined in-
door tracking using Wireless Local Area Networks with GPS tracking
for outdoor position sensing, while Akula et al. [2011] combined GPS
with an inertial tracking system to provide continuous location sens-
ing. Huber et al. [2007] describe a system architecture for ubiquitous
tracking environments. There needs to be more research conducted in
this area before the goal of ubiquitous tracking will be achieved.
11.2 Interaction
Section 7 provided a review of di erent interaction methods for Aug-
mented Reality. As was shown, early AR interfaces used input tech-
niques inspired from desktop interfaces or Virtual Reality, but over
time more innovative methods have been used, such as Tangible AR,
or natural gesture interaction. There is still significant opportunity for
on-going research in new interaction methods, especially in the areas of
(1) Intelligent systems, (2) Hybrid user interfaces, and (5) Collabora-
tive systems, among others. In this section we provide a brief overview
of some opportunities in each of those areas.
Previous research has shown the AR is a very natural way to inter-
act with virtual content, but in many cases the interfaces themselves
have not been very intelligent with simple interactions that don’t re-
spond in di erent ways to user input. Over the last twenty years the
field of Intelligent User Interface (IU) has emerged [Sullivan, 1991]
which explores how Artificial Intelligence can be combined with Human
Computer Interaction methods to produce more responsive interfaces.
Unfortunately there has been little research in AR on how to include
IUI methods. Some researcher have begun exploring the user of virtual
characters that display limited intelligence, for example the Welbo in-
terface was a character seen in the real world that responded to simple
speech commands [Anabuki et al., 2000], and Mr Virtuoso was a hand-
held AR interface that used an AR virtual character to teach about art
[Wagner et al., 2006].
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One topic that has a lot of potential in this area is Intelligent Train-
ing Systems (ITS). Earlier research has shown that both AR and ITS
applications can significantly improve training. For example AR tech-
nology allows virtual cues to be overlaid on the workers equipment
and help with performance on spatial tasks. In one case an AR-based
training system improved performance on a vehicle maintenance tasks
by 50% [Henderson and Feiner, 2009]. Similarly, ITS applications allow
people to have a educational experience tailored to their own learning
style, providing intelligent, responsive feedback, and have been shown
to improve learning results of one letter grade or higher, produce signifi-
cantly faster learning and impressive results in learning transfer [Mitro-
vic, 2012, VanLehn, 2011]. However there has been little research that
explores how both technologies can be combined together.
Overall, current AR training systems are not intelligent and current
ITS do not use AR for their front end interface. Current AR training
systems typically provide checklists of actions that must be done to
achieve a task, but don’t provide any feedback as to how well the user
has performed that task. One exception to this is the work of West-
erfield et al. [2013] who combined the ASPIRE constraint based ITS
[Mitrovic et al., 2009] with an AR interface for training people on com-
puter assembly. Using this interface the system would monitor user
performance and automatically provide virtual cues to help them per-
form the tasks they were training on (see Figure 11.2). In trials will this
system it was found that the AR with ITS enabled people to complete
the training task faster and score almost 30% higher on a retention
of knowledge test compared to training with the same AR interface
without intelligent support. This is an encouraging result and shows
significant opportunity for more research in the area.
A second promising area for research is hybrid AR interfaces and in-
teraction. The first AR systems were stand-alone applications in which
the user focused entirely on using the AR interface and interacting
with the virtual content. However, as we saw in Milgram’s Mixed Re-
ality continuum and the Metaverse taxonomy, AR technology is com-
plimentary to other interface technologies and so hybrid interfaces can
be built which combine AR with other interaction methods. For exam-
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Figure 11.2: Using AR and ITS for training computer assembly. [Westerfield et al.,
2013]
ple, if we consider Rekimoto’s comparison of HCI styles from section 2,
there are artificial boundaries between the four interface types shown.
As Figure 11.3 shows, interesting research can be explored by crossing
these boundaries.
Considering each of Figures 11.3(b)~(d) separately, we can see
some interesting opportunities for further research. For example, Fig-
ures 11.3(b) shows that the boundary between AR and Ubiquitous
Computing can be crossed to create hybrid AR/Ubicomp interfaces.
This could be accomplished by using AR to make visible what is nor-
mally invisible in Ubiquitous Computing applications. Rauhala et al.
[2006] developed a handheld AR interface that used virtual cue to show
the data from humidity sensors hidden behind a wall in a ubiquitous
computer interface (see Figure 11.4). This allows the used to see su-
perimposed over the real world data that is usually only visible on a
desktop interface remote from the location that it is captured in. In this
case a physical marker placed on the wall was used for mobile phone
tracking and the sensor information is collected by a computer and
wirelessly transmitted to the mobile device for AR visualization. There
are also other examples of how AR can be used to make visible data cap-
tured by ubiquitous computers and sensing systems [Goldsmith et al.,
2008, Veas, 2012, van der Vlist et al., 2013].
Figure 11.3(c) shows boundary crossing between AR and VR in-
terfaces. One example of this is the MagicBook interface [Billinghurst




(b) AR and Ubicomp (c) AR and VR
(d) AR and GUI (e) AR, VR, GUI, and
Ubicomp
Figure 11.3: Research opportunities in hybrid AR interfaces.
Reality continuum. The system consists of a real book and handheld
AR display. The user can read the book without the use of any tech-
nology (Figure 11.5(a)). However when they look at the book pages
through the handheld display they can see animated AR content over-
laid on the printed page (Figure 11.5(b)). When they see an AR scene
that they like they can touch a button on the handheld display and
transition into a fully immersive VR viewing mode (Figure 11.5(c)).
In the VR view users are free to turn their heads to look around the
virtual environment and also to travel through the space. In this way
the MagicBook uses AR to support seamless transition from Reality
to Virtual Reality. Other interfaces that also allow users to move from
AR to VR include [Nilsen and Looser, 2005], [Grasset et al., 2011], and
[Kiyokawa et al., 1999].
AR interfaces can also be combined with more traditional desktop
interfaces (Figure 11.3(d)). The Emmie system of Butz et al. [1999]
is a system that mixes several display and interaction types together,
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Figure 11.4: Using mobile AR for visualization ubiquitous computing sensor data.
[Rauhala et al., 2006]
Figure 11.5: The MagicBook interface showing transitioning into a VR experience.
[Billinghurst et al., 2001]
allowing users to view AR content at the same time as using 2D GUI
interfaces. Wearing see-through HMDs, users can look at normal desk-
top screens and view and interact with the content on the screen using
a normal mouse-based interface. However, using a 3D wand they can
also pull the content o  the screen and see it as a 3D AR object floating
in space in front of them. In this way they can drag and drop content
between di erent types of interfaces and seamlessly mix GUI and AR
interaction. More recently Benko et al. [2005] developed a hybrid AR
and table top interface that combine gesture interaction in space with
AR objects and touch input on the table surface.
Finally, Figure 11.3(e) shows how AR can be combined with GUI,
VR and Ubiquitous Computing interfaces. In 2006 Kim et al. [2006]
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Figure 11.6: Ubiquitous-VR interface concept. [Kim et al., 2006]
proposed the idea of Ubiquitous Virtual Reality (U-VR) which they
defined as "..creating ubiquitous VR environments which make VR
pervasive into our daily lives and ubiquitous by allowing VR to meet ..
ubiquitous computing". Their view is that the technologies of Ubiqui-
tous computing, Virtual Reality and Mixed Reality can be seamlessly
blended together to provide people will constant access to information,
anywhere and at any time using a variety of interface presentations. To
demonstrate this concept they developed the ubiHome [Oh and Woo,
2005] testbed (see Figure 11.6) which showed a number of concepts
such as the handheld AR CAMAR Viewer [Suh et al., 2007], an AR
table, immersive Mixed Reality Window, and smart ubiTV [Oh et al.,
2005], among other objects. These are all connected together with a
smart services infrastructure, so for example, the CAMAR Viewer can
be used to control the ubiTV and content could be presented over both
the AR table and MRWindow.
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11.3 Displays
Although AR display technology has significantly improved from Ivan
Sutherland’s original system, current displays are still very far from
Sutherland’s vision of the "Ultimate Display" [Sutherland, 1965]. There
are important research opportunities available in the design of head
mounted displays, in projection technology, in contact-lens displays,
and other areas.
In section 5 we provided an overview of the use of optical-see
through head mounted displays for Augmented Reality. However tra-
ditional optical-see through displays have a number of disadvantages,
such not being able to support a wide field of view, or provide true oc-
clusion of the real world. The ideal display would be one that provides
a wide field of view, supports occlusion of the real world, and provides
images at a variety of focal planes, all in a small unencumbering form
factor. Researchers have been exploring each of these areas although
there is still more work to be done.
A number of di erent designs for optical see-through displays have
been developed that address these shortcomings. For the occlusion
problem, Kiyokawa et al. [2001] and others [Cakmakci et al., 2004, San-
tos et al., 2008, Gao et al., 2012] have been researching how electronic
masking elements can be added to optical see-through displays. For
example, Cakmakci et al. [2004] have designed an optical see through
display with a spatial light modulator and polarization-based optics
that can block parts of the scene that should be occluded. To address
the challenged of small field of view (FOV), Cheng et al. [2011] uses
tiled optical elements to create an optical see-through display with 55
degree diagonal FOV. Liu et al. [2008] uses a liquid lens to vary the
focal length of an optical see-through head mounted display, enabling
users to see virtual content overlaid on real objects at a wide range
of distances. Hu and Hua [2012] address the same problem by using
a wedge-shaped eyepiece and a compensator. However, each of these
display prototypes just addresses one of the shortcomings of optical
see-through display.
The recent work of Maimone and Fuchs [2013] is one of the first op-
tical see-through AR displays that tries to address all of these problems
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Figure 11.7: Computational AR eyeglasses and view through the display. [Maimone
and Fuchs, 2013]
in one design. They have developed a prototype that uses a computa-
tional displays approach with stacked spatial light modulator (SLM)
layers placed directly in front of the eyes. These SLM are transparent
elements that can provide a per-pixel occlusion of the view of the real
world and also support for multiple focal planes, achieving image over-
lays at di erent focal depths. The first version of the display is shown
in Figure 11.7. However it has relatively poor image quality, requires
calibration of the stacked layers, and has an occlusion mask with blurry
edges. Thus there is still room for significant improvement.
A second area of display research that will o er interesting research
opportunities is in head mounted projection displays. The first head
mounted projection systems were developed by Fisher [1996] and Fer-
gason [1997]], although it was Rolland [Rolland et al., 1998], Kijima [Ki-
jima and Ojika, 1997] and Inami [Inami et al., 2000] that provided many
of the first examples of head mounted projection display (HMPD) used
for AR experiences. Rolland et al. [Rolland 05] provides a summary of
early HMPD research. These early projector systems were bulky and
lacked portability, however recent advances in pico-projector technol-
ogy has meant that these limitations can be overcome. For example,
the REFLCT system [Krum et al., 2012] uses a small HMPD and retro-
reflective material to allow users to see projected AR content without
the need for placing an optical combiner in front of the eyes. The cas-
tAR3 system is smaller still, with two micro-projectors directly over the
eyes creating a stereo 3D projected image. In this case the user has to
wear lightweight polarized glasses and look at a retro-reflective surface
to see the 3D imagery.
3http://technicalillusions.com
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Now that HMPD are as small and lightweight as head mounted dis-
plays, there is still considerable research to be conducted. For example,
a number of people have begun to explore interaction methods should
be used for projected AR content. Hua et al. [2003] explore the use
of datagloves for gesture based interaction, Brown and Hua [2006] use
physical objects as tangible interface widgets, and researchers have de-
veloped projected AR interfaces that use freehand input [Benko et al.,
2012]. Another important problem is exploring how to overcome some
of the limitations of projecting on the retro-reflective surface, such as
real objects always occluding the projected AR content, even when the
content is supposed to be in-front of the real object. This may be solved
by creating hybrid HMD and HMPD systems.
One of the most interesting types of displays being currently re-
searched is contact lens based displays. One of the long-term goals of
AR researchers is to have a head worn display that is imperceptible
to people surrounding the user. This might be achievable through in-
eye contact lens displays [Parviz, 2009]. Using MEMS technology and
wireless power and data transfer a contact lens could be fabricated that
contains active pixels. Pandey et al. [2010] developed a single pixel con-
tact lens display that could be wirelessly powered. This was then tested
in the eye of a rabbit with no adverse e ects [Lingley et al., 2011] (see
Figure 11.8(a)). Since that time researchers have developed a curved
liquid crystal cell that can be integrated into a contact lens [De Smet
et al., 2013] (see Figure 11.8(b)). However there are a number of signif-
icant problems that will need be to solved before such displays become
readily usable, such as adding optics to allow the eye to focus on the
display, ensuring su cient permeability to oxygenate the cornea, and
providing continuous power and data.
11.4 Social Acceptance
As Augmented Reality technology has moved from the lab to the living
room, some of the obstacles that prevent it from being more widely
used are Social rather than Technological, particularly for wearable or
mobile systems.
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(a) Single pixel con-
tact lens in rabbit
eye [Lingley et al.,
2011]
(b) Curved liquid crystal display embedded in con-
tact lens [De Smet, 2014]
Figure 11.8: Prototype contact lens displays.
For example wearable AR systems have shrunk in size from bulky
backpacks to small head worn displays like Google Glass4. Despite this,
there is still considerable social pushback that is preventing devices like
Google Glass from being accepted in some social settings. For example,
in a recent survey of 4,600 US adults, only 12 percent said that they
would be willing to wear "augmented reality glasses" that came from a
brand they trusted5. This reluctance could be for several reasons such
concerns about privacy [Hong, 2013], or fear that using the technology
will make a user look silly, or make the user a target for thieves.
These concerns are not just confined to head worn wearable systems.
For example, if a person is walking through a city with a mobile phone
or tablet and using an AR browser to help them navigate, or viewing
AR content, they may need to hold the phone at eye level in front of
them while walking (see Figure 11.9). This is an unnatural pose that
may make them feel silly, look foolish, or make other people feel that
they are being filmed.
A number of researchers have raised social acceptance as an impor-
tant issue for AR [Azuma et al., 2001, Martínez et al., 2014, Carmigni-
ani et al., 2011, Narzt et al., 2006], but initially there was been little
4http://www.google.com/glass
5http://www.newsfactor.com/story.xhtml?story_id=12100BWEZRVS
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Figure 11.9: Walking while looking at AR virtual tour content on a tablet. [Lee
et al., 2013a]
research in the field. For example, in Zhou’s ISMAR research review
paper, none of the papers published up to 2007 had focused on Social
Acceptance. More recently there has been some work addressing this
issue. For example Nilsson and Johansson [2008] describes an AR train-
ing interface for a medical device in a hospital and evaluation that was
performed in terms of technology usefulness and social acceptance. The
study participants were very positive about the use of AR technology
as a tool for clinical instruction and there were no issues raised in terms
of social acceptance. Similarly Rasimah et al. [2011] report on a study
of the perceived usefulness and acceptance of AR in a university set-
ting with more than 60 biomedical student subjects. They found that
nearly 95% of the students felt that AR would useful in teaching and
learning, and over 85% said they would use the technology frequently
if they had access to it.
However both of these studies we conducted in professional or edu-
cational settings. In a hospital is it common for medical practitioners to
wear devices to help them perform their tasks, while in a university stu-
dents often use a variety of pieces of equipment in labs and classes for
short periods of time. It is very di erent to use a wearable or handheld
AR device in a social setting or in public in front of strangers.
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There has been little research dedicated to the topic. Olsson points
out ".. despite a large body of AR demonstrators and related research,
the AR research community lacks understanding of what the user expe-
rience with mobile AR services could be, .. especially regarding the emo-
tional and hedonic elements of user experience." [Olsson et al., 2013].
The closest research to this is the work of Grubert et al. [2011] who
conducted an online survey of 77 people who have used mobile AR
browser applications. They asked them about the social aspects of mo-
bile AR use and around 20% of users said that they experienced social
issues with using an AR browser application either often or very often.
A similar percentage also said that they had experienced situations in
which in which they refrained from using the application because they
were worried about social issues. This is a relatively small percentage,
but users were using mobile AR applications for just a short period
of a time each task (70% of users reported using the application for
less than 5 minutes at a time), and so were unlikely to draw significant
attention.
It would be expected that social acceptance problems will be sig-
nificantly higher with a person that is wearing a head mounted display
all the time while interacting with AR content. Unfortunately this is
an area that has not been well studied in the AR community, but as
most social acceptance issues seem to arise from the use of mobile or
wearable AR systems, then there is related from the wearable comput-
ing community that could be beneficial. For example, Serrano et al.
[2014] explored the social acceptability of making hand to face gestures
for controlling a head mounted display, finding that they could be ac-
ceptable in di erent social contexts, but care would needed to taken
around the design of the gestures. However their studies were in a con-
trolled laboratory environment and not in a public setting where the
wearable computer would be typically used. Rico and Brewster [2010]
have previously evaluated the social acceptability of gestures for mobile
user (although not wearable computers), finding that location and au-
dience have a significant impact on the type of gestures people will be
willing to perform. They found that gestures that required the partic-
ipant to perform large or noticeable actions were the most commonly
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disliked gestures. Other research has explored the social acceptability
of shoe mounted input devices [Bailly et al., 2012], or minimal displays
[Costanza et al., 2006].
This research shows that social acceptability is an important issue
in handheld or wearable AR experiences, especially those that are ex-
pected to be used in a public setting. This is an area that has had
little research to date from the AR community and so could form an
important area for work in the future. Of course as the technology be-
comes more unobtrusive with displays and input devices vanishing into
clothing then some social concerns may go away.
11.5 Summary
In this section we have reviewed four areas that will provide significant
opportunities for further research in AR in the coming years. However,
there are many other topics that can also be studied in the field of AR.
Zhou et al. [2008] identified a total of 11 categories of research papers
that had been published in the ten years of the ISMAR conference
until 2008, and categories such as Social Acceptance or Collaborative
interfaces were not included amongst these. So it should be accepted
that there will be at least as many research topics going forward. As
the field matures, the challenge for AR researchers will be to continue
to identify the most significant obstacles that prevent the development
of compelling AR experiences and to find ways to overcome them.
12
Conclusion
Nearly fifty years ago Ivan Sutherland imagined an "Ultimate Display"
that would allow people to see digital content become part of their real
worlds [Sutherland, 1965]. In a famous quote he says: "The ultimate
display would, of course, be a room within which the computer can
control the existence of matter. A chair displayed in such a room would
be good enough to sit in. Handcu s displayed in such a room would
be confining, and a bullet displayed in such a room would be fatal.
With appropriate programming such a display could literally be the
Wonderland into which Alice walked."
Although complete Science Fiction at the time, this article has
shown how Augmented Reality is beginning to achieve Sutherland’s
vision. What was once usable only in research labs is now available
to hundreds of millions of people through the technology they have in
their pockets, homes and workplaces. It is easier than ever before to
create content and applications for AR enabled devices, meaning that
even non-programmers can create rich AR experiences. Adoption is
only expected to increase with the availability of inexpensive wearable
computers (e.g. Google Glass) and head mounted displays (e.g. Oculus
Rift), and the growth in AR applications available.
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Significant progress has been made in solving many of the funda-
mental problems in AR. For example, in section 4 we showed that
there are a number of computer vision libraries that provide robust
tracking from printed images, and there are sensor based systems that
can provide relatively accurate outdoor tracking. A variety of AR dis-
play options were reviewed in section 5. Similarly, section 6 presented a
wide range of authoring tools that can be used to create AR experience.
This means that the research field is evolving away from being solely
focused on low-level enabling technology, to exploring AR experiences,
using interaction methods reviewed in section 7, and design guidelines
contained in section 8. section 9 presented a variety of methods that
can be used to evaluate the quality of user experience and showed that
more and more AR papers with evaluation studies in them are being
published. Finally, section 10 presented some case study examples of
AR applications being used today.
Researchers in the field have made tremendous advances since the
1960’s, but in many ways the full potential of Augmented Reality is
still to be realized. Section 11 touched on several of the promising areas
for future research such as social acceptance and hybrid AR interfaces,
although there are many other directions people have begun to explore.
The pace of research is dramatically increasing and the developments
to date will seem trivial when we look back in another 50 years time. It
is certain that AR will dramatically change how humans interact with
digital content in the years to come.
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